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ABSTRACT 

There are two topics in this dissertation: one is to develop new phase 

reduction algorithms for test interferograms especially of large optics and the other 

one is to find more accurate analytical expression of surface deflection due to 

gravity when the mirror is supported in the axial direction. 

Two new algorithms for generating phase maps from interferograms are 

developed. Both methods are sensitive to small-scale as well as large-scale surface 

errors. The first method is designed to generate phase from an interferogram 

that is sampled and digitized only along fringe centers, as in the case of manual 

digitization. A new interpolation algorithm uses the digitized data more efficiently 

than the fitting of Zernike polynomials, so the new method can detect small-scale 

surface error better than Zernike ploynomial fitting. 

The second algorithm developed here is an automatic phase reduction 

process which works on test interferograms recorded by CCD camera and trans-

ferred digitally to a personal computer through a frame grabber. The interfero-

gram results from interference of the test wavefront with a tilted reference wave-

front. Phase is generated by assuming it to be proportional to the intensity of the 

interferogram, apart from changes or sign and offset occuring every half fringe so 
, 
'-

as to make the phase increse monotoically. The error of the new algorithm is less 

xi 
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than 1/20 waves in the wavefront, which can be reduced further by averaging sev

eral phase maps which are generated by interferograms with random phase sh~s. 

The new algorithm is quick and involves no smoothing, so it can detect surface 

errors on large mirrors on a scale of several centimeters. 

A new model is developed to calculate analytically the surface deflection 

of a mirror supported axially on multiple points. It is based on thin plate theory, 

but considerations of thickness variation of a curved mirror, lightweight honey

comb structure and shear are included. These additions improv~ the accuracy of 

the calculated surface deflection, giving results close to those obtained from the 

accurate but computer intensive finite element model. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The next generation of optical and infrared telescopes will have diameters 

in the range of 8-16 m, and will operate through the atmospheric windows from 0.3 

-30 p.m wavelength. In order to obtain and maintain the required surface accuracy 

over such large mirrors, innovations are required in the area of mirror structure, 

casting, polishing, testing, and support. A design study of a future 15 m multiple 

mirror telescope by Angel and Woolf (1986) summarizes these requirements and 

some of the promising techniques for meeting them. 

The research in this dissertation includes the development of new tech

niques for generating phase maps from test interferograms, and the study of mirror 

supports. A phase reduction algorithm that can detect small-scale surface error 

is critical to the fabrication of high quality optical telescope mirrors, especially to 

meet the requirement of low rms surface irregularity. The goals of the new phase 

reduction method are high spatial resolution, high speed, and immunity to the 

vibration of the testing environment. 

A proper mirror support system is very important to a large telescope 

both for testing and operation. The surface defiection due to gravity is required 

1 
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to be limited to a small fraction of a wave. In this dissertation a method is 

developed to give expressions of the mirror surface as a function of axial support 

pattern, which are more accurate than the traditional thin plate model and require 

considerably less computation than the finite element model. 

When the research. of this dissertation began in 1984, a Zernike polyno

mial fitting program was used in the optical shop of Optical Sciences Center to 

reproduce phase of manually digitized interferograms of large mirrors. As it was 

noted that the fitting of Zernike polynomials cannot show higher spatial frequency 

surface error, our first step was to develop a new interpolation algorithm with less 

smoothing effect, to detect small-scale surface errors even without increasing the 

amount of digitized data substantially. The approach is to interpolate phases di

rectly through digitized data rather than fitting polynomials to the data. The 

interpolation techniques are discussed in Chapter 2, in which it is shown that the 

new interpolation algorithm does have better ability to detect small-scale errors 

than the fitting of· Zernike polynomials. The interpolation algorithm using an 

automatic digitization technique is also included in Chapter 2. 

The accuracy of interpolation methods is still limited by having infor

mation only at fringe centers. A new phase reduction technique is developed such 

that the phase of the interferogram can be found a-om intensity. Since the phase of 

each digitized pixel is retrieved, the spatial resolution of this new phase reduction 

algorithm is improved substantially. The test examples in Chapter 3 show the 
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algorithm's ability to detect local surface errors on the scale of a few centimeters. 

Interferograms are recorded by CCD camera and transferred digitally to a per

sonal computer through a frame grabber. Phase is reduced within a minute, after 

ten or more interferograms are recorded and the intensity of the interferogram is 

normalized. Details of this new algorithm will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

For the last two years, the phase shifting algorithm. has also been applied 

to measure the surface of large optics. The comparison of results of the phase shift

ing and the new algorithm. shows very good agreement of the detailed structures 

of the mirror surface. The new algorithm is quite immune to the vibration of 

the testing enviroment, which makes the new 3lgorithm. more favorable for testing 

large optics in some circumstances. The example of a Ritchey-Common test of a 

40 inch fiat mirror in Chapter 3 illustrates the effect of vibration on testing results. 

In Chapter 4, the de£iection of a mirror on multiple supports (supported 

in the direction of the optical axis) is analyzed. Very accurate results of mirror 

de£iection can be found by the finite element method. However, it is still very 

slow to run the finite element model on a mainframe computer for complicated 

support patterns. The traditional analytical expression of mirror de£iection based 

on thin plate theory is not accurate enough because the thickness variation of a 

curved mirror and shear are not included. The new analytical expression for mirror 

de£iection introduced in Chapter 4 includes considerations of thickness variation 

of the curved mirror, lighweight honeycomb structure, and shear. The accuracy of 
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the new model is improved and the surface deflection patterns are quite close to 

those obtained by the finite element model, while the computing time of the new 

model is much less than the finite element method. The new model is useful to find 

surface deflection patterns of various design concepts at the stage of prelimilary 

design. A tolerance analysis model for the supporting force is also developed in 

Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 is a summary and review of this research. 



CHAPTER 2 

PHASE REDUCTION BY INTERPOLATION METHODS 

The traditional method of reproducing phase from an interferogram is 

first to find fringe centers, then to interpolate the phases of points between fringe 

centers. The accuracy of these interpolation methods is limited by the density of 

sampled points. However, an improved interpolation algorithm does have better 

ability to show surface structure without the necessity of increasing the number 

of sampled points. 

In this chapter three interpolation methods to reproduce phase from 

interferograms are discussed. First, Zemike polynomial fitting is reviewed. The 

resolution of this method is limitad by the number of Zemike polynomials used to 

fit the data, so even by increasing the number of sampling points the resolution 

cannot be improved. An example is shown in the section on Zemike polynomial 

fitting. A new interpolation algorithm is deveioped here in order to reduce the 

smoothing effect. Briefly, the new method first interpolates the phase along each 

fringe using the digitized data, then generates the phases over a square grid by 

interpolating the more densely sampled data along fringes. The resulting phase 

maps show more detail than those obtained by Zemike polynomial fitting. 

S 
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An automatic digitization process is developed so that not only the fringe 

centers of the inte~ity minima but also the fringe centers of intensity maxima are 

digitized. (For the manual digitization process, it is more difficult to define the 

intensity maxima.) Since enough data along fringes are sampled, data are only 

interpolated in the horizontal direction for vertical fringes. Phase maps generated 

by the interpolation algorithm with automatic digitization and with manual digi

tization show very good agreement, although the latter method uses less sampled 

data. 

For comparison an interferogram of the MMT mirror is used as a basis 

for reproducing phase by all three methods; Zernike polynomial fitting, the in

terpolation algorithm with manual digitization and interpolation with automatic 

digitization. 

Digitization Process 

In this chapter all data except one example are digitized by the automatic 

digitization algorithm. Manual digitization is simulated by automatic digitization 

also. For automatic digitization, instead of using the optical tablet for manual 

digitization the fringe centers are found by the toggling algorithm of the automatic 

phase reduction· which will be described in Chapter 3. In this way we can record 

fringe centers either at the peak or at the bottom of the intensity or at both 

positions. 
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Next the fringe order is assigned. This is the height of the phase contour 

in units of one wavelength' or half a wavelength (depending on whether the fringe 

center is defined as a period of one wave or one-half wave). A fringe order is 

assigned to a reference point at the top of the interferogram, then the fringe orders 

of the other fringe centers in the first row are given according to this reference 

fringe order. Similarily, the digitization program repeats this process to assign 

fringe orders to all fringe centers for the other rows of the interferogram by finding 

the reference point of each row automatically. The reference point of each row is 

the fringe center along the same fringe as the first reference point. The digitized 

data are saved in the display memory of the frame grabber and then transfered to 

the memory of a personal computer. The interval between rows for digitization is 

not necessarily one pixel of the display memory. 

In the following sections we will use different amounts of digitized data. 

Digitization with several hundred data points is used to simulate the manual pro

cess. Fig. 2.1 shows the sample interferogram of the 1.83 m spherical mirror. 

The bright spots along the fringe in Fig. 2.2 are the fringe centers found by auto

matic digitization. The different brightnesses of spots at different fringes illustrate 

different fringe orders. 

For closed fringes, since two fringe centers along a row may have the 

same fringe order, the above procedures to assign fringe orders are not valid. In 

order to assign fringe order automatically in this case, the program has to know 
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Figure 2.1. Sample interferogram of a 1.83 m mirror 

This interferogram is used for reproducing phase by th~ fitt!ng of Zernike 
polynomials and the new interpolation algorithm. 



Figure 2.2. Example of an automatic digitization 

Different brightness shows different fringe orders. 

9 
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the direction of increasing fringe order. However, the technique of automatic 

digitization for closed fringes is not included in this chapter. One example with 

closed fringes in this chapter is manually digitized. 

Zernike Polynomial Fitting 

First we review Zernike polynomial fitting briefly, following the treatment 

of Freniere, Toler and Race (1981). The data are fit in a least squares fashion, 

to minimize a quantity f which is the sum over all sample points of the squares 

of the difference between the digitized fringe order Z6 and the Zernike polynomial 

fitting function f, i. e. 

€ = Lff(x6, Y6) - Z6(X6, Y6)]2. 
6 

Zernike polynomials are orthogonal over an unit circle but the procedure of gen-

erating Zernike coefficients shown here is not limited by the data within a circle. 

The boundary can be any arbitrary shape. 

First, a set of polynomials gi(X, y) are constructed so that they are or-

thogonal and normalized over the sampled data, i. e. 

L gi(X., Y6)gj(X6, Y6) = Oij, 

6 

and the fitting function f(x,y) is expanded as 

N-l 

f(x, y) = L C£jgi(X, Y), 
i=O 
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where N is the number of polynomials used in the fit. The recipe for constructing 

the orthogonal set gi is given below. 

The quantity e will be mjnirnjzed when 

ai = Lzs(xs,ys)gi(XS,ys). (2.1) 
s 

We also want f(x,y) to be expanded by Zernike polynomials Vi(X,y), i.e. 

N-l 

f(x,y) = L biVi(X,y), 
i=O 

so it is necessary to find the relation between expansion coefficients bi and ai. 

Note that 
N-l N-l 

L biVi(X,y) = L aigi(x,y). (2.2) 
i=O i=O 

The calculation follows the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. First, the 

Zernike polynomials are expanded by 

i 

Vi = L"'ikgk. 
k=O 

From the sum of the squares of Vi over the sampled data and the assumed orthog-

onality and normalization of the gi(Xs, ys), we can derive the following recursive 

relations: 
i-I 

L[Vj(Xs,ys)]2 = ali + L alk' 
• k=O 

ajk = LVj(Xs,ys)gk(Xs,Ys), 
s 
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and 
j-l 

9j = ~ (Vj - '" ajk9k). 
a"" L-

" k=O 

If we start with 

aOO = (2: VO(Xs, Ys)2) 1/2 

s 

and 

all ajk and 9j(Xs ,Y.) can be found by the above recursive relations. Having 

obtained the functions 9i in terms of Zernike polynomials, all ai are solved by 

Eq.(2.1). Replacing Vj in Eq. (2.2) by L~=o ajk9k, Eq. (2.2) is rewritten as 

N-l j N-l 

L bj L ajkgk = L ~9i· 
j=o k=O i=O 

The above equation is equivalent to the following recursive relation, 

N-l 

bm. = _l_(am. - L bjajm) , 

am.m. j=m.+l 

(2.3) 

so starting from bN-l = aN-I/aN-l,N-l all bm. are solved. This concludes the fit-

ting procedure. A Zernike polynomial fitting computer program written in BASIC 

is included in Appendix A. 

Now we will see some results from the Zernike polynomial fitting. First 

the phase reproduced by the automatic reproduction algorithm (which is the sub-

jed of Chapter 3) is shown in Fig. 2.3 for reference. (Tilt in the horizontal direction 
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is removed in Fig. 2.3 and in all other gray level and profile plots in this chapter 

for the same surface.) The profile of one row indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2.3 is 

shown in Fig. 2.4 for a quantitative comparison also. Fig. 2.6 shows the gray level 

plot of the same surface fitted by 24 Zernike polynomials using the digitized data 

shown in F.ig. 2.5. (Twenty-seven Zernike ploynomials are listed in the Appendix 

B.) Fig. 2.7 is the cross-section plot of the indicated row. The 24 terms contain 

terms of spherical aberration up to sixth order. However, even with a fitting rms 

(which is defined as the root mean square difference between the fitting results 

and the digitized data) of 0.09 wavlength, the more than half-wave bump near the 

central hole is totally missed. (All errors indicated in this chapter are wavefront 

errors.) Including spherical aberration terms up to twelfth order, the peak-to-

valley deflection of the bump area is 0.4 wave, which is about 80% of the result of 

automatic phase reproduction. Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 show the results when 27 Zernike 

polynomials with spherical aberration terms to order twelve are used. 

In Fig. 2.10, we use more closely spaced digitized data in order to test 

whether this will improve the fitting results. The resulting Zernike polynomial 

phase map· is shown in Fig. 2.11. The wavefront rms and peak-to-peak of Fig. 2.11 

are .279 and 1.23 waves respectively. Comparing with Fig. 2.8, Fig. 2.11 reveals 

more large scale structures. For instance in Fig 2.12, the peak of the profile of ·row 

11 (the :fh~t marked row in Figs. 2.8 and 2.11) plotted by the data from Fig. 2.11 

(solid line) is higher than the similar profile plotted from· the data from Fig. 2.8 
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Figure 2.3. Phase map of the automatic phase reduction algorithm 

This map is the average of ten frames generated by interferograms like 
Fig. 2.1 but with random phase difference. Tilt is removed in the horizontal 
direction. Black to white equals 2.2 He-Ne waves. All other phase maps shown 
in this chapter also have tilt in the horizontal direction removed except when 
otherwise noted. 
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Figure 2.4. Profile of a row marked by an arrow in Fig. 2.1 

The mirror boundary is marked by two arrows. 
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Figure 2.5. Digitized data of 543 points 

This plot shows sampling points simulating manual digitization. 
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Figure 2.6. Phase map by the fitting of Zernike polynomials 

This phase map is generated by fitting sampling data in Fig. 2.5 by 24 
Zernike polynomials and spherical aberrations up to order six. Black to white 
equals 1.5 waves. 

-----------------------------------------1 
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Figure 2.1. Cross-section profile of a row marked by an arrow in Fig. 
2.6 

Compared with Fig. 2.4, the central bump is smoothed because of not 
enough polynomials included. 
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Figure 2.8. Phase map by the fitting of Zernike polynomials 

This phase map is generated by fitting sampling points in Fig. 2.5 by 
27 Zernike polynomials and spherical aberration up to order 12. Black to white 
equals 1.5 waves. 
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Figure 2.9. Cross-section plot of the second marked row in Fig.2.8 

This plot shows how high order spherical aberration terms (to order 12) 
help to fit the central bump although the fitted bump is still not high enough. 
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Figur~ 2.10. Digitized data of 1806 points 

° 21 

The sampling points are generated by the automatic digitization so not 
only the intensity mjnima but the intensity maxima also digitized. 
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Figure 2.11. Zernike polynomial fitting using 1806 data points 

The phase map is generated by fitting data points in Fig. 2.10 by 27 
Zernike polynomials. Black to white equals 1.2 waves. 
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Figure 2.12. Cross-section profile of the first marked row in Fig. 2.11 

The solid line is from Fig. 2.11 and the dashed line is from Fig. 2.8. The 
difference shows the effect of the number of sampling points on the fitting results. 
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(dashed line). The profile of the second marked row in Fig 2.11 is identical with 

Fig. 2.9. (Fig. 2.9 is overplotted by the dashed line.) There is no improvement in 

the ability to find the small-scale error as the number of the input data is tripled. 

This implies the resolution of Zernike polynomial fitting is limited by the number 

of polynomials. Furthermore, the spherical aberration terms used by Fig. 2.11 

is to order twelve and it means at most ekven local extrema can be found by 

these terms. For a 1.8 m mirror, according to the above argument, it is difficult 

for Zemike polynomial fitting like Fig. 2.11 has spatial resolution better than the 

scale of 16 cm (180/11). In addition, Zernike polynomial fitting program running 

on the personal computer is quite slow especially when many terms are used and 

many points are fitted. 

New Interpolation Algorithm for Manual Digitization 

One method of avoiding polynoTnia! fittin is to inte..""Polate the surface 

data over a square grid directly. The motivation for this new interpolation al

gorithm is to make more efficient use of the digitized data by realizing the full 

resolution corresponding to the density of sampled points. The approach is to in

terpolate the digitized data along the fringe then res ample these data over a square 

grid. In this way, all interpolation steps are one dimensional and it is simple for 

calculation. 

The details of this new interpolation algorithm are described as follows. 
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Figure 2.13. Cross-section profile of the second marked row in Fig. 2.11 

The solid line is from Fig. 2.11 and the dashed line is from Fig. 2.8. The 
almost identical profile implies the increase of sampling points cannot improve the 
spatial resolution on small scles. 
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\ 

Figure 2.14. . Dlustration of finding the intersection of a fringe and a 
circle 

The angular coordinates 9 of intersection points are determined by the 
following formula: 

~ II;;ei(R-R;) 
9 = L...J II . . (Ri _ R.) X 9;, 

i=l J¢' , 

where Ri and 9; are polar coordinats of six digitized sampling poui:ts on the fringe. 
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First, many concentric circles are plotted over the surface, and the intersections 

of fringes and circles are found by interpolating the angular coordinates of the 6 

digitized points along a fringe nearest to the point of intersection. The two adjacent 

points along a fringe on the two sides of the intersection are defined by two points 

with the closest radius Rl and the next closest radius R2 to the radius R of the 

circle provided (Rl - R) (R2 - R) ~ 0, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.14. In the case 

of points whose angular coordinates are near zero on one side of the intersection 

and near 21r on the other side, the angles of points on the first side are increased 

by 2:7r so there is no discontinuity. For the intersection points at the outermost 

circle (the mirror's edge), the intersection points are found from the three nearest 

digitized points inside the circle. Figs. 2.15 a and 2.15 b show the intersection 

points of 35 and 50 circles with the digitized fringes given by Fig. 2.5. The reason 

for using the intersections of circles and fringes for resampling data along the 

fringe is intended to keep as much information as we can for a circular mirror 

and it samples more data for circular zones with larger radius. More circles will 

generate more sampled data along the fringe, which will increase the algorithm's 

resolution. However, as the number of circles is increased, it may introduce points 

not fitted correctly because of not enough input data. The regenerated fringes in 

Fig.2. 15 b will be used to reproduce phase. 

Because of the small number of intersections of circles and fringes near 

the horizontal diameter, one more horizontal line is added in Fig. 2.15. To find the 
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fringe orders of points at the intersections of circles and the horizontal line requires 

two steps. First, the radius of the intersection of the fringe and the horizontal line 

is found by interpolating the radii of the three nearest points on the fringe to the 

horizontal line. Secondly, the fringe orders of points at intersections of circles and 

the horizontal line are found by interpolating the fringe orders cf ~he three nearest 

points of intersection of fringes and the horizontal line. 

The interpolation (or fitting) used is the Lagrangian interpolation, which 

can be summarized by the following equation: 

Here y(x) is the quantity to be interpolated and n is the number of given data 

used for interpolation. For instance, to find the angular coordinates at the inter-

sections of the circles and the fringes, x are the radii and y are angles. To find 

the intersection of the horizontal line and the fringes, x are angles and y are radii. 

Similarly, to find the fringe orders at the intersections of circles and the horizontal 

line, x are radii and y are fringe orders. This fitting algorithm also works for 

extrapolation. 

The next procedure is to find fringe orders over the n x n grid. The first 

step is to find fringe orders of intersections of the n vertical lines and the concentric 

circles. Again Lagrangian interpolation is used to find the intersections, where x 

are the angular coordinates and y are fringe orders. In order to avoid 
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Resampled fringes 

The two pictures are intersections of fringes and 35 and 50 circles re
spectively. A few points near the central obscuration not fitted correctly can be 
thrown away manually. 
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the ambiguity of angles near a and 27r, the fringe orders of the regenerated fringes 

are repeated in three domains, from 0 to 27r, from 27r to 47r, and from 41f' to 67r. 

Instead of expressing angle from 0 to 27r, the polar coordinates angle of the vertical 

lines is expressed from 27r to 47r, so there is no ambiguity near a or 27r when the 

closest angular coordinates of points on a circle are found. 

Finally the nonuniform intersections are redistributed over the n x n 

grid. Using Lagrangian interpolation, y are fringe orders and x are the vertical 

coordinates. 

The phase map of 60 x 60 pixels generated by this algorithm is shown in 

Fig. 2.16 and the profile of the same row as Fig. 2.4 (marked by the first arrow in 

Fig. 2.16) is shown in Fig. 2.17. While Fig. 2.17 and Fig. 2.9 are generated from the 

same number of digitized data, Fig. 2.17 shows more detailed structure. Not only 

can the central bump be found but some detailed structure in Fig. 2.4 such as a 

small step near pixel 42 begins to appear, which shows the new algorithm's ability 

to detect small-scale error. The wavefront rms and peak-to-peak of Fig. 2.16 are 

.2865 and 1.19 waves. 

For getting more accurate surf2ce information, we can appl;- this inter

polation algorithm twice to two interferograms with fringes rotated 90 degrees to 

each other. It helps to solve the problem of not enough data sampled in the area 

where fringes are tangent to circles and somtimes it is necessary to average the 

phases generated by two interferograms with fringes in two perpendicular 
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Figure 2.16. Phase map generated by the new interpolation algorithm 

The ma.p is generated by interpolating sampling points in Fig. 2.5 over 
a 60x 60 grid. Black to white is 1.2 waves. 
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Figure 2.17. Cross-section profile of the first marked row in Fig. 2.16 

Compred with Fig. 2.4, not only can the central bump be found some 
detailed structures begin to appear. 
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directions. 

The new interpolation algorithm also works for closed' fringes. In this 

case the fringes are digitized manually. Fig. 2.18 is the interferogram of the 1.8 m 

mirror supported at three points. Fig. 2.19 shows the intersections of fringes and 

concentric circles. The phase reproduced by the new interpolation algorithm is in 

Fig. 2.20. The rms wavefront error is 1.3 wavelength and the peak-to-peak is 5.5 

wavelength. 

Interpolation Algorithm for Automatic Digitization 

Here we use'the digitized data shown in Fig. 2.10. In this case the sample 

points are already distributed along 61 uniformly spaced rows by th.e automatic 

digitization method, so the only interpolation required is along the row (in the 

direction perpendicular to the fringe) so as to distribute the sample points uni

formly over the 61 x 61 grids. Here three points Lagrangian interpolation is used 

to interpolate data along each row. The phase map is in Fig. 2.21 and the profile 

of the same row of Fig. 2.4 is in Fig. 2.22. The peak-to-valley height of the central 

bump shown in Fig. 2.22 is about half a wave, which is consistent with the result 

from the automatic phase reproduction method (Fig. 2.4). The wavefront rms and 

peak-to-peak of Fig.2.21 are .216 and 1.3 waves. 

For the other comparison the profile of another row in Fig. 2.21 (marked 

by the second arrow in Figs. 2.16 and 2.21) is plotted in Fig. 2.23, where the solid 
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Figure 2.18. Interferogram of three point support 

It is used to test the new interpolation algorithm's ability for closed 
fringes. 
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Figure 2.19. Resampled fringes of three point support 

It shows the inters~tions of closed fringes and circles. 
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Figure 2.20. Phase map or three point support 

This phase map is generated by the resampled data shown in Fig. 2.19. 
Tilt in x and y directions are removed. The supporting areas are shown by three 
black spots. Black to white in the phase map corresponds to 5.5 waves. 
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Figure 2.21. Phase map of automatically digitized data 

This map is generated from data shown in Fig. 2.10. Phases in th.e 
horizontal direction are interpolated by three point Lagrangian interpolation and 
no interpolation is made in the vertival direction. Black to white is 1.3 waves. 

'. 
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line is from Fig. 2.21, the long dashed line is from Fig. 2.16 (new interpolation 

algorithm) and the short dashed line is from Fig. 2.11 (27 terms of Zernike poly

nomial fitting). The agreement of the two interpolation results is still very good 

and the results of Zernike polynomial fitting is just too smooth. The detailed 

structures in Fig. 2.23 are on the scale of the fringe space (4 pixels in this case) so 

they are the true structures on the surface. 

The resolution limit of the interpolation algorithm is due to the lack of 

information between fringe centers and is not a fu.ndamental limitation of repro

ducing phase. More fringes will help the interpolation algorithm using the au

tomatically digitized data to have better spatial resolution in the direction norm 

to fringes, but there is a limitation for the number of fringes, which is the fringe 

space cannot be less than the space where the noise occurs; otherwise the auto

matic digitization algorithm c~ot find the fringe center exactly. However, we 

already record the intensity for each point over the illterferogram, so there is no 

reason not to use the intensity information between fringe centers. How to trans

fer the intensity information to the surface error will be the subject of the next 

chapter. 

All the computer codes used for interpolation in the manual digitization 

mode and automatic digitization mode are included in Appendixes C and D. 
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Conclusion 

The new interpolation algorithm for manualiy digitized data has less 

smoothing effect on the reduced phase than Zernike polynomial fitting. It is a 

useful tool to reproduce phase from the interferogram when there is no sophis

ticated equipment such as CCD camera and frame grabber for digitizing the in

terferogram. The automatic digitization process can digitize more data points on 

fringe centers so it can help the interpolation algorithm to detect smaller scale 

errors. For comparison the phase maps generated by Zernike polynomial fit (27 

terms and 1806 data points), the new interpolation algorithm (543 data points) 

and Lagrangian interpolation (1806 data points) are displayed in Fig. 2.24 in the 

order of a b and c. 

However, the interpolation algorithm only uses the information on fringe 

centers, which is the limitation of the algorithm's resolution. The automatic phase 

reduction algorithm using all intensity informa~ion of the interferogram will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 



(a) Zernike polynomial fitting 

(b) New interpolation algorithm 

(c) Lagrangian interpolation with 

automatic digitization 

Figure 2.24. Comparison of three interpolation methods 
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CHAPTER 3 

A NEW AUTOMATIC PHASE REDUCTION ALGORITHM 

The interpolation algorithm of the preceding chapter does not make use 

all the available information in the interferogram to reproduce the phase. The 

digitization process samples data only along fringe centers. Structures on a scale 

of less than the fringe separation is smoothed. One solution is to use interferograms 

with many fringes and let the fringe space be very narrow. However, even with the 

automatically digitized data, there is still a limitation to the number of fringes. 

It has been mentioned in the previous chapter. For the modern large telescope, 

the requirement of surface irregularities may be as small as several hundredth 

waves on a scale of a few centimeters over the primary mirror. For instance, 

the smallest requirement of surface irregularities of the MMT primary mirror is 

0.013 waves rms within 4 cm (MMTO technical report, 1980). In order to detect 

such small-scale errors, it is recommended to use the intensity information of each 

point on the interferogram. One well-known method of this category is phase 

shifting interferometry, which records interferograms three or four times, each 

time with the fringe having a piston shift, so the phase at each point can be found 

as a solution of simultaneous equations. However, the requirement that several 

43 
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intensity measurements should be performed in a time short compared to vibration 

may prohibit the use of the algorithm in some testing condition. It is especially in 

the case of testing large optics; the long optical path and the independent vibration 

of the tested surface and the reference surface may cause the time interval of good 

fringe contrast too short and not avaiable for the phase shifting measurement. 

The new algorithm of automatic phase reduction developed here does not 

smooth data and is relatively immune to the vibration of the testing enviroment. 

The algorithm is based on the idea that phase can be retrieved as a quantity 

proportional to the intensity of the interferogram. We will show that the error of 

this algorithm is ±1/20 wavelength in wavefront, which can be reduced further 

as the phases of several interferograms with random piston errors in phase are 

combined. Because it is not necessary to record high contrast interferograms 

consecutively, the new algorithm is not very sensitive to vibration. The phase 

reduction algorithm is simple so it can generate high resolution phase maps such 

as 512 x 400 pixels in a short time on a personal computer. The example presented 

in this chapter show that the algorithm can resolve local surface errors of width 

less than a fringe space and with an accuracy of 0.02 wavelength wavefront error 

for a mirror with wavefront error peak to valley 1.5 waves, by averaging phases of 

several interferograms randomly shifted in phase. 

Theory 
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In the automatic phase reduction method, the interferogram must result 

from the interference of a tilted wavefront whose phase increases monotonically 

with respect to the reference wavefront. Vertical fringes are recorded by a CCD 

video camera in 1/30 seconds. 

The algorithm operates on each line of the fringe pattern as foliows. The 

intensity I is normalized to lie between a minimum of 0 and a maximum of I. 

Starting at the left hand end, the reconstructed phase is set equal to 17r. The 

algorithm tests pixel by pixel along the fi.."'St scan line fox: a maximum or minimum 

in I. Once the fi.."'St maximum is recorded, phase is set equal to 7r(2 - I) until 

a minimum is found, when it becomes 7r(2 + I). After the next maximum it is 

7r(4 - I) and so on. (If the intensity is expressed as (1 + cos¢)/2, the phase ¢ 

will have a 7r difference from the above results.) The process is shown in Fig. 3.I. 

The direct conversion of intensity to phase makes the algorithm fast and allows it 

to operate with no smoothing at all. The error introduced by the approximation 

can be understood as follows. Phase reconstructed from uniform sinusoidal fringes 

should increase linearly, but is approximated by a series of sine wave segments. 

Considering a segment over the range of phase 0 < ¢ < 7r the error is given by 

¢ - 11'(1 - cos ¢)/2, 

where the intensity is scaled between 0 and 1. The largest values of the above 

error occur when sin¢m = 2/11', and are ±0.33 radians. The inherent error in 
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(a) . 

'(b) 

Figure (a) shows the normalized intesity of two beam. interference versus 
distance perpendicular to fringes. Figure (b) displays the phase reduced by the 
new algorithm from the interference data shown in Figure (a). The straight line 
represents the true phase and the maximum vertical difference between the straight 
line and the reduced phase equals 0.33 radians or 1/20 waves. 
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reconstructed wavefront is thus ±1/20 wavelengh, and in the measured surface 

±1/40 wavelength for case of the test beam passing the mirror once. Averaging 

N interferograms with random piston error differences between the wavefronts 

reduces the error as 1/v'N. 

The identification of fringe intensity maxima and minima needs a strong 

toggling action, so that noiee in the data will not upset the algorithm. This is 

done by looking at each pixel for a large change in the product of (I - Imm) and 

the sign of the gradient, measured by I(x + 8) - l(x - 6). Here 1mm is 1 or 0 

depending on whether the last extremum was a maximum or minimum, and 6 is 

a few pixels. Once the toggle has tripped, the value of 1mm is updated, and small 

local maxima and minima will not switch it back. 

Fig. 3.2 shows an example of noise on the interferogram. Here the average 

fringe space is 20 pixels and 8 is choosen as 6 pixels, which is a proper interval 

small enough to toggle the true intensity extrema but large enough to avoid an 

incorrect switch by the noise. Fig. 3.3 shows the fringe centers found by the 

algorithm superimposed on the interferogram. For the clarity, the fringe centers 

are shown for every four lines. 

Phases reconstructed for each line are indeterminate by offsets of 21m. 

Each new line is therefore adjusted by adding an integer multiple of 21T' , chosen to 

give continuity with the previous line. For a circular interferogram the reference 

pixel to check for continuity is the central pixel of each line. For some 
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Figure 3.2. Example slice profile of an interferogram 

This picture shows intensity of an interferogram recorded by CCD cam
era versus pixel number in the direction perpendicular to fringes. It shows noise 
on the interferogram and the nonuniform amplitudes of the intensity. Two arrows 
indicate the edge of the mirror. 
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Figure 3.3. Fringe centers found by the new algorithm 

Here fringe centers found by the new algorithm are displayed for every 
four lines by the bright spots. 
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interferograms, there is a central obscuration with no phase information inside it, 

so it is necessary to choose two reference points on each side of the obscuration 

for those lines crossing the central obscuration. 

Now we will consider the problem of a nonuniform distribution of in

tensity over the interferogram. Scaling the intensity to (0,1) by the formula 

(I(x,y) - Imin)/(Imaz - Imin) will introduce extra errors besides the algorithm 

error if a single maximum Imaz and a single minimum Imin are used over the 

whole interferogram. First, the intensity will not be scaled to the right value, 

as shown in Fig. 3.4, where the solid line is the scaled intensity curve while the 

dashed line is the desired intensity curve. Secondly, once the toggling take place, 

there is a discontinuity due to the incorrect scaling as shown in Fig. 3.5. In the 

case of Fig. 3.5, the error 0 introduced at the peak of the normalized intensity 

causes as much as 21ro errors in phase. 

What is required are maxima and minima as functions of position. These 

can be found by recording several interferograms (e.g. n > 10) with random piston 

phase differences. Maxima and minima for each pixel are found by comparing 

the intensities at that pixel of n interferograms with fringes randomly shifted, 

and these intensity extrema are used to scale the intensity pixel by pixel of the 

separate interferogram. Fig. 3.6 shows an interferogram with nonuniform intensity 

distribution. Its local intensity maxima and minima which are determined by 10 

randomly shifted interferograms are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Fig. 3.9 is the 
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Figure 3.4. Incorrect scaling 

This figure shows the normalized intensity (solid line) when the the local 
intensity maxima and minima are not chosen correctly. The dashed line is the 
ideal case. 
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Figure 3.&. Phase discontinuity due to incorrect scaling 

It indicates that error of 6 at the intensity peak due to the incorrect 
normalization introduces 21ro discontinuity in phase. 

- ------------------------------------------------
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Figure 3.6. Sample interferogram 

This is an interferogram of a 1.83 m spherical mirror. The circle refers a 
small bubble on the surface, which will be used to test the new algorithm's ability 
of finding small-scale errors in the section of Test Results. 
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Figure 3.7. Intensity maxima 

The intensity maximum of every pixel is found by comparing 10 inter
ferograms randomly shifted to each other. 
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Figure 3.8. Intensity mjnjma 

The intensity minima. of every pixel is found by comparing same inter
ferograms used for finding intensity maxima. 
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Figure 3.9. Normalized interferogram 

The intensity of every pixel I is found by the following formula 

I( ) _ Io(x,y) -lmin(X,y) 
x, y - () ()' Ima,; x, y -Imin x, y 

where 10,lmaz and Imin are the original intensity, local intensity maximum and 
minimum respectiyely, which are shown in Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8. 
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interferogram after the intensity is scaled. The normalized interferogram with 

more uniform amplitude will be used for the phase reduction. 

Data Recording and Software 

The interferogram is recorded by a CCD camera. All data in the follwing 

section are recorded by an interline transfer CCD with picture elements 384 x 491 

and cell size 23.0p,m x 13.4p,m. One interferogram is composed of two fields each 

recorded within 1/60 seconds. In general the interferogram is.taken at the image 

plane of the tested surface. The resolution limit set by the CCD cell size is good 

enough to detect small-scale errors of the surface. 

The digitized data are transferred to a frame grabber, which can be set 

by software either in the live mode to display the- signal connected to its video input 

and to grab the frame, or in the display mode to display the current contents of 

its display memory. The latter feature allows use of the frame grabber to display 

the reproduced phase. Software packages (Targa Library and Imaging Toolkit) 

are available for data. transfer between the display memory of the framegrabber 

and the computer's memory. Computer codes for grabbing the frame, reading and 

writing images by using these software packages are included in Appendix E. 

The computer programs for finding intensity extrema, scaling intensity, 

reproducing phase and averaingphase maps are in Appendix F. The dynamic range 

of the display memory used here (Targa 8) is 8 bits and the user available pixels 
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are 400 (v) x 512 (h). In order to speed up the computation, all calculations of 

programs in Appendix F are in the integer mode of the C language. The intensity 

of the interferogram is scaled between two integers Xl and X2, so it can be saved 

in the 8 bit display memory. For example, in the program shown in Appendix F, 

the intensity is scaled between minimum 30 and maximum 240, so according to 

the intensity to phase algorithm the magnitude of one half wave is 210 (240-30) 

or 420 is equivalent to one wave. 

In order to display the phase in the display mode of the frame grabber, 

the phase is rescaled as an 8 bit integer. In the program shown in Appendix F, the 

phase is displayed as integers between 50 and 250. If the 16-bit display memory 

is used in the future, the unit of wavelength and dynamic range of display can be 

extended to give higher resolution. The computing time for scaling interferogram 

by using its local intensity maxima and minima Us less than 2 minutes and for 

reducing phase is less than one minute for 400 x 512 pixels of interference data on 

an IBM AT personal computer. 

The other programs in Appendix G include those to show a slice profile 

of the phase along a horizontal row or a. vertical column on the computer's monitor 

or the line printer, and to record phases of sampling points which are used to fit 

coefficients of Zernike polynomials, such as tilt, defocus, astigmatism and coma. 

Zernike polynomial fitting program is in Appendix A. The C language compiler 

used is the Microsoft C compiler and the slice plotting routine is the GSS*CGI 
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package. 

Test Results 

The new algorithm has been applied to reduce phases in several practical 

cases. Three examples are included here: a 1.83 m f/2.7 mirror, an 18 inch off-axis 

paraboloid and a 40 inch fiat mirror. The first two results are compared with those 

obtained by the phase shifting algorithm. 

1.83 m MMT mirror 

The measurement setup shown in Fig. 3.10 is located in the testing tower 

of the Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona (Anderson etal, 1986) which 

is used to measure phase of the 1.83 m mirror by the phase shifting method. The 

phase measurement for large mirrors are usually made under very quiet conditions; 

this may require an unoccupied building with the air conditioning turned off. The 

interferograms used by the new algorithm such as the one shown in Fig 3.6 were. 

taken by the same setup but in normal conditions and without turning off the air 

conditioning. At the test stage the mirror was spherical so there was no null lens 

shown in Fig. 3.10. The ten interferograms were recorded with the piezoelectric 

transducer used for driving the reference surface to give randomly shifted phase. 

The phase map generated from the intensity scaled interferogram is 

shown in Fig. 3.11. The tilt in the horizontal direction is removed by subtract-
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ing the average tilt per pixel from the phase, when the total number of fringes 

is provided. It is not necessaq to define the mirror's boundary, which appears 

automatically because of the toggling algorithm. Marks for defining mirror's orien

tation are also shown in the phase map. In order to reduce the fringe-like algorithm 

error, ten phase maps with random piston differences are averaged and the result 

is shown in Fig. 3.12 where tilt and defocus are removed and the display range is 

1.43 wave. The rms and peak-to-peak in Fig. 3.12 are 0.20 and 1.54 wavelength, 

which are wavefront errors. The bright and dark in the phase map correspond to 

high and low respectively. 

The phase map generated by phase shifting interferometry is shown in 

Fig.3.13(b). For comparison, Fig. 3.12 is repixeled so it will approximately have 

the same pixel numbers as the phase shift results (210 x 215 in this case), and it is 

displayed in Fig. 3.13 (a). Both Figs. 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) are set to have the same 

display dynamic range, and both have tilt and defocus terms taken out. For the 

numerical comparison, the profile of a same row generated by the new algorithm 

and by the phase shifting algorithm are shown in Figs. 3.14 (a) and 3.14 (b). The 

phase shifting results for each pixel have been smoothed by averaging values of 

adjacent pixels. For the new algorithm, there is no such smoothing process. The 

profiles shown in Fig. 3.14 (a) and (b) are very similar. The detail structures, 

such as the slope change near pixel number 127 in Fig. 3.14 (b) also has good 

agreement. Compared with Fig. 3.14 (b), the small spike errors in Fig. 3.14 (a) 

- ----------- ---------
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Figure 3.10. Phase measurement setup for the MMT mirror 
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Figure 3.11. Phase map of one interferogram 

This is the phase map reduced from the normalized interferogram shown 
in Fig. 3.9. The tilt in the horizontal dir~tion is removed. The scale is black to 
white corresponding to 2.2 He-Ne waves. Black is low and white is high, which 
holds for all phase maps in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.12. Phase map averaged by ten frames 

The phase map is averaged by phases of ten interferograms with phase 
shifted randomly to each other. Here tilt in both x and y directions and the 
defocus are removed. It can be seen the algorithm error is reduced. The scale is 
black to white corresponding to 1.43 waves. 
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The phase map of the new algorithm is repixeled from Fig. 3.12. Both 
maps are displayed with the same scale which is black to white corresponding to 
1.43 waves. 
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are on the order of 0.02 wave in wavefront. However, the interferograms used by 

the new algorithm and by the phase shifting algorithm were taken at different 

time; it may cause the small difference not in the detailed structure but in the 

low order Zemike components of the two phase reduction results. In the next 

comparison for a smaller mirror, interferograms taken at almost the same time are 

used for comparing the phase reduction results. 

The very small-scale surface error such as the curved fringe marked by 

a cicrle in Fig. 3.6 can be detected by the new algorithm also and ~t is the small 

white spot in Fig. 3.12. Because of the smoothing process, the small bubble shown 

in Fig. 3.13 (b) is not so clear as in Fig. 3.12. The height of the small bubble found 

in Fig. 3.12 is about 0.05 wavelength in wavefront and the diameter measured from 

the phase map is 5 cm. 

18 inch off axis paraboloid 

The second example is an 18 inch off-axis paraboloid. The testing setup 

is shown in Fig. 3.15 and the test interferogram in Fig. 3.16. The phase map 

obtained by averaging ten randomly shifted interferograms, with tilt, defocus, and 

astigmatism removed, is shown in Fig. 3.17, where the display 4ynamic range is 

1.43 wavelenths. The phase shifting results with the same Zernike terms removed 

is in Fig. 3.18(b). Again Fig. 3.17 is repixeled (Fig.318{a)) for comparison with the 

phase shift result. Very similar detailed structures can be found by both methods. 
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Figure 3.14. Profiles of the same row generated by two methods 
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The row is indicated by the arrows shown in Fig. 3.13 (a) and (b). Fig. ( a) 
is the profile of the new algorithm and (b) is from the phase shifting algorithm. 
The detail structures are very similar although there is some difference in the low 
order Zernike terms because of the difference of test environment. 
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interferometer 

off-axis paraboloid 

Figure 3.15. Measurement setup for an off axis paraboloid 

Here f is the focal point of the paraboloid and two reRectors are fiat 
mirrors. 



Figure 3.16. Interferogram of an 18 inch off-axis paraboloid 

The interferogram. is taken by the setup shown in Fig. 3.15. 
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Figure 3.17. Phase map averaged by ten frames 

The phase map is averaged by ten phase maps generated by the new 
algorithm and has tilt, defocus and astigmatism removed. Black to white equals 
1.43 waves. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Phase maps generated by the new alg;oriitrum (a) and by 
the phase shifting method (b) 

The scale is black to white 1.43 waves. The true wavefront peak-to-peak 
and rms in Fig. (a),(b) are 1.15 waves, 0.147 waves and 1.00 waves, 0.140 waves 
respecti ..... ely. 
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The wavefront peak-to-peak and rms error for Fig. 3.17 are 1.15 wave and 0.147 

wave, in good agreement with the phase-shift results of 1.00 wave and 0.140 wave 

. The test beam passes the paraboloid twice so the wavefront error is four times 

the surface error. 

The off-axis paraboloid is generated by a computer controlled polish. 

Very fine ditches can be found in both phase maps. Fig. 3.19 shows a vertical 

cut (in the vertical direction of the interferogram) of the wavefront phase map 

(Fig. 3.17). The narrow valley near position 0.5 shown in Fig. 3.19 corresponds 

one of these small ditches. The width of this ditch is less than 1 cm and the depth 

(surface error) is about 100..4.. The measuring noise is about ±15..4.. The same 

vertical cut from the phase shifting result is shown in Fig. 3.19 by dashed line. 

Although the results of the new algorithm is not so smooth as the phase shifting 

results, both slice profiles show very similar detail structures. 

40 inch Hat mirror (Ritchey Common test) 

One problem of testing large Hat mirror by Ritchey Common test (Fig. 

3.20) is the vibration of the tested surface and the reference spherical surface. For 

testing this 40 inch Hat mirror, the radius of curvature of the reference sphere 

is 394 inches. Vibration prohibits the use of phase shifting algorithm. However, 

for the new algorithm it is not necessary to record high contrast interferograms 

consecutively in a short time, so it can still work in this case. 
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Figure 3.19. Profiles of the same column generated by two methods 
• 

The column is indicated by arrows shown in Fig. 3.18 (a) (b). The solid 
line is from Fig. 3.17 and the dashed line is from Fig. 3.18(b). It can be seen the 
consistence of these two algorithms. The 0.1 wave division corresponds 16 nm of 
surface error. 
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Fig. 3.21 shows an interferogram recorded at a moment when the fringe 

contrast was good. Twelve high contrast interferograms with random phase dif

ferences caused by natural vibration were recorded for reproducing the phase. 

Fig. 3.22 is the average of these twelve phase maps with tilt and defocus reTT'ovEid. 

The rms and peak-to-peak of the wavefront error are 0.35 wave and 1.8 wave re

spectively. Under test conditions of more serious vibration, a noiser interferogram 

profile such as that shown in Fig. 3.23 results. The vibration can also been found 

by checking the shift offringe positions. Fig. 3.24 shows positions offringe centers. 

The lower right part displays that the fringe centers of interlaced lines are shifted 

a little bit. It is because within the 1/60 second interval which CCD records one 

field, the fringes are shifted due to vibration. These may limit the algorithm's 

ability to detect smaller-scale errors. However, there is no difficulty in detecting 

the circular zone structures, as Fig. 3.22 shows. Fig. 3.25 is the slice profile of a 

row crossing the center (row 214), in which the magnitude of several bumps can 

be seen very clearly. 

In order to restore the elliptical boundary of the phase ma.p to a circu

lar boundary and to recover the the surface error from the wavefront error, we 

.• ':;.'31.~ techniques described in the dissertation of Shu (1982) The relation between 

the coordinates of the interferogram xp and the coordinates of the surface X3 is 

(Fig. 3.26) 



Figure 3.21. Interferogram of a 40 inch flat mirror 

It is recorded by the setup shown in Fig. 3.20. 
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Figure 3.22. Phase map averaged by twelve frames 

Here tilt and defocus are removed. The scale is black to white 2.4 waves. 
Two ropes for determining mirror's orientation also can been seen. There are a 
few bad lines (near mirror's edge) due to noise on the interferogram. 
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It is ~he_.profile of a row crossing the center of the interferogram shown 
in Fig. 3.2f. The noise on the interferogram will cause noise on the reduced phase 
but the algorithm's toggling action still works here. 
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Figure 3.24. Fringe centers of interferogram in Fig. 3.21 

It can be seen that in the lower part of the picture, the vibration causes 
the fring centers shifted in the two fields of the CCD camera. 
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Figure 3.25. Profile of the marked row in Fig. 3.22 

It displays the magnitudes of zone structures shown in Fig. 3.22. The 
two end points of this plot are the edges of the mirror. 
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Here the subscripts s and p represent coordinates of the surface and of the 
interferogram respectively. The difference is because the interferogram recorded 
is the projection of the original mirror. 
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Xa cos fJ 
Xp = -------~-

1 + Xa tan <Po sinfJjxpo 

where ±<Po is the maximum cone angle of the test beam and xpo is the radius of 

the interferogram in x direction. The two angles, fJ and <Po, for this measurement 

are 19° and 5° respectively. By transfering the coordinates of the interferogram 

to the coordinates of the surface, the boundary will be restored to a circle. The 

relation between the wavefront error w and the surface error d is 

w = 4 x dcosa, 

where a is the angel of incidence of the test beam and is a function of xp,i.e. 

a = <P + fJ, 

while tan<p = (xpjxpo) tan <Po. The factor 4 is because the test beam passes the 

flat mirror twice. 

Aft~ scaling, the surface rms is 0.093 wavelength. Fig. 3.27 shows the 

restored boundary. 

Conclusion 

The new phase· reproduction algorithm developed here is based on the 

assumption that the phase is proportional to the intensity of the interferogram. , 
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Figure 3.27. Rescaled phase map 

The boundary is rescaled to the original mirror and the phase of every 
pixel is divided by the cos a factor. The boundary is still not a circle is because 
of the aspect ratio of the monitor. 
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A toggling action is set such that the periodic intensity will be turned 

into a monotonically increasing phase. Only true intensity maxima and minima 

rather than noise, will trigger the toggling action. The normalization process is 

very helpful to enhance the fringe contrast. Through this process not only can the 

intensity amplitude be more uniform, which is very important to reduce the phase 

reduction error, but the fixed pattern noise is subtracted. 

The comparison of phase maps generated by the new algorithm and 

the phase shifting algorithm shows very good consistency. The small fringe-like 

residual error left by the new algorithm can be reduced by averaging the results 

from many interferograms which are randomly shifted with respect to each other. 

The new algorithm will be especially valuable for the metrology of very large 

telescope mirrors, when seeing in a large test tower is likely to give as large errors 

as the algorithm error, and vibration is likely to compromise phase shifting analysis 

methods. In addition, the phase reproduction algorithm is fast (less than one 

minute to generate a 512 x 400 pixels phase map on an IBM AT personal computer) 

and introduces no smoothing so it can preserve high spatial frequency information 

which is especially valuable for telescope mirrors. 



CHAPTER 4 

MIRROR DEFLECTION ON MULTIPLE AXIAL SUPPORTS 

Now we change the subject to the surface deflection of a large mirror due 

to gravity. High quality telescopes typically require that the surface deflection be 

limited to some small fraction of the wavelength of light that the telescope is 

designed to use. Because a telescope points to different zenith angles, a mirror 

support system must be able to carry force both in the axial direction (normal 

to the mirror surface) and in a radial direction (parallel to the mirror surface). 

The axial support system is usually provided by some distribution of forces along 

the back side of mirror and the radial support is provided by forces either around 

periphery of the mirror or at discrete points located along the midplane of the 

mirror. Usually the deflection of the axial support is greater than the deflection of 

the radial support. Here only the surface deflection of axial supports is discussed. 

In recent work by Nelson, Lublinear and Mast (1982) thin plate theory 

is applied to find the surface deflection of a mirror supported axially at discrete 

points. The solution is expressed in an analytical form for general support pat

terns. Such analytical solutions are very valuable, and allow a rapid evaluation 

of different support geometries without the need for finite element analysis. The 

84 
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lished solutions are valid for thin mirrors, such as are used in the Keck tOelescope. 

In this chapter we extend the analysis so it can be used more generally for thick 

mirrors with honeycomb structure and deep curvature. To this we include shear, 

a modification for sandwich mirrors, and thickness variations of curved mirrors. 

All these modifications can be expressed in an analytical form and included with 

little additional calculation. 

To estimate the shearing effect of the discrete supports we generalize 

the method suggested by Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger (1959) for support 

patterns with rotational symmetry. The effect of lightweight structure is included 

as a modification factor as suggested by Barnes (1969). A model to estimate the 

effect of thickness variations of a symmetric biconcave mirror is developed as an 

approximation to a plano-concave mirror. The results apply to circular mirrors 

with or without a hole at the center. 

To test the accuracy of this ;Tnproved model, we compare our calculation 

with measured results (Richard and Malvick, 1973) and two finite element results 

(Ballio 1987, and Siegmund et al. 1986). The improvement in terms of accuracy 

pf surface rms or peak-to-valley deflection is quite significant. 

In order to find the optimum support position, a triangular grid pattern 

(except at the edge) is applied to 84 support points. The supporting efficiency of 

the above pattern is close to the pure triangular grid with the same number of 

supporting points. Finally a tolerance analysis model is developed for the forces 



applied at the optimized support points. 

w=deflection, 

a=outer radius of mirror, 

r=variable radius, 

Notation 

p=variable radius in terms of the fraction of mirror radius, 

ro=radius of central hole in terms of the fraction of mirror radius, 

b=support radius , 

h=depth of mirror, 

W =weight of mirror, 

Wo=weight of a flat mirror, 

q=selfweight per unit area, 

p=total load per unit area, 

v =Poisson's ratio, 

E= Young's modulus, 

D=flexural rigidity, 

Do=flexural rigidity of a flat mirror, 

8=angle of polar coordinates, 

\72 = (82 /8r2 ) + (1/r)(8/8r) + (1/r2)(82 /882) 

G=shear modulus=E/[2(1+v)], 
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K =shear coefficient of the core, 

Ge=effective shear modulus of the core=KG, 

Fr=shearing force per unit length on the section perpendicular to r, 

Fe=shearing force per unit length on the section parallel to r, 

F2 = Fs/k, 

Mr=bending moment per unit length on the section perpendicular to r, 

Hre=twisting moment per unit length, 

w&=extra deflection due to shear, 

8rnu=surface rInS, 

e=support efficiency. 

Thickness Variation 

First, Nelson's model is reviewed briefly. Slight modification is made to 

let the model fit a mirror with a central hole. The elementary theory of a thin, flat, 

transversely loaded plate (load in the direction of the optical axis) is summarized 

by the equation: 

where the flexural rigidity D is defined as Ek3/12{1 - 1.12 ) for a solid mirror. 

The deflection w is the displacement of the middle surface which lies at distance 
, 
'. 

k/2 from eaeh face of a plate with depth k. In the pure bending model, the 
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displacements of the plate occur without appreciable stretching of the middle 

surface and the deflection W is a small fraction of the thickness h. Details about 

the thin plate theory can be found from many textbooks such as Prescott (1961). 

For point supports the load per unit area is expressed by: 

where the support pattern has k-fold symmetry along the circle T = b. We assume 

the deflection has the form 

00 

w{r,8) = L wm{r) cos{kmO), 
m=O 

where Wo is the deflection of a plate supported on a ring of radius b, which is: 

(4.1) 

For m 2: 1, the solution takes the form (with n = km) 

The quantity Wa2/81rD in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is a scaling parameter with dimen-

sion of length and is determined by the physical properties of the mirror, while 

the quantities within the par~theses of Eqs (4.1) and (4.2) are dimensionless and 

are support configuration dependent. AIr constants A, B, C, F, Am, B m, Cm, and 

Dm are determined by the boundary conditions. For each support radius b, there 

are two sets of constants to fit the regions inside and outside b separately. 
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However, for the nonfiat mirror the flexural rigidity D is no longer a 

constant and the equation to solve for the deflection w becomes 

(4.3) 

Strictly speaking the above equation is derived for a symmetric biconcave thin 

plate but it can be used as an approximation for the plano-concave mirror. The 

comparison between this model and the result obtained by a more accurate method 

is shown in the section on numerical results. In the case of loading at discrete points 

there is no well known analytical solution for Eq. (4.3). The approximate method 

used here is to assume the curved mirror is composed of several cylinders, each of 

fixed height and with a constant height difference between adjacent cylinders. (See 

Fig. 4.1.) Within each cylinder the flexural rigidity D is a constant so solutions 

(4.1) and (4.2) still can be applied to the separate cylinders. 

For this model the scaling parameter Woa2 /8r.Do is calulated from a flat 

mirror with the same central thickness as the curved mirror. Ignoring this scaling 

factor, the radial parts of the solutions for each cylinder are rewritten as: 

(4.4) 

and for m ~ 1 

. - 1 (A . n + B . n+2 + C . -n + D . -n+2) W ma - Ii maP maP maP maP • (4.5) 

. . _--------------------------------------------------
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Figure 4.1. Model for solving Eq. (4.3) 

The increment of height of the cylinder is a constant. Within each cylin
der the flexural rigidity D is a constant so solutions (4.1) and (4.2) still can be 
applied to separate cylinders. 
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The factors qi and Ii are defined as qi = hi/h and Ii = h~/h3, where hi and h are 

the mirror thickness at the ith cylinder and at the center. These two factors take 

into account the different selfweight and flexural rigidity of the different cylinders. 

Before dicussing the solution, the formulas to find the shear force per 

unit length (Fr ), bending moment (about the tangent direction) per unit length 

(Mr), and twisting moment (about the outward normal direction) per unit length 

(Hre) are reviewed here: 

and 

Boundary conditions between adjacent cylinders for all m ;::: 0 are: (Pb is the 

dimensionless radius at the boundary between cylinders i and i + 1) 

(4.6) 

dWi(Pb) _ dWi+l (Pb) 
cp - dp 

(4.7) 

d2wi(Pb) _ d2wi+l (Pb) 
dp2 - dp2 (4.8) 

and 
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Equation r4.9) ensures the continuity of the shear force per unit length (Fr ). 

However, for a cylinder to which external supports attach, it is necessary to divide 

that cylinder into two and have the support at the boundary. These two cylinders 

(j and i + 1) with external supports at the separation boundary have the same 

height, so q; = q;+l and I; = 1;+1. The fourth boundary condition shown above 

(Eq. 4.9) becomes 

if m = OJ 
ifm;::: 1: 

which are the continuity equations for the rings with external supports. 

(4.10) 

The boundary conditions at the outer edge of the mirror and at the 

central hole are the same as those for a :H.at mirror: (a) zero moment (Mr = 0) at 

the outer edge and at the hole for m = OJ (b) zero shear (Fr = 0) at the edge and 

at the hole for m = 0 (either one of these zero shear conditions is necessary for 

solving the expansion coefficients; the other one will be met automatically when 

the weight is balanced by the supporting force) j (c) zero moment and zero shear 

(Fr - 8Hre/(r80) = 0) at the edge and at the hole for m ;::: 1j and (d) zero 

de:H.ection at the reference level for m=O (e.g. at the edge). 

All the boundary conditions listed above (including the boundaries of the 

real mirror and the i:naginary cylinders) are used for solving Ai, Bi, Ci, Fi, Ami, Bmi, C mi 

and Dmi (m ;::: 1) for each cylinder. The upper limit of m is determined by how 

fast the terms in the expc..nsion of w converges; usually m is less than 10. 
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Solutions for Thickness Variation Model 

For each cylinder i in the thickness variation model, there are four un

known coefficients for each term in the expansion of wi(r, 0), to be determined. 

Before we solve the 4xl simultaneous equations, where 1 is the number of cylinders, 

some simplifications can be made. 

First, the coefficients Ai for the terms m = 0 can be determined sepa

rately. From the condition of continuity of shear force per unit length (Eqs 4.9, 

and 4.10) all Ais are found from the following recursive relation if no external 

support exists, 

When the external support is on the boundary between cylinders j and j + 1, 

A;+l = Aj - 4 x W/Wo• 

The first coefficient, i.e. coefficient Al of the innermost cylinder is determined by 

the zero shear condition at the edge of the hole: Al = -4r5ql/(1- r5) if there is 

a central hole, Al = 0 if there is none .. 

The 3 x 1 coefficients Bi, Ci, and Fi left for m = 0 are determined by 

boundary condition Eqs 4.6 - 4.8 (totalling 3 x (l - 1) equations), zero deflection 

at the reference level and zero moment at the mirror edge and at the hole (2 

equations). If there is no central hole, C1 is zero (to avoid a singularity at p = 0) 
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and only the zero moment at mirror's edge is used. The 3 x 1 or the 3 x 1 - 1 (no 

central hole) linear simulataneous equations are solved by Gaussian elimination. 

Simplified equations for solving coefficients Ami, Bmi, Cmi and Dmi(m ~ 

1) can also be found. Rearranging the four boundary conditions between cylinders 

(Eqs 4.6-4.10), one can find the following relations: 

(a) if no external support 

Am,i+l/ fHI = Am,i/ Ii, 

(b) if support at boundary 

Am,i+l/ fHl = Am,i/ Ii - :'fiP;;n+2/(n(n -1)), 

Bm,Hd fHl = Bm,i/ Ii + :'fi Pbn /(n(n + 1)), 

W 
. Cm,Hl/ fH1 = Cm,i/ fi - W

O
fi P/:+2 /(n(n + 1)), 

Dm,H1/ fH1 = Dm,i/ Ii + :'f/b/(n(n -1)), 

where n is defined in Eq. (4.2). 

In this way, if the coefficients Ami, Bmi, Cmi, and Dmi of the innermost 

or the outermost cylinder are found, the coefficients of the other cylinders can be 
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found by the recursive formula shown in the previous paragraph. For the case 

without a central hole, C ml and Dml are zero (to avoid a"sigularity at the center), 

and all other Cmi and Dmi can be found. For the outermost cylinder, Ami and 

Bmi are found by the zero shear and zero moment conditions, and the rest of 

Ami and Bmi are found by the recursive relation. For the case with a central 

hole, the eight coefficients of the first and the last cylinders are found using four 

equations derived from the recursive relations that link the coefficients of the first 

and the last cylinders, and using four other equations that take into account the 

zero shear and zero moment conditions at the edge of the mirror and at the edge 

of the hole. Similarly, the rest of the coefficients of the other cylinders are found 

by the recursive relations. 

Sandwich Structure 

FoI' the sandwich mirror, the deflection derived for a solid mirror should 

be multiplied by the modification factor suggested by Barnes (1969). The modifi.-

cation factor takes into account the change of scaling factor in Wo and Do caused 

by the lightweight structure. Written explicitly, the modification factor Se is: 

Se = 2t + (1 - 2t)(2a - 0:
2

) , 

1 - (1 - a)(1 - 2t)3 

where a and t are shown in Fig. 4.2. In the case when the thickness of the top 

and bottom plates is not the same, e.g. tlh for the thickness of the top plate and 
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Figure 4.2. lllustration of space lattice 

The notation t and a shown here are the ratio of the plate thickness to 
the depth of the mirror and the ratio of wall thickness to the cell spacing. 
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t2h for the thickness of the bottom plate, the modification factors for change of 

weight and flexural rigidity are 

and 

respectively. 

Shearing Effects 

When shear is considered, extra deflection will be introduced, which can 

be illustrated by Fig. 4.3. It is the cross-section view of a beam extended in x 

direction and the deflection 6z is related to the shear stress Su by the following 

formula 

where G is the shear modulus. Furthermore, the relation between maximum shear 

stress 8.z.z (occuring at the central plane of the beam) and the shear force F along 

the z direction is (Prescott) 

3F 
Szz = Szz =-, 

2A 

so the deflection 6 z can be expressed as 

cz 3 F 
6x - 2AG· 
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Figure 4.3.. lllustration of shearing effect 

Area A is the cross-section of a beam. extended in the % direction. The 
deflection 6z introduced by shear S.U is 6z/6% = Szz/G, where G is the shear 
modulus. 
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Applying the above formula to the ca.se of a flat solid mirror with the edge simply 

supported, the extra deflection Wa (apart from a constant) is found a.s: 

where the shear stress is on the section perpendicular to r (Srz) and the shear 

modulus G is expressed as a function of flexural regidity D and Poisson ratio 

1I. The above expression is intended to keep the scaling factor apart from the 

dimensionless quantity. Written in more general form, 

31 ! w,,(r) = 2" G Sdr, (4.11) 

again S is shearing stress on the section perpendicular to radius. Eq. (4.11) can 

be extended to the discrete point support ca.se if shearing stress on both the cross-

sections perpendicular and parallel to radius are included. (For the supports with 

rotational symmetry there is no shearing stress on the section parallel to radius.) 

The more general relation between shearing deflection and shearing stress now 

becomes: 

(4.12) 

where Fl and F2 are the shearing stresses on the two sections mentioned above. 

Furthermore Fl and F2 can be calculated from the pure bending model, i.e. 

(4.13) 
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(4.14) 

where the surface deflection w is calculated by the method shown in the previous 

sections. Replacing Fl and F2 in Eq. (4.12) by the forms in (4.13) and (4.14), the 

shearing deflection takes the form 

Ws = --- -'V wdr+ -'V wdO 3 D(j a 2 j a 2 ) 
2h G ar ao 

(4.15) 

The calculation procedure now is to find the surface deflection w first from the 

pure bending model then use Eq. (4.15) to get the extra deflection added to w. 

For the sandwich structure, in addition to the modification of the scaling 

factor contained in w of Eq. (4.15), two more modifications are included: (a) the 

constant 3/2 in Eq. (4.15) is replaced by the reciprocal of the shear coefficient 

of the sandwich mirror (K) , which can be found by the method mentioned by 

Barnes (1969); and (b) the flexural rigidity Din Eq. (4.15) should be the flexural 

rigidity of the sandwich mirror. The formula to calculate the shear coefficient K 

is: 

where 

, 
'. 

K = 10(1 + v)(l + 3m)2 , 
C. 

C = (12 + 72m + 150m2 + 90m3
) + v(U + 66m + 135m2 + 90m3 )+ 



and 

m = 2/t/[a{1- t)]i 

n = B/[h(1- t)]i 

where B,h,t and a are defined in Fig. 4.2. 
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Comparing the changes in surface deflection due to thickness variation 

and due to shear, from the examples shown ~ the numerical calculations we will 

see that the latter is the more important factor. 

Sandwich Mirror with a Solid Rim 

Usually a mirror with a sandwich structure has a solid rim. The surface 

deflection of such a mirror can be calculated by modifying the thickness variation 

and shear model for a sandwich mirror without a solid rim, in the following way. 

First, when the surface deflection is calculated by the thickness-varia.tion model, 

the outermost cylinder represents the solid rim. The density and the flexural rigid

ity factors q and f of the outermost cy~inder differ from the rest part of the mirror 

not only by a variation of thickness but ',also by a structural difference between 

sandwich structure and the solid mirror. Thus the factors q and f of the outer

most cylinder in the thickness variation model must be divided by the sandwich 

weight and flexural rigidity factors respectively. The boundary conditions . _-
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remain the same as those of the sandwich model without the solid rim. Second, 

when the additional deflection due to shear is calculated, both the shear coefficient 

and the flexural rigidity of the outermost rim are those for a solid mirror. The 

surface scaling factors W a2 /81r D remains the same as that for a pure sandwich 

model. The main effect of a solid rim then is to cause more droop between support 

points near the edge. Numerical examples will be seen in the section of numerical 

calculations. 

Support of Several Groups 

For multiple point support, we can divide the supports into groups which 

will ha.ve a specific fold of symmetry along a ring. The total deflection will be the 

superposition of the contributions due to each group (Nelson et ale 1982) i.e. 

where 

n= number of groups, 

n 

w(r,8) = L €iwi(ni, rbi, r, 8 - <Pi)' 
i=1 

€i= the fractional load carried by ith group, 

n 

L€i = 1, 
i=1 

ni=number of support points of the ith group, 

rbi=radius of the ith ring, 

(4.16) 
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<Pi=azimuthal offset of points on ith ring. 

The optimum fraction of load €i carried by each group is found by minimizing the 

surface defiection w of Eq. (4.16) through the least squares method while wi(r, 8) 

is calculated by the methods shown in the previous two sections. 

For an infinite plate, there is no edge effect and all support points look 

alike. We can define the support efficiency e of N point supports as 

where arm. is the true surface rm.s and e and q are the area per support point and 

the load per unit area respectively. The support efficiency e is a dimensionless 

quantity and depends on the support configuration. For an infinite plate, com-

paring different supporting patterns with the density of support points fixed, the 

support efficiency of the triangular grid is the smallest and the best (Nelson et al. 

1982). A triangular grid is shown in Fig. 4.4. In the numerical calcula.tion section, 

we calculate the support efficiency of a finite plate with a support pattern of the 

triangular grid geometry except at the edge by the pure bending model. In the 

case of the 84 point supports, the support efficiency is close to the infinite plate~ 

Tolerance Analysis 

One model is developed here to do the tolerance analysis for the sup-

porting forces. In order to balance the mirror, the change of supporting force for 
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Figure 4.4. Triangular grid 

This figure shows triangular grid of point symmetric infinite grids. 
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two supports symmetric with respect to the center is kept the same. The force 

at each pair of points is changed by a random amount whose probability distribu

tion is Gaussian, with the tolerance specification equal to the standard deviation. 

The total supporting force must equal the weight of the mirror, so all forces are 

rescaled by a common factor to maintain the total force unchanged. In the next 

section, we will show the surface deflection for 84 point supports after the opti

mized supporting forces are given an error distribution with a specified standard 

deviation. 

Numerical Calculation 

Comparison with the measured results 

The first example is to compare our shearing model with the measured 

result for a sandwich structure mirror supported at the edge. The mirror data 

are shown in Table 4.1. Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show the interferogram. of the actual 

mirror supported at three points, and contours of the surface deflection, which is 

the difference between the three points support and airbag support. The latter is 

assumed to be the pure deflection of a three point support without the error due 

to the surface figure. The 9 contour lines in Fig. 4.6 correspond to a peak-to-valley 

surface deflection of 2.85xlO-4 cm (wavelength=6.328 x 10-5 cm). 

First the flat mirror model without shear, but with the scaling factor 
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Table 4.1 Mirror Data of a 1.86 m Mirror 

Material Fused silica 

Young's modulus 7.3xlOll dyne/em2 

Poisson's Ratio 0.16 

Density 2.2 g/em~ 

Central thickness 32.5 em 

Top plate thickness 2.54 em 

Bottom plate thickness 1.27 em 

Ceil wall thickness 0.64cm. 

Cell spacing 7.6 em 

Radius of curvature 988 em 

Diameter 186.7 em 
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Figure 4.5. Interferogram of three point supports at the edge (Richard 
and Malvick 1973) 
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Figure 4.6. Difference between three point supports and airfloation 
support (Richard and Malvick 1973) 

The contour plot is assumed to be the pure deflection of a three point 
support without error due to the surface figure. The nine contour lines correspond
to peak-to-valley surface deflection 2.85x10-4cm. 
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Wa2 /81r D modified by the sandwich structure, is used to calculate the surface 

defleCtion. The peak-to-valley deflection shown in Fig. 4.7 is 1.8 x 1O-4cm. When 
'-

the shearing effect is included, the peak-to-valley deflection becomes 2.3 x 10-4 cm 

and the surface rms is 7.8x10-5 cm (Fig. 4.8). We can also see the more circular 

contours due to shear around the supporting points shown both in Figs. 4.6 and 

4.8. When the thickness variation is also considered, because of greater fle."roI'al 

rigidity near the edge, the peak-to-valley deflection is reduced to 1.9xlO-4cm and 

the deflection pattern is still similiar to Fig. 4.8. (See Fig. 4.9.) 

The difference in peak-to-valley between the current model and the mea-

surement results is about 900 nm. However, in order to interpret the test results, 

one cannot neglect the other details such as the integrity of the mirror, which in 

this case depends on whether the ribs are well fused to each other (Richard and 

Malvick 1973). These factors may cause the discrepancy between the theoretical 

results and the test results. 

Comparison with the finite element results 

First, the surface deflection of an 1.8 m f/1 mirror supported by three 

points at the 0.645 radius is calculated. The sandwich structure of the 1.8 m 

mirror is shown in Table 4.2. In the finite element results shown in Fig. 4.10, 

given by Ballio (1987), the surface deflection peak-to-valley is between 1400 nm 

and 1500 nm. Figs. 4.11 through 4.14 show results given by models for pure 
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Figure 4.7. Pure bending model of three point supports at the edge 

The contour interval is 2.6x 1O-5cm and the peak-to-valley of the surface 
deflection is 1.8 x lO-4cm. 
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Figure 4.8. Shear model of three point supports at the edge 

The contour interval is 2.6 x 1O-5cm and the peak-to-valley of the surface 
deflection is 2.3 x lO-"cm. 
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Figure 4.9. Thickness variation and shear model of three point supports 
at the edge 

The contour interval is 2.6xlO-5cm and the peak-to-valley of the surface 
deflection is 1.9 x lO-4cm. 
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Table 4.2. Mirror Data of Finite Element Example 1 

Material Borosilicate 

Density 2.18 g/cm3 

Young's Modulus 5.86x1011 dyne/cm2 

Poisson's Ratio 0.195 

Diameter 1.8m 

Radius of hole .148 m 

Thickness at cente.: 24.5 cm 

Front plate thickness 2.54 cm 

Back plate thickness 2.86 cm 

Cell wall thickness 1.9 cm 

Cell spacing 19.9 cm 

Radius of curvature 360 cm 
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Figure 4.10. Finite element calculation of three point supports at 
p = 0.645 ' 

The contour interval is 100 nm and the peak-to-valley of the surface 
deflection is between 1400 nm and 1500 nm. 
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Figure 4.11. Pure bending model of three point supports at p = 0.645 

The contour interval is 100 nm and the peak-to-valley of the surface 
deflection is 768 nm. 
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Figure 4.12. Thickness variation model of three point supports at 
p = 0.645 

The contour interval is 100 nm and the peak-to-valley of the surface 
deflection is 694 nm. The stronger flexural rigidity of its outerpart reduces surface 
deflection. 
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Figure 4.13. Thickness variation plus shear model of three point sup
ports at p = 0.645 

The contour interval is 100 nm. and the peak-to-valley of the surface de
flection is 1217 nm.. The circular contourS around support points and the increase 
of the surface deflection are ca.used by shear forces. 
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Figure 4.14. Thickness variation plus shear plus a 2 cm solid rim model 
of three point supports 

The contour interval is 100 nm and the peak-to-valley of the surface 
deflection is 1469 nm. There is more droop between support points when a solid 
rim is present. 
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bending with a sandwich modification factor, a thickness variation, a thickness 

variation plus shear and a thickness variation plus shear plus a 2 cm solid rim. 

The peak-to-valley surface deflection of these four results are 768 nm, 694 nm, 

1217 nm and 1469 nm respectively and the contour interval is 100 nm for all five 

figures (Fig. 4.10 through Fig. 4.14). 

It can be seen that when the thickness variation of the f /1 mirror is 

considered, the stronger flexural rigidity of its outer ::~ ~ reduces surface deflec

tion. The circular contours around support points and the increase of the surface 

deflection are caused by shear forces. When a solid rim is present, there is more 

droop between support points and the peak-to-valley of the surface deflection and 

the contour shape are very similar to those of the finite element results. 

The second comparison is for a 3.5 m f/1.75 mirror supported at 48 

points. The mirror parameters and the locations of all supports are shown in 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The surface contour plot obtained by the finite 

element calculations given by Siegmund et ale (1986) is shown in Fig. 4.15, in 

which the surface rms and peak-to-valley at the best focus are 12 nm and the 

peak-to-valley 52 nm respectively. 

The support forces of each group are found by minjmjzing the surface 

deflection through the least squares method. When the pure bending model with 

a sandwich modification factor is used, the surface deflection rms is 2.79 nm and 

the peak-to-valley is 17.57 nm. (See Fig. 4.16.) Fig. 4.17 illustrates the surface 



Table 4.3. Mirror Data of Finite Element Example 2 

Material 

Density 

Young's Modulus 

Poisson's Ratio 

Diameter 

Radius of hole 

Thickness at center 

Front plate thickness 

Back plate thickness 

Cell wall thickness 

Cell spacing 

Radius of curvature 

Borosilicate 

2.18 g/cm3 

5.17xlOIl dyne/cm2 

0.195 

3.5m 

.508m 

33.2 cm 

2.5 cm 

2.5 cm 

1.3 cm 

19.2 cm 

12.27 m 

120 
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Ta.ble 4.4. Support Loca.tions of 48 Points 

Group Number of points Fra.ctiona.l ra.dius Offset angle (degree) 

1 6 .3796 8.21 

2 6 .3796 30 

3 6 .3796 51.772 

4 6 .6250 15.298 

5 6 .6250 44.702 

6 6 .8935 0 

7 6 .8935 21.789 

8 6 .8935 38.216 
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.,--------------------------------~ 

Figure 4.15. Finite element calculation of 48 point supports (Siegmund 
et ale 1986) 

The contour interval is 5 nm. The surface rms and peak-to-valley are 12 
nm and 52 nm respectively. The contour plot is at the best focus. 

\ 
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Figure 4.16. Pure bending model of 48 point supports 

The contour interval is 1.2 nm. The surface rms and peak-to-valley are 
2.8 nm and 17.6 nm respectively. The 0 to 60° section represents the same section 
shown in Fig. 4.15. 
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Figure 4.17. Thickness variation plus shear plus a 1 cm solid rim model 
of 48 point supports 

The contour interval is 5 nm. The surface rms and peak-to-valley are 
14.5 nm and 110 nm respectively. The contour plot is at the best focus. 
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deflection at the best focus given by the model of thickness variation plus shear 

plus an 1 cm solid rim. The surface rms and peak-to-peak are 14.5 nm and 110 

nm respectively. The surface rms and deflection pattern remain close to the finite 

element results. However, the higher peak-to-valley given by the current model 

due to the shear effect is concentrated nearer to the support points than the finite 

element model. 

Finally we compare the optimized supporting forces. The supporting 

forces of Fig. 4.15 (finite element) and Fig. 4.17 (current model) are shown in 

Table 4.5. The agreement is within 2% of the mirror's weight. 

84 point supports for a 7.,5 m mirror and tolerance analysis 

The last example shows how the triangular grid fits the support for a 

7.5 m honeycomb structure mirror with a central hole of radius 0.546 m. It is 

also used as an example for the tolerance analysis of the supporting forces. The 

mirror material (borosilicate) is the same as the first mirror in the finite element 

section. The support locations are the triangular grid pattern except at the edge 

and Table 4.6 shows the details. 

First we calculate the support efficiency. The support efficiency of the 

suggested pattern estimated by the pure bending model is 2.42 x 10-7 while for 

the ideal triangular grid with the same number of support points it is 1.2x10-7 • It 

means that the support pattern chosen here is pretty close to the ideal triangular 
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Table 4.5. Forces of 48 Point Supports 

Group Finite element Current model 

1 .05049 .04965 

2 .07015 .05718 

3 .05049 .04965 

4 .15452 .14815 

5 .15452 .14815 

6 .18908 .21549 

7 .16537 .16586 

8 .16537 .16586 
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Table 4.6. Supporting Locations of 84 Points • 

Group Number of points Fractional radius Offset angle .(deg.l 

1 6 .22592 0 

2 6 .39130 30 

3 6 .45184 0 

4 6 .59772 19.108 

5 6 .59772 40.892 

6 6 .67776 0 

7 6 .78261 30 

8 6 .81457 13.899 

9 6 .81457 46.1 

10 6 .90368 0 

11 6 .94158 23.107 

12 6 .94158 36.892 

13 6 .99431 10.072 

14 6 .99431 49.928 
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grid. 

The mirror is assumed to have the honeycomb structure given in Table 

4.7. The surface deflection rms and peak-to-peak calculated by the current model 

(f/1.8, shear effect and core structure included but without a special solid edge) 

are 13.9 nm and 98 nm (Fig. 4.18). The supporting forces are optimized for 42 

pairs, which means in the process of optimizing supporting forces only pairs of 

supports symmetric with respect to the center have the same supporting force. 

Table 4.8 shows the forces of these 42 pairs (expressed by the fraction of mirror 

weight). The ring number and the corresponding radius in Table 4.8 are the same 

as Table 4.6. Although the support forces are allowed to have 2 fold symmetry, 

the deflection pattern in Fig. 4.18 still has 6 fold symmetry. 

Finally we use the 84 point supports for the 7.5 m honeycomb mirror as 

an example for tolerance analysis. Here, for each symmetric pair, the deviation 

of fractional force from its nominal value is given by a normal distribution of 

a specified standard deviation. Fig. 4.19 shows the surface contours with the 

standard deviation of supporting forces set at 0.1375% of the designed force. The 

surface rms is 21.7 nm and peak-to-valley deflection 110.9 nm when sandwich 

structure, shear and thickness variation are all considered. Fitting the deflection 

pattern shown in Fig. 4.19 by low order Zernike ploynomials, it can be seen the 

astigmatism is the dominant term. The coefficients of astigmatism terms in x and 

y directions are -.03 and .056 He-Ne waves respectively, where the two astigmatism 
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Table 4.7. Honeycomb Structure of a 7.5 m Mirror 

Plate thickness 2.5 cm 

Cell wall thickness 1.3 cm 

Cell center spacing 28.24 cm 

Central thickness 56 cm 

Radius of curvature 27m 
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Table 4.8. Forces of 42 Pairs 

Ring Force Ring Force 
1 .021928 8 .030582 
1 .021717 8 .030661 
1 .021717 8 .030536 
2 .026681 9 .030536 
2 .026859 9 .030661 
2 .026681 9 .030582 
3 .025147 10 .028266 
3 .025156 10 .028378 
3 .025155 10 .028378 
4 .028125 11 .019114 
4 .028083 11 .019132 
4 .028212 11 .019194 
5 .028212 12 .019193 
5 .028083 12 .019130 
5 .028126 12 .019111 
6 .029001 13 .008443 
6 .028972 13 .008365 
6 .028972 13 .008360 
7 .029801 14 .008360 
7 .029777 14 .008366 
7 .029801 14 .008443 

The ring numbers are the same ring numbers shown in Table 4.6. 
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Figure 4.18. Thickness variation and shear model 84 point supports 

The contour interval is 6.5 nm. The surface rms and peak-to-valley are 
13.9 nm and 98 nm respectively. The xs represent locations of supports. 
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Figure 4.19. Tolerance model of 84 point supports 

Here the standard deviation is 0.1375%. The contour interval is 8 nm. 
The surface rms and peak-to-valley are 21.7 nm and 110.9 nm. The fitting of 
Zernike polynomials shows astigmatism -0.03 and 0.056 He-Ne waves in two di
rections. 

-------------------------------
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terms expressed by polar coordinates of an unit circle are 2p2 cos 2() and 2p2 sin 2(). 

The change of surface rIDS and peak-to-valley deflection as functions of the specified 

standard deviation are shown in Table 4.9. 

Conclusion 

The axial support model developed here is simple and does not involve 

extensive computing. Shearing has a significant effect not only on the deflection 

pattern but also on the surface rIDS and peak-to-valley. The comparison with the 

finite element results for a f/11.8 m mirror with three point supports shows very 

good agreement. For more complicated support patterns such as the 48 point 

supports of a 3.5 m mirror, the agreement of the current model and the finite 

element results are good, only the shear effect in the current model is concentrated 

nearer to support points and it causes higher peak-to-valley deflection. 

The thickness -variation. model for the biconcave mirror may still be not 

good enough for the plano-concave mirror. However, the effect of thickness vari

ation is much less significant than the effect of shear. The flowchart shown in 

Fig. 4.20 summarizes the process of calculating the surface deflection. 

The tolerance model included here is simple but useful for analyzing the 

sensitivity of supporting forces to the surface deflection. 

When the computing time is considered, the analytical model shown here 

is much more efficient than the finite element analysis. The present model will be 



Table 4.9. Surface Deflection vs. Variation of Forces 

standard deviation (%) rms (nm) peak-to-valley (nm) 

o 13.9 98 

0.1375 

0.275 

0.55 

21.7 

35.6 

68 

110.9 

157.2 

299.7 

134 
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very useful when many support configurations need to be compareded, especially 

during preliminary desig analysis. 

All compter codes handling the thickness variation, shear effect and tol

erance analysis are included in Appendix H. 
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Pure bending mo~el I Sandwich structure I 

Surface deB.ection of each cylinder .. 

TFiexuraIrigidity, Shear modulusiScaling factor ScI 

I 
Thickness variation model (solid rim included) 

W 1: !Surface denection of a curved plate 

I 

Shear model 

W2 : extra deB.edion due to shear 

W3 =W1 +W2 

I I 
!Surface deB.ection: W = W3 X Sc I 

Figure 4.20. Flow chart of axial support model 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In order to obtain the required surface accuracy of large telescopes, it is 

very important to have a phase reduction algorithm for testing interferogram with 

the ability to detect small-scale surface errors. 

For the traditional fitting of Zernike polynomials, accuracy is limited by 

the number of polynomials used to fit the data. A new interpolation algorithm, 

which interpolates phases between sampled points, can find smaller scale errors 

than the fitting of Zemike polynomials. The interpolation process includes the 

location of intersections of fringes and many concentric circles, so more data are 

sampled along fringes. Phases are interpolated further over a rectangular grid. 

The interpolation algorithm uses the digitized data more effectively, so 

as to give higher spatial resolution. More circles and more grid points help to 

increase the resolution, but too many circles may introduce several intersection 

points not fitted correctly because of the limited number of digitized data. For 

fringe centers digitized automatically, because many data are digitized along the 

direction of fringes, interpolation is done only along the direction normal to the 

fringes. Phase profiles generated by the interpolation algorithms with manually 

137 
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digitized data and automatically digitized data are very similar, indicating that 

no artifacts are introduced when the manually digitized data are resampled in the 

new interpolation algorithm. However, the interpolation algorithm using either 

manually or automatically digitized data still smooths the data on scales less than 

the fringe spacing. 

An automatic phase reduction algorithm has been developed. There is 

no smoothing effects, so it can detect small su.."face errors on a scale of a few 

centimeters on a large mirror. The error of the automatic algorithm is 1/20 wave 

in wavefront if only one interferogram is used for reproducing phase. Phase maps 

obtained by averaging the results of several randomly shifted interferograms will 

have errors less than 1/20 wave. Comparing phase maps generated by phase 

shifting and by the new automatic algorithm shows very good agreement in the 

detailed surface structure. The new algorithm needs only interferograms with good 

contrast rather than measuring interferograms with stepped phase shift within an 

interval as the phase shifting algorithm does. This makes the new algorithm more 

immune to the vibration of the test environment than the phase shifting algorithm. 

The new algorithm is valuable for the metrology of very large telescope mirrors 

when seeing in a large test tower is likely to give as large errors as the algorithm 

error. The phase reduction speed of the new algorithm is very fast. It generates 

a phase map of 512 x 400 pixels in less than one minute on an mM AT personal 

computer. 
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In order to speed up the phase reduction furthermore, the "pipe line" 

process is suggested for the future use. The pipe line processor is a logic device 

which can do some operations such as finding the difference of two files by hardware 

functions more quickly than by softwares. In this way, we can shift the process 

of finding fringe centers to a pipe line processor and three times faster phase 

reduction speed is expected. 

The mirror support system is very important to a large telescope. The 

requirement is to keep the surface deflection less than a small fraction of a wave

length of light. At the design stage, an accurate and fast model is needed to 

calculate the surface deflection. The analytical model developed in this research 

improves the traditional thin plate model by adding the thickness variation of a 

curved mirror, lightweight honeycomb structure, and shear. The modification not 

only affects the surface deflection pattern but also improves the accuracy of the 

surface rms calculation significantly as is clear, when the results are compared 

with accurate but computer intensive finite element model. The shear effect is in

troduced by calculating shear from the pure bending model, then adding the extra 

deflection due to shear to the surface deflection calculated by the pure bending 

model. The thickness variation is introduced by dividing the curved mirror into 

several cylinders with height increasing uniformly from center to edge. The hon

eycomb structure is included through correction factors changing mirror's weight, 

flexural rigidity, and shear constant. The computing time of the new model is still 
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very short compared with the finite element model. The analysis of tolerancing 

the support force variation is also very fast. 

The shear effect included here is a sort of perturbation effect. Reissner 

. (1945) has developed a modified bending theory which takes into account the 

transverse shear deformability, but the theory has never been applied to multiple 

supports. The next step of this research may include finding solutions by applying 

Reissner's theory to multiple supports and comparing results with the current 

model. 



APPENDIX A 

ZERNIKE POLYNOMIALS FITTING I 

The following pages show a Zernike polynomials fitting program. The 

phases of sampling points are recorded from the phase map generated by the 

automatic phase reduction algorithm (a program for recording sampling points 

will be shown in Appendix G). phase is transferred to units of wavelength by ali 

equa.tion shown in line 73 of the program, where the peak-to-peak is the same 

peak-to-peak used by program WAVEA (see Appendix F). The program can fit 

8 Zernike terms: piston, tilt in the x and y directions, defocus, astigmatism in x 

and y and coma in x and Yj by using at most 700 sampling points. The fitting 

coefficients (multiplied by 10000) are saved as an ASCII file, which will be used 

by program ZFITP (included in Appendix G) to substract alignment errors from 

reduced phase. The coordinates (x, y) of the mirror center are the column and 

row numbers of the display memory. The radius of the mirror is expressed in the 

same units as the display coordinates. 
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ZFITG.BAS: program of Zernike polynomials fitting written in BASIC 

5 DIM ZD(700), Z(8),ZZ(8,700),GD(8,700) 
7 DIM AlP(10,9),AD(9),BD(9),NC(80) 
10' INPUT"NUMBER OF ZERNIKE TERMS TO FIT"iNF 
20 INPUT"FRINGE FIlE";CFIS 
30 OPEN "I",Il,CFlS 
40 INPUT"CENTER X"iXC 
45 INPUT"CENTER Y";YC 
50 INPUT"RADIUS IN X"iRX 
60 INPUT"NUMBER OF DATA "ilC 
62 INPUT"PEAK TO PEAK IjPP 
65 lP=l 
70 FOR l=l TO lC 
71 INPUT Il,V,X,Y 
72 X=(X-XC)/RX: Y=(Y-YC)/RX: 
73 ZD(lP)=(V-50).PP/200/420 
76 GOSUB 2000 
77 FOR 1=1 TO NF 
78 ZZ(I,lP)=Z(I) 
79 NEXT I 
80 lP=lP+l 
84 NEXT l 
88 TN=lP-l 
89 PRINT "TOTAL POINTS ",TN 
90 FOR 1=1 TO NF 
95 VS=O 
100 FOR 1=1 TO TN 
105 VS=VS+ZZ(I,l)A2 
110 NEXT l 
120 IF 1.5<1 GOTO 270 
130 AlP(l,l)=SQR(VS):GOTO 335 
270 FOR K=l TO 1-1 
280 SU2=O 
290 FOR l=l TO TN 
300 SU2=SU2+ZZ(I,l).GD(K,l) 
310 NEXT l 
320 AlP(I,K)=SU2 
325 NEXT K 
326 SU3=O: SUM=O: FOR K=l TO 1-1 
327 SU3=SU3+AlP(I,K)A2 
328 NEXT K 
330 IF VS<SU3 THEN lPRINT "CHECK",I,VS,SU3:GOTO 700' 
332 AlP(I,I)=SQR(VS-SU3) 
335 FOR lP=l TO TN 
336 SUM=O: IF 1=1 GOTO 350 
337 FOR K=l TO I-I 
338 SUM=SUM+GD(K,lP).AlP(I,K) 
339 NEXT K 
350 GD(I,l~)=(ZZ(I,LP)-SUM)/AlP(I,I) 
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360 NEXT LP 
370 NEXT 1 
375 PRINT "ALP" 
380 FOR 1=1 TO NF 
390 AO(I)=O 
400 FOR L=1 TD TN 
410 AO(I)=AO(I)+lO(L)*GO(I,L) 
420 NEXT L 
430 NEXT 1 
440 FOR 1=1 TO NF 
450 N=NF-l+1 
460 IF 1(1 GOTO 490 
470 BO(N)=AO(N)/ALP(N,N) 
480 GOTO 540 
490 SUM=o 

500 FOR L=1 TO 1-1 
510 SUM=SUM+BO(NF-L+l)*ALP(NF-L+l,N) 
520 NEXT L 
530 BO(N)=(AO(N)-SUM)/ALP(N,N) 
540 NEXT I 
550 PRINT "ZERNIKE COEFFICIENTS" 
560 PRINT BO(I),BO(2),BO(3),BO(4) 
570 PRINT BO(5),BO(6),BO(7),BO(8) 
591 INPUT"COEFFICIENT FILE "jCF3S 
592 OPEN "O",,2,CF3S 
592 OPEN ·O·,,2,CF3S 

,:- .. 

593 FOR 1=1 TO NF: BO(I)=BO(I) *10000: BO(I)=INT(BO(I» 
594 PRINT ,2,BO(I) 
595 NEXT I 
600 END 
700 FOR K=1 TO 1-2 
710 FOR M=K TO 1-1 
720 SUM=o 
730 FOR L=1 TO TN 
740 SUM=SUM+GO(K,L)*GO(M,L) 
750 NEXT L 
760 LPRINT K,M,SUM 
770 NEXT M 
780 NEXT K 
790 END 
2000 'lFt' 
2010 l(l)=I: Z(2)=X: l(3)=Y 
2020 l(4)=2*(XA 2+YA 2)_I: Z(5)=2*X*Y: Z(6)=XA 2-YA 2 
2030 l(7)=3*XA 2*Y+3*YA 3_2*Y: Z(8)=3*YA 2*X+3*XA 3-2*X 
2060 RETURN . 
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APPENDIX B 

ZERNIKE POLYNOMIALS FITTING II 

The following pages show a program called PHIZ.F77, which fits dig

itized data along fringe centers by 27 Zemike polynomials. The digitization is 

done by an automatic digitization process (shown in Chapter 2, source code in 

Appendix G) for interferograms recorded by a CCD camera and frame grabber. 

The program reads the digitization information (an ASCII file) in a format of Z 

X Y representing the fringe order and x y coordinates of the fringe centers re

spectively. The coordinates are display memory coordinates. The twenty seven 

Zernike polynomials are shown in subroutine ZFA. The output phase file, which is 

fitted at most by 27 Zemike polynomials and with undesired terms taken out, is 

a 2 byte binary file which can be read by a graylevel plotting routine PRINTPIC 

and a contour plotting routine PRINTCON for generating phase map and contour 

map. 
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PHIZ.F77: Fitting fringe data. by Zernike polynomials 
C ZERNIKE POLYNOMIAL FITTING 
C DATA FROM AUTOMATIC DIGITIZATION 
C ZERNIKE POLYNOMIAL FITTING TO REMOVE TILT AND ALIGNMENT ERROR 

DIMENSION XA(l28),YA(l28),ZD(4000),ZA(27),ZB(27,4000) 
INTEGER*2 IA(l28) 
CHARACTER*20 CFl,CF2,CF3*10 
PRINT *,"DIGITIZATION FILE" 
READ(*,170) CFl 

170 FORMAT (A) 
PRINT *,"EDGE FILE" 
READ(*,170) CF2 
OPEN(lS,FILE=CFl,RECFM='DS') 
OPEN(16,FILE=CF2,RECFM='DS') 
PRINT *,"NUMBER OF ROWS IN DATA FILE" 
READ(*,*) NR 
PRINT .,"CENTER OF X" 
READ(*,*) XC 
PRINT *, "CENTER OF Y" 
READ ( • , * ) YC 
PRINT .,"RADIUS OF CENTRAL OBSCURATION" 
READ(*,.) RC 
PRINT .,"RADIUS IN X DIRECTION" 
READ ( • , * ) RX 
PRINT *,ftRADIUS IN Y " 
READ(.,*) RY 
SCA=l. 
L=O 
PRINT ., "NUMBER OF ZERNIKE TERMS TO FIT ft 
READ(.,.) NST 
PRINT .,ftINTERVAL OF DATA FILE l=ONE WAVE 2=HLAF WAVE • 
READ ( • , * ) UN 
PRINT .,ftSTARTING X' 
READ(.,.) Xl 
PRINT .,ftENDING X • 
READ(*,.) X2 
PRINT *,"STARTING Y " 
READ ( * , * ) Yl 
PRINT *,ftENDING Y • 
READ ( * , * ) Y2 
RX=RX*SCA 
Xl=(Xl-XC)*SCA+XC 
X2=(X2-XC)*SCA+XC 
DX=(X2-Xl)/(NR-l.) 
DY=(Y2-Yl)/(NR-l.) 
PRINT *, "OX DY ·,DX,DY 
S2=O. 
DO 30 I=l,NR 
READ(l6,*) Al,A2,NX 
S2=NX+S2 
)(=Xl 
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31 

35 

94 

96 
95 

97 
34 
30 

DO 31 J=1,NX 
~EAD(15,.) YA(J),XA(J),Y 
YA(J)=YA(J)/(UN.1.) 
PRINT .,Y,S2 
DO 34 J=l,NX 
X=XA(J) 
XS=(X-XC) .SCA 
R=SQRT ( XS .. 2+ (Y -YC) .. 2) 
IF (R-RC) 34,35,35 
l=l+1 
ZD(l)=YA(J) 
RS=R/RX 
T=ACOS( XS/R) 
IF (Y-YC) 95,95,96 
T=2 .• 3.14159-T 
CAll ZFA(RS,T,ZA) 
DO 97 K=1,NST 
ZB (K ,l) =ZA (K) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
PRINT .,"TOTAl NUMBER ",l 
CAll ZFITPB(ZD,ZB,NST,l,XC,YC,RX,RY,RC,NR,Xl,X2,Yl,Y2,DX,DY) 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ZFITPB(ZD,ZZ,NF ,LT,XC,YC,RX,RY,RC,NR,X1,X2,Y1,Y2 
l,DX,DY) 

C SUBROUTINE TO REMOVE TILT DEFOCUS ASTIGMATISM AND COMA 
DIMENSION ZD(4000), ZZ(27,4000) ,GD(27,4000),ALP(28,27) 
DIMENSION AD(27),BD(27),Z(27),JAR(128) 
INTEGER*2 IAR(128) 
INTEGER*2 IBR(128) 
INTEGER TN 
CHARACTER*20 CF1,CF2,CF3,CF4*10 

170 FORMAT (A) 
TN=lT 
DO 68 I=l,NF 
VS=<>. 
DO 69 L=l,TN 

69 VS=VS+ZZ(I,L) **2 
IF (1-1) 130,130,270 

130 ALP(l,l)=5~RT(VS) 
GO TO 335 

270 DO 70 K=1,I-1 
SU2=<>. 
DO 71 L=1,TN 

71 SU2=5U2+ZZ(I,L)*GD(K,L) 
70 ALP (I,K)=5U2 

SU3=<>. 
SUM=<>. 
DO 72 K=l,I-l 

72 SU3=5U3+AUP(I,K) **2 
IF (VS-SU3) 700,700,332 

700 PRINT *,ftCHECKft 
IS=I 
CALL CHR(GD,SUM,IS,TN) 
GO TO 600 

332 ALP(I,I)=5~RT(VS-SU3) 
335 DO 75 LP=l, TN 

SUM=<>. 
IF (1-1) 337,350,337 

337 DO 76 K=1,I-1 
76 SUM=5UM+GD(K,LP)*ALP(I,K) 
350 GD(I,LP)=(ZZ(I,LP)-SUM)/ALP(I,I) 
75 CONTINUE 
68 CONTINUE 

PRINT *, ftALPI:! 
DO 91 I=l,NF 
AD (I)=<>. 
DO 92 L=1,TN 
AD (I)=AD (I) + ZD(L)*GD(I,L) 

92 CONTINUE 
91 CONTINUE 

DO 93 I=l,NF 
N=NF-I+1 
IF (1-1) 470,470,490 
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470 BO(N)=AO(N)/ALP(N,N) 
GO TO 93 

490 SUM=O. 
DO 94 L=1,I-1 

94 SUM=SUM+BO(NF-L+1).ALP(NF-L+1,N) 
BO(N)=(AO(N)-SUM)/ALP(N,N) 

93 CONTINUE 
PRINT .,BFILE TO SAVE COEFFICIENTS B 
REAO(.,170) CFl . 
OPEN(12,FILE=CF1,RECFM='OS') 
PRINT .,BZERNIK COEFFICIENTSB 
DO 550 I=1,NF 
WRITE(12,*) BO(I) 

550 PRINT .,BO(I),AO(I) 
PRINT .,BSURFACE FILER 
REAO(.,l70) CF4 
OPEN (13,FILE=CF4,FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECFM='OYNAMIC') 
Y=Yl 
)(MA=O. 
)(MI=O. 
SSU=O. 
OF=O. 
SS5=O. 
S52=O. 
L=O 
PRINT., BUNIT OF OUTPUT FILE, .0011 WAVE=1000B 
READ(.,.) UN 
PRINT ., BNUMBER OF TERMS TO 5UBSTRACT B 
READ ( • , • ) N5S 
PRINT .,BROW , OF OUTPUT FILE • 
REAO(.,.) NR 
OX=(X2-X1)/(NR-1.) 
OY=(Y2-Y1)/(NR-1.) 
DO 340 I=1,NR 
X=Xl 
DO 342 J=1,NR 
XT=(X-XC).*2/RX*.2+ (Y-YC) *.2/RY**2 
IF (XT-l.) 370,370,375 . 

370 R=5Q,RT ( (X-XC) "2+ (Y -YC) .. 2) 
IF (R-RC) 375,371,371 

375 IAR(J)=O 
GO TO 342 

371 R5=R/RX 
T=ACOS«X-XC)/R) 
IF (Y-YC) 343,343,373 

373 T=2 .• 3.14159-T 
343 L=L+1 

ZXX=O. 
DO 344 K=N55+l,NF 
CALL ZFA(R5,T,Z) 

344 ZXX=ZXX+BO(K).Z(K) 
OF=DF+ZXX .. 2 
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IF (ZXX -XMA) 360,361,361 
361 XMA=ZXX 

IA=I 
JA=J 
GO TO 363 

360 IF (ZXX -XMI) 362,362,363 
362 XMI=ZXX 

IN=I 
IN=J 

363 IAR(J) =ZXX/UN 
342 X=X+DX 

WRITE (13) (IAR(J),J=1,NR) 
340 Y=Y+DY 

PRINT .,L 
5M=5QRT( DF/(L-l.» 
PRINT .,ftRM5 1,5M 
PRINT .,"MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM I 

PRINT .,XMA,IA,JA 
PRINT .,XMI,IN,JN 

600 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ZFA(R,T,Z) 
DIMENSION Z(1) 
Z(1)=1. 
Z (3) =R*SIN (T) 
Z (2) =R*COS (T) 
Z(7)=R**2*SIN(2.*T) 
Z(4)=2.*R**2-1. 
Z(S)=R**2*COS(2.*T) 
Z(9)=R**3*SIN(3.*T) 
Z(S)=(3.*R**3-2.*R)*SIN(T) 
Z (6) = (3. *R**3-2. *R) *COS (T) 
Z(10)=R**3*COS(3.*T) 
Z(11)=R**4.SIN(4.*T) 
Z(12)=(4.*R*.4-3.*R.*2)*SIN(2.*T) 
Z(13)=6.*R**4-6.*R**2+1. 
Z(14)=(4.*R**4-3.*R**2)*COS(2.*T) 
Z(1S)=R**4*COS(4.*T) 
Z (16) = (10. *R .. S-12. *R .. 3+3 .• R) *COS (T) 
Z(17)=(10.*R**S-12.*R**3+3.*R)*SIN(T) 
Z(1S)=20.*R**6-30.*R**4+12.*R**2-1. 
Z(19)=(S.*R**S-4.*R**3) *COS(3. *T) 
Z(20)=(5.*R**S-4.*R**3) *SIN(3. *T) 
Z(21)=(1S.*R**6-20.*R**4+6.*R*.2)*COS(2.*T) 
Z(22)=(15.*R**6-20.*R**4+6.*R**2)*SIN(2.*T) 
Z(23)=(35.*R**7-60.*R**5+30.*R**3-4.*R)*COS01 
Z (24) = (35. *R .. 7 -60. *R**5+30. *R**3-4. *R) *SIN 01 
Z(25)=70.*R**S-140.*R**6+90.*R**4-20.*R**2+1. 
Z(2S)=R**5*COS (5. *T) . 
Z(29)=R**5*SIN(5.*T) 
Z(26)=252.*R**10-630.*R**S+560.*R**6-210.*R**4+30.*R**2-1. 
Z(27)=924.*R**12-2772.*R**10+3150.*R**S-16S0.*R**6+420.*R**4 
Z(27)=Z(27)-42.*R**2+1. 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CHR(GD,SUM,I,TN) 
DIMENSION ~D(15,12644) 
INTEGER TN 
DO 68 K=l,I-2 
DO 68 M=K,I-l 
SUM=<>. 
DO 69 L=l,TN 

69 SUM=SUM+GD(K,L).GD(M,L) 
68 PRINT .,K,M,SUM 

RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX C 

SOURCE CODE OF NEW INTERPLOATION ALGORITHM 

There are three programs used by the new interpolation algorithm (Ch. 

2) to reproduce the phase of interferograms digitized at fringe c.enters. The fol

lowing table shows the names and functions of these programs. 

Program name Function 

RAW3.F77 Finding intersections of fringes and concentric circles 

GRINT5.F77 Finding phase of pixels of a n x n grid 

ZFIT4.F77 Removing undesired Zernike polynomial terms 

The output phase is a 2-byte binary file. The first program (RAW3) reads two 

ASCII files: one tells how many points there are along each fringe and the other one 

is the Z X Y file, where Z is the fringe order and X,Y are the coordinates of fringe 

centers. If the digitized file is generated by the automatic digitization program 

(DIGIT in Appendix G), a program called RAWED2 is run first to reorganize the 

digitized data in format setting by RAW3. The following pages show source codes 

for these programs. 
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RAW3.F77: program to find intersections of fringes and circles 
C INTERPOLATION OF FRINGE ALONG SEVERAL CIRCLES 
C DATA READED FROM A (l,X,Y) FILE 

DIMENSION XP( 4000) ,JAR(40),ZD(40,loo) 
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DIMENSION YA(40,100),XA(40,100),l2(80,200),TR2(80,200),JT(80) 
DIMENSION YP( 4000) ,JT2(100),PR(40,100),XAA(9),YAA(9),RR(80) 
DIMENSION ZR(80,200), TR(80,200),lDS(30,2),YDS(30,2),LAA(2),ROA(2) 
DIMENSION AJJ(40),RTA(50),TTA(50),ZTA(50) 
CHARACTER.20 CFl,CF2,CF3,CF4.10 

170 FORMAT (A) 
PRINT .,"1 OF FRINGES • 
READ ( • , • ) NFRI 
NO=NFRI 
PRINT .,"DATA FILEft 
READ(*,170) CFl 
PRINT .,ftPOINT FILE" 
READ(*,170) CF4 
OPEN(22,FIlE=CF4,RECFM='DS') 
OPEN (20, FIlE=CFl, RECFM='DS') 
OPEN(7,FIlE='CHECK.lIS',RECF~='DS') 
PRINT .,·CENTER XW 
READ ( • , • ) XQ 
PRINT *,wCENTER yw 
READ ( • , .) YQ 
PRINT *,"RADIUS OF INTERFEROGRAM (SHORT AXIS) ft 
READ(.,.) RS 
PRINT .,"INNER RADIUS • 
READ ( • , • ) RII 
DO 11 I=I,NFRI 
READ(22,.) AJJ(I) 

11 JAR (I)=AJJ (I) 
IT=O 
DO 35 L=I,NFRI 
DO 34 1=1, JAR (l) 
READ(20,.) lD(L,I),X,Y 
R=SQRT ( (X-XQ) .. 2+ (Y -YQ) •• 2) 
YA(l,I)=(X-XQ)/RS 
XA(L,I)=(Y-YQ)/RS 
PR(L,I)=R/RS 

34 IT=IT+l 
35 CONTINUE 

PRINT • ,'wTOTAL INPUT w, IT 
PRINT *,"1 OF RINGS FOR INTERPOLATION I 

READ ( • , • ) NX 
RII=RII/RS 
DR=(I. -RII)/(NX-l.) 
R=RII 
PRINT .,wADDING A LINE? Y=I,N=-l,TWO LINES=21 

READ ( • I • ) IRC 
IF (IRC) 194,194,182 

194 LA=NO 

..... -.-.-----------------------~---



GO TO 181 
182 DO 930 JS=l,IRC 

PRINT *,"ROTATION ANGLE FOR ADDITIONAL LINE. 
READ(.,.) ROA(JS) 
ROT=ROA(JS) 
LA=O 
DO 261 J=l,NO 
XNA=7. 
jm=j ar (j) /2 
DO 263 Jl=l,JAR(J) 
IF (YA(J,JM» 265,260,260 

260 T=3.14159/2.+ROT 
GO TO 266 

265 T=3.14159*1.5+ROT 
266 CALL CTR(XA(J,J1),YA(J.Jl),RT,XT) 

DE=ABS(XT-T) 
IF (DE-XNA) 262,262,263 

262 XNA=DE 
RM=RT 
XM=XT 
IN=J1 

263 CONTINUE 
I1=JN-1 
I2=JN 
I3=JN+1 
IF«JN-1)*(JN-JAR(J»)197,261,197 

197 CALL CTR(XA(J,I1),YA(J,I1),R1,X1) 
XAA (1) =X1 
YM (1) =R1 
XAA (2) =XM 
YM (2) =RM 
CALL CTR(XA(J,I3),YA(J,I3),R3,X3) 
XAA(3)=X3 
YM (3) =R3 
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IF «XAA (1) -XAA (2». (XAA (2) -XAA (3». (XAA (3) -XAA (1») 190,261,190 ' 
190 LA--LA+1 

CALL LAG2(XAA,YM,T,YDS(LA,JS),3) 
IF (ABS(YDS(LA,JS»-l.) 203,203,261 

203 ZDS(LA, JS)=ZD (J,l) 
IF (T-3.14159) 195,195,899 

899, YDS(LA,JS)=-YDS(LA,JS) 
195 PRINT .,YDS(LA,JS),ZDS(LA,JS) 
261 CONTINUE 

PRINT .,·WAITING FOR CHECK,INPUT 0 TO CONTINUE" 
READ(.,.) WA 

930 LM(JS)=LA 
181 LP=O 

PRINT., ItNX2,RING NUMBER OF EXTERPOLATION It 
READ(.,.) NX2 
DO 68 K=l,NX 
L=O 
IF (K-NX2) 1000,1001,1001 

1001 DO 1002 I=l,NFRI 



XMI=lO 
I2=JAR(I)/2 
00 1003 N=1,I2 
Sl=ABS(PR(I;N)-R) 
IF (Sl-XMI) 1004,1004,1003 

1004 XMI=51 
NI=N 

1003 CONTINUE 
L=l+l 
LP=LP+l 
ZR(K,L)=ZD(I,NI) 
CALL CTR(XA(I,NI),YA(I,NI),RI1,Tl) 
CALL CTR(XA(I,NI+1),YA(I,NI+1),RI2,T2) 
TR(K,L)=Tl+ (T2-T1) * (R-RI1)/(RI2-RI1) 
XP (LP) =R*COS (TR (K, L» 
YP(LP)=R*SIN(TR(K,L» 
XMI=10 
00 1005 N=I2+1,JAR(I) 
S1=A8S(PR(I,N)-R) 
IF (Sl-XMI) 1006,1006,1005 

1006 XMI=51 
NI=N 

1005 CONTINUE 
L=l+l 
LP=LP+l 
CALL CTR(XA(I,NI),YA(I,NI),RI1,Tl) 
CALL CTR(XA(I,NI-1),YA(I,NI-1),RI2,T2) 
TR(K,L)=T1+(T2-T1)* (R-RI1)/(RI2-RI1) 
ZR(K,L)=ZD(I,NI) 
XP (LP) =R*COS (TR (K, L) ) 
YP (LP)=R*5IN(TR (K,L» 

1002 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1110 

1000 DO 36 I=l,NFRI 
DO 901 N=l,JAR(I)-l 
51=PR(I,N)-R 
52=PR(I,N+1)-R 
IF (51*52) 902,902,901 

902 IN=N 
IF (IN-l) 28,28,27 

28 11=1 
12=2 
13=3 
MM=3 
GO TO 30 

27 IF (IN-JAR(I)+1)31,29,31 
29 11=JN-1 

I2=JN 
I3=JN+l 
MM=3 
GO TO 30 

31 11=JN-l 
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682 
683 
681 

212 

30 

210 

400 

211 
291 

666 

671 

670 
672 

292 
673 

675 
676 

674 

12=JN 
13=JN+1 
I4=JN+2 
5O=PR(I,N-l)-R 
53=PR(I,N+2)-R 
IF (50.51) 681,681,682 
IF (52.53) 681,681,683 
IF «53-52).(51-50» 681,681,30 
CALL CTR(XA(I,JN),YA(I,JN),R1,T1) 
CALL CTR(XA(I,JN+l),YA(I,JN+1),R2,T2) 
T=(R-Rl).(T2-T1)/(R2-R1)+T1 
GO TO 725 
CALL CTR (XA(I,Il), YA(I,Il),RN, TM) 
XAA(l)=RN 
YAA(1)=TM 
CALL CTR(XA(I,I2),YA(I,I2),R1,TO) 
XAA(2)=R1 
YAA(2)=TO 
CALL CTR(XA(I,I3),YA(I,I3),R2,TP) 
XAA(3)=R2 
YAA(3)=TP 
MM=3 
IF«JN-JAR(I)+1).(JN-1» 210,211,210 
CALL CTR(XA(I,I4),YA(I,I4),RN,T4) 
XAA (4) =RN 
YAA(4)=T4 
MM=4 
IF (IN-2) 211,211,400 
IS=JN-2 
CALL CTR(XA(I,IS),YA(I,I5),RN,T5) 
XAA (5) =RN 
YAA(5)=T5 
MM=5 
IF (T0-.31) 291,292,292 
MM=3 
IF (TP-5.9) 670,666,666 
YAA(2)=TO +2 .• 3.154159 
IF (TM-.4) 671,295,295 
YAA(1)=TM +2 .• 3.14159 
GO TO 295 
IF (TM-5.5) 295,672,672 
YAA(2)=TO +2 .• 3.14159 
YAA(3)=TP +2 .• 3.14159 
GO TO 295 
IF (T0-5.9) 295,673,673 
MM=3 
IF (TP-5.5) 674,675,675 
IF (TM-.4) 676,676,295 
YAA(1)=TM +2 .• 3.14159 
GO TO 295 
YAA(3)=TP +2 .• 3.14159 
~F (TM-.4 ) 677,677,295 
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677 YAA(l)=TM· +2.*3.14159 
295 DO 660 IS=l,MM-1 

DO 660 JS=IS+1,MM 
IF (XAA(JS)-XAA(IS» 660,525,660 

660 CONTINUE 
CALL LAG2(XAA,YAA,R,T,MM) 
IF (IN-1) 173,172,173 

172 IF «(T-YAA(l»*(YAA(2)-T) 525,525,530 
525 T=(YAA(1)+YAA(2»j2. 

GO TO 530 
173 IF «(T-YAA(2»*(YAA(3)-T) 520,520,530 
520 T=(YAA(2)+YAA(3»/2. 
530 IF (T-2.*3.14159) 725,301,301 
301 T=T-2.*3.14159 
725 L=L+1 

LP=LP+1 
ZR(K,L)=ZD(I,l) 
TR(K,L)=T 
WRITE (7, *) R,TR(K,L),ZR(K,L) 
XP (LP) =R*COS (T) 
YP (LP) =R*SIN (T) 

901 CONTINUE 
36 CONTINUE 
1110 RR(K)=R 

IF (IRC) 188,188,187 
187 Y1=R 

DO 934 JF=l,IRC 
XNA=l. 
ROT =ROA (JF) 
DO 820 J=1,L 
IF (TR(K,J) -3.14159) 890,890,891 

890 TS=3.14159j2.+ROT 
GO TO 892 

891 TS=3.14159*1.5+ROT 
892 DE=ABS (TS -TR (K, J) ) 

IF (DE-XNA)821,821,82~ 
821 XNA=DE 
820 CONTINUE 

IF (XNA-1.jRj50.) 822,824,824 
822 JT(K)=L 

GO TO 68 
824 DO 800 1=1,2 

XNA=l. 
DO 801 J=l,LAA(JF) 
DE=ABS(Y1-YDS(J,JF» 
IF (DE-XNA) 802,802,801 

802 XNA=DE 
JS=J 

801 CONTINUE 
IF (JS-1) 803,804,803 

804 I1=1 
12=2 
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13=3 
GO TO 810 

803 1F(JS-LAA(JF»806,805~806 
805 I1=JS 

I2=JS-l 
I3=JS-2 
GO TO 810 

806 I1=JS-1 
I2=JS 
13=JS+1 

810 XAA(1)=YDS(I1,JF) 
YAA(1)=ZDS(I1,JF) 
XAA (2) =YDS (12, JF) 
YAA(2)=ZDS(I2,JF) 
XAA(3)=YDS(I3,JF) 
YAA(3)=ZDS(I3,JF) 

191 
CALL LAG2(XAA,YAA,Y1,Z,3) 
L=L+1 
ZR(K,L)=Z 
LP=lP+1 
IF (1-1) 811,812,811 

812 TS=3. 14159/2. +ROT 
GO TO 819 

811 TS=3.14159*1.5+ROT 
819 XP (LP) =R*COS (TS) 

YP(LP)=R*SIN(TS) 
TR(K,L)=TS 

800 Yl=-R 
Y1=R 

934 CONTINUE 
188 JT(K)=L 
68 R=R+DR 
40 FORMAT (1015) 

DO 41 I=1,NX,10 
41 WRITE (10, 40) (JT(L),L=I,I+9) 
21 FORMAT(10(F6.3,lX» 

PRINT *,LP 
CALL XYPLOT(XP,YP,LP,-1.8,1.8,4) 
OPEN (l,FILE='DATA') 
DO 560 I=I,NX 
DO 560 J=I,JT(I) 

560 WRITE(1,570) I,ZR(I,J),TR(I,J) 
570 FORMAT(I3,lX,2(F12.4,lX» 

DO 770 1=1, NX 
DO 771 J=I,JT(I) 
XM1=7. 
DO 772 K=I,JT(I) 
IF (TR(I,K)-XMI) 773,773,772 

773 IM=K 
XM1= TR (I, K) 

772 CONTINUE 



TR2(I, J)=TR(I, 1M) 
Z2(I, J)=ZR (I, 1M) 
TR(I,IM)=7. 

771 CONTINUE 
770 CONTINUE 

PRINT .,ftFILE TO STORE INTERPOLATED DATA ft 

READ(.,170) CF2 ., 
OPEN (2,FILE=CF2,RECFM='DS') 
DO 780 I=1,NX 
DO 780 J=1,JT(I) 

780 WRITE(2,.) TR2(I,J),Z2(I,J) 
PRINT .,ftFILE TO STORE POINT NUMBER ft 
READ(.,170) CF3 
OPEN(3,FILE=CF3,RECFM='DS') 
DO 790 I=l,NX 

790 WRITE(3,.) JT(I) 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CTR(X,Y,XO,YO) 
XO=SQRT(X**2+Y**2) 
YO=ACOS(X/XO) 
IF (Y) 26,27,27 

26 YO=2.*3.14159-YO 
27 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE LAG2(XAA,YAA,X,Y,N) 
DIMENSION XAA(l),YAA(l) 
Y=<>. 
DO 26 I;:l,N 
XL=YAA(I) 
DO 27 J=l,N 
IF (XAA(J)-XAA(I» 28,27,28 

28 XL=XL.(X-XAA(J»/(XAA(I)-XAA(J» 
27 CONTINUE 
26 Y=Y+XL 

RETURN 
END 
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GRINT5.F77: program to find phase over a n x n grid 

C PROGRA~ TO INTERPOLATE DATA ACROSS A GRID FROM THE 
C DATA ALONG RINGS . 

DIMENSION ZZ(128,128),YLA(128,128),ZS(128,128),JT2(128) 
DIMENSION TR(80,600),JT(80),XAA(9),YAA(9),RR(80) 
DIMENSION ZR (80, 600) , RTA (50) , TTA(80) ,'ZTA(80) 
INTEGER.2 IAR(300) 
CHARACTER*20 CF1,CF2,CF3,CF4.10 

170 FORMAT (A) 
PRINT .,"NUMBER OF FRINGES • 
READ(*, *) NFRI 
PRINT*,· FILE OF DATA ALONG RINGS • 
RE~D(*, 170) CF1 
PRINT .," FILE OF POINT NUMBER ALONG A R.I~G " 
READ(*,170) CF2 
PRINT .,"NUMBER OF RINGS" 
READ ( • , • ) NR 
OPEN(l,FILE=CFl,RECFM='DS') 
OPEN(2,FILE=CF2,RECFM='DS') 
DO 34 I=l,NR 

34 READ(2,*) JT(I) 
DO 35 I=l,NR 
PRINT .,JT(I) 
DO 35 J=l,JT(I) 
READ(l, *) TR (I, J) ,ZR(I, J) 
TR(I, J+JT(I»=TR(I,J) +2 .• 3.l4159 
TR(I,J+JT(I).2)=TR(I,J)+4 .• 3.14159 
ZR(I,J+JT(I» =ZR(I,J) 
ZR(I,J+JT(I).2)=ZR(I,J) 
PRINT .,TR(I,J),ZR(I,J) 

35 CONTINUE 
PRINT *,"INNER RADIUS (FRACTION) " 
READ(*,*) RII 
PRINT .,"SURFACE FILE" 
READ(*,170) CF3 
XMI=l. 
XMA=O. 
PRINT .,"DIMENSION OF THE GRID" 
READ(.,.) NY 
NX=NY 
YIN=1. 
DDY=2./(NY-1.) 
DDX=DDY 
Y=YIN 
DR=(1.-RII)/(NR-1.) 
DO 26 I=l,NR 

26 RR(I)=RII+DR*(I-1) 
DO 100 1=1, NY 
L=O 
.00 102 JK=1,2 
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NFT=5 
DO 101 JJ=l,NR 
IF (JJ-NR) 1000,1001,1000 

1001 NFT::3 
1000 IF (JK-1) 271,272,271 
272 J=NR-JJ+1 

GO TO 273 
271 J=JJ 
273 IF (ABS(Y)-RR(J» 69,69,101 
69 YL=SQRT(RR(J)**2-Y**2)*(-1.)**(JK) 

CALL CTR(YL,Y,RS,T) 
T=T+2.*3.141S9 
TN =TR(J,1) 
DTN=ABS (TN-T) 
DO 16 K=1,JT(J)*3 
DT =ABS (T - TR (J , K) ) 
IF (DT-DTN) 17,17,16 

17 DTN=DT 
KN=K 

16 CONTINUE 
I1=KN-2 
I2=KN-1 
I3=KN 
I4=KN+1 
IS=KN+2 
XAA(l)=TR (J, 13) 
YAA(1)=ZR(J,I3) 
XAA(2)=TR(J,I2) 
YAA(2)=ZR(J,I2) 
XAA(3)=TR(J,I4) 
YAA(3)=ZR(J,I4) 
XAA(4)=TR(J,Il) 
YAA(4)=ZR(J,Il) 
XAA (S) = TR (J , IS) 
YAA(S)=ZR(J,IS) 
CALL LAG2(XAA, YAA, T ,Z,NFT) 

126 L=L+1 . 
YLA(I,L)=YL 
JT2 (I) =L 
ZZ(I,L)=Z 
IF (Z-XMA) 8S0,851,851 

851 XMA=Z 
GO TO 101 

8S0 IF (Z-XMI) 852,852,101 
852 XMI=Z 
101 CONTINUE 
102 CONTINUE 
100 Y=Y-OOY 

PRINT *, XMA, XMI 
DO 410 I=1,NY,10 

410 WRITE(10,40) (JT2(L),L=I,I+9) 
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40 FORMAT (10IS) 
XMI=l. 
XMA=O. 
Y=YIN 
DO 680 I=1,NY 
X=-YIN 

465 DO 681 J=1,NX 
R=SQRT(X**2+Y**2) 
IF (R-YIN) 800, 800, 681 

800 IF (R-RII) 681,460,460 
460 YS=ABS (X-YLA (I, 1» 

DO 682 K=1,JT2(I) 
DY=ABS(X-YLA(I,K» 
IF (DY-YS) 683,683,682 

683 YS=DY 
JS=K 

682 CONTINUE 

685 
IF (JS-1) 684,685,684 
11=1 
12=2 
13=3 
GO TO 690 

684 IF (JS-JT2(I» 686,687,686 
687 I1=JS 

I2=JS-1 
I3=JS-2 
GO TO 690 

686 I1=JS 
I2=JS-1 
I3=JS+1 
I4=JS-2 
I5=JS+2 

690 XAA( 1)=YLA(I,I1) 
XAA ( 2) =YLA (1,12) 
XAA( 3)=YLA(I,I3) 
XAA( 4)=YLA(I,I4) 
XAA(5)= YLA(I,I5) 
YAA(4)=ZZ(I,I4) 
Y AA (5) =ZZ (I, IS) 
YAA( 1)=ZZ(I,Il) 
YAA( 2)=ZZ(I,I2) 
YAA( 3)=ZZ(I,I3) 
it=O 
do 980 i 1=1,3 
xt=xaa (i I) 
yt=y 
r=sqrt(xt**2+yt**2) 
v=(r-yin)*(r-ri i) 
if (v) 980,980,981 

980 it=it+1 
981 if (it-I) 983,982,98~ 



982 z=yaa(l) 
go to 168 

983 CALL LAG2(XAA,YAA,X,Z,IT) 
IF (Z) 770,771,771 

771 IF (Z-NFRI-l) 168,770,770 
770 Z=YAA(1) 
168 ZS(I,J)=Z 

IF (Z-XMA) 691,691,688 
688 XMA=Z 

MXA=I 
MYA=J 
GO TO 681 

691 IF (Z-XMI) 689,689,681 
689 XMI=Z 

MXI=I 
MYI=J 

681 X=X+DDX 
680 Y=Y-DDY 
370 PRINT .,XMA,MXA,MYA 

PRINT .,XMI,MXI,MYI 
OPEN (55,FILE=CF3,FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECFM='DYNAMIC') 
UNI=(XMA-XMIJ/IOOO. 
PRINT *,wINPUT HI OR LO FACOR,1 OR -1 W 
READ ( • , .) POL 
DO 13 I=l,NX 
DO 14 J=l,NX 
K=NX-J+1 

14 IAR(J)=ZS(K,I)/UNI.POL 
13 WRITE (55) (IAR (J) , J=l, NX) 

CLOSE (55) 
PRINT .,wNEED CROSS SECTION PLOT? YES=l NO=O W 
READ ( • , • ) ISP 
IF (ISP-1) 390,391,390 

391 PRINT .,wNUMBER OF ROWS TO PLOT W 
READ ( • , • ) NP 
DO 392 I=l,NP 
PRINT .,w, OF ROW W 

READ(.,.) L 
PRINT *, ftFILE NAME FOR A ROW I 

READ(.,170) CF4 
OPEN (17,FILE=CF4,RECFM='DS') 
DO 393 J=l,NX 
K=NX-J+l 
X=Jd. 

393 WRITE(17,*) X,ZS(K,L) 
CLOSE (17) 

392 CONTINUE 
390 STOP 

END 
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ZFIT4.F77: program to remove tilt, defocus, coma and astigmatism 

C PROGRAM TO REMOVE TILT DEFOCUS ASTIGMATISM AND COMA " 
DIMENSION ZD( 6400), ZZ( 8, 64oo),GD( 8, 6400),ALP(16,15) 
DIMENSION AD(15),BD(15) ,Z(15) ,JAR(128) ,A5A (80, 80) 
INTEGER*2 IAR ( 80) 
INTEGER*2 IBR( 80) 
INTEGER TN 
CHARACTER*20 CFl,CF2,CF3,CF4*10 

170 FORMAT (A) 
PRINT .,"DIMENSION OF THE INPUT FILE, LESS THAN 81 " 
READ(*,*) NFRI 
PRINT *#"DATA FILE (FILE OF INTEGER*2)" 
READ ( * , 170) CFl 
PRINT *,"UNIT OF INPUT FILE" 
READ(*,*) UNIT 
PRINT .,"RADIUS OF HOLE (FRACTION)" 
READ(*,*) RIN 
PRINT *,"RADIUS OF AREA TO BE FITTED (1)" 
READ(*,.) RO 
PRINT *,"INPUT NO OF TERMS TO BE 5UBSTRACTED, LESS THAN 9" 
READ(*,*) NF 
OPEN(20,FILE=CF1,FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECFM='DYNAMIC') 
LL=l 
Y= 1. 
DX=2./(NFRI-1) 
DO 500 I=l,NFRI 
X=-l. 
READ (20) (IAR(J),J=l,NFRI) 
IS=l 
DO 501 J=l,NFRI 
DA =IAR(J)*UNIT 
RS=SQRT(X**2+Y**2) 
IF (RS-RO) 26,26,501 

26 _ IF (RS-RIN) 501,27,27 
27 ZD(LL)=DA 

15=15+1 
1:L=lL+1 

501 X=X+DX 
JAR (I) =IS-1 

500 Y=Y-DX 
TN=LL-1 
PRINT ., TN 
LL=l 
YP= 1. 
DO 34 L=l,NFRI 
XP=-1. 
DO 33 J=l,NFRI 
R=5QRT(XP •• 2+YP**2) 
IF (R-RO) 28,28,33 

_28 IF (R-RIN) 33,29,29 
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29 T=ACOS(XP/R) 
IF (YP) 510, 511,511 

510 T=2 .• 3.14159-T 
511 CALL ZFP(R, T ,Z) 

DO 36 I=1,NF 
36 ZZ (I, LL) =Z (I) 

LL=LL+1 

33 XP=XP+DX 
34 YP=YP-DX 

PRINT .,"FINISH READING" 
DO 68 I=1,NF 
VS=O. 
DO 69 L=1,TN 

69 VS=VS+ZZ(I,L) •• 2 
IF (1-1) 130,130,270 

130 ALP(l,1)=SQRT(VS) 
GO TO 335 

270 DO 70 K=l,I-1 
SU2=O. 
DO 71 L=1,TN 

71 SU2=SU2+ZZ(I,L).GD(K,L) 
70 ALP (I,K)=SU2 

SU3=O. 
SUM=O. 
DO 72 K=l,I-1 

72 SU3=SU3+ALP(I,K) •• 2 
IF (VS-SU3) 700,700,332 

700 PRINT .,"CHECK" 
IS=I 
CALL CHR(GD,SUM,IS,TN) 
GO TO 600 

332 ALP (I, I)=SQRT(VS-SU3) 
335 DO 75 LP=1, TN 

SUM=O. 
IF (1-1) 337,350,337 

337 DO 76 K=l,I-1 
76 SUM=SUM+GD(K,LP).ALP(I,K) 
350 GO (I,LP)=(ZZ (I,LP)-SUM)/ALP (I, I) 
75 CONTINUE 
68 CONTINUE 

PRINT. ,"ALP" 
DO 91 I=1,NF 
AD(I)=O. 
DO 92 L=1,TN 

92 AD(I)=AD(I)+ZD(L).GD(I,L) 
91 CONTINUE 

DO 93 I=1,NF 
N=NF-I+l 
IF (1-1) 470,470,490 

470 BD(N)=AD(N)/ALP(N,N) 



490 

94 

93 

550 

GO To 93 
SUM=<>. 
DO 94 L=1,I-1 
SUM=SW+BD(NF-L+l) *ALP (NF-L+1,N) 
BD(N)=(AD(N)-SUM)/ALP(N,N) 
CONTINUE 
PRINT .,"ZERNIK COEFFICIENTS" 
DO 550 I=1,NF 
PRINT .,BD(I),AO(I) 
PRINT .,"SURFACE FILE" 
REAO(*,170) CF4 
OPEN (13,FILE=CF4,FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECFM='OYNAMIC') 
L=1 

Y=1. 
XMA=<>. 
XMI=<>. 
SSU=O. 
OF=<>. 
SSS=<>. 
SS2=<>. 
DO 340 1=1, NFRI 
X=-l. 
DO 342 J=1,NFRI 
R=SQRT(X**2+Y**2) 
IF (R-RO) 341,341,346 

346 ASA(I,J)=O . 
. GO TO 342 

341 IF (R-RIN) 346,343,343 
343 SF=<>. 

DO 344 K=1,NF 
344 SF=SF+AD(K).GO(K,L) 

ZXX=ZD(L)-SF 
OF=DF+(ZD(L)-SF) **2 
IF (ZXX -XMA) 360,361,361 

361 XMA=ZXX 
IA=I 
JA=J 
GO TO 363 

360 IF (ZXX -XMI) 362,362,363 
362 XMI=ZXX 

IN=I 
IN=J 

363 L=L+1 
ASA(I,J)=ZXX 

342 X=X+DX 
340 Y=Y-DX 

SM=SQRT( DF/(L-l.» 
PRINT .,"RMS ",SM 
PRINT .,"MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM " 
PRINT .,XMA,IA,JA 
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PRINT .:XMI,IN,JN 
660 FORMAT(E12.4) 

UNIT=(XMA-XMI)/1000. 
PRINT .,ftPOLARITY ADJUSTMENT 1 OR -1 ft 
READ ( • , .) POL 
DO 530 I=l,NFRI 
DO 531 J=l,NFRI 

531 IBR(J)=ASA(I,J)/UNIT*POL 
530 WRITE (13) (IBR(J),J=l,NFRI) 

PRINT .,ftNEED CROSS-SECTION PLOT? YES=1, NO=O ft 
READ ( * , * ) ITT 
IF (ITT-I) 600,520,600 

520 PRINT .,ftNUMBER OF ROWS ft 
READ(.,.) N 
DO 521 I=1,N 
PRINT .,ft' OF ROW ft 
READ(*, *) K 
PRINT ., ftFILE NAME TO STROE THE CUT " 
READ(.,170) CF2 

OPEN(25,FILE=CF2,RECFM='DS') 
DO 522 J=l,NFRI 

522 WRITE(25,.) J,ASA(K,J) 
CLOSE (25) 

521 CONTINUE 
600 STOP 

END 
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SUBROUTINE ZFP(R,T,Z) 
DIMENSION Z(t) 
Z(1)=l. 
Z (3) =R*SIN (T) 
Z (2) =R*COS (T) 
Z(5)=R**2*SIN(2.*T) 
Z(4)=2.*R**2-l. 
Z(6)=R**2*COS(2.*T) 
Z(7)=(3.*R**3-2.*R)*SIN(T) 
Z(8)=(3.*R**3-2.*R)*COS(T) 
RETURN 
END 
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RAWED2.F77: reoganizing automatically digitized d.ata along fringes 

C PROGRAM TO REORGANIZE THE FRINGE FILE CREATED BY 
C AUTOMATIC DIGITIZATION ALGORITHM 

DIMENSION XA(40,200) ,YA(40,200 ),AR(40),YR(lOO),XR(lOO) 
1,xp(3000),yp(3000) 

CHARACTER*20 CF1,CF2,CF3,CF4*10 
170 FORMAT (A) 

PRINT .,"1 OF FRINGES" 
READ(*,*) NF 
PRINT *,"MULTIPLICATION FACTOR, 1 FOR ONE WAVE 

1 2 FOR HALF WAVE " 
READ(. ,*) M 
PRINT .,"ORIGINAL DATA FILE" 
READ(.,170) CFl 
PRINT *,"EDGE FILE" 
READ(*,l70) CF4 
PRINT .,"REORGANIZED FILE" 
READ(*,170) CF2 
PRINT .,"POINT FILE TO WRITE " 
READ(*,170) CF3 
PRINT .,"INNER RADIUS ft 

READ(*,.) R2 
PRINT .," CENTER X" 
READ ( • , • ) XO 
PRINT ., ft CENTER Y" 
READ ( • , • ) YO 
print .,"short axis ft 

read(.,.) rs 
OPEN(17,FILE=CFl,RECFM='DS') 
OPEN (18, FILE=CF2,RECFM='DS') 
OPEN(19,FILE=CF3,RECFM='DS') 
OPEN(20,FILE=CF4,RECFM='DS') 
NF=NF.M 
PRINT .,"NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE DATA FILE" 
READ(.,.) NR 
Ip=O 
DO 69 I=1,NF 

69 AR(I)=O. 
DO 36 I=l,NR 
READ(20,.) A1,A2,NX 
DO 37 J=l,NX 
READ(l7,.) YR(J),XR(J),Y 
Z=YR(J)/M 
X=XR(J) 
R=SQRT«X-XO) •• 2+(Y-YO) **2) 
IF (R-R2) 37,40,40 

40 IF (Z-l.) 37,42,42 
42 Ip=lp+l 

xp(lp)=(x-xo)/rs 
yp(lp)=(y-yo)/rs 
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DO 60 K=1,NF 
XL=K.1. 
IF (YR(J)-XL) 60,61,60 

61 AR(K)=AR(K)+1 
XA(K,AR(K»=X 
YA(K,AR (K»=Y 

60 CONTINUE 
37 CONTINUE 
36 CONTINUE 

print .,llp I,Ip 
DO 70 I=1,NF 
DO 70 J=1,AR(I) 
Z=h1./M 

70 WRITE(18,.) Z,XA(I,J),YA(I,J) 
DO 71 I=1,NF 

71 WRITE(19,.) AR(I) 
call xyplot(xp,yp,lp,-1.8, 1.8,4) 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE XYPLOT(X,Y,N,VMIN,VMAX,IDEV) 
REAL X(N),Y(N),VMIN,VMAX 
INTEGER LASF(13),WKID,TNR 
DATA LASF/3*O,l,9*O/,WKID/l/,TNR/l/ 
IF (IDEV .NE.1 . AND. IDEV .NE. 4 .AND. IDEV .NE. 6) RETURN 
CALL GKS OPKS(6) 
CALL GKS-OPWK(WKID,WKID,IDEV) 
CALL GKS-ACWK(WKID) 
CALL GKS-SWN (TNR, VMIN , VMAX, VMIN, VMAX) 
CALL GKS-SVP(TNR,O.,l.,O.,l.) 
CALL GKS-SaNT (TNR) _ . 
CALL GKS-SASF(LASF) 
CALL GKS-SMK(l) 
CALL GKS-PM(N,X,Y) 
CALL GKS-OAWK(WKID) 
CALL GKS-CLWK(WKID) 
CALL GKS-CLKS 
RETURN -
END 
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APPENDIX D 

INTERPOLATION BETWEEN FR:u.~GE CENTERS 

The computer code for reducing phase by interpolating phases between 

fringe centers is shown on following pages. The digitized data are generated by 

the automatic digitization program DIGIT in appendix G. The coordinates used 

are those of display memory i.e. column number and row number. The output 

phase is a 2 byte binary file. 
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PHIB.F77: Lagrange interpolation between fringe centers 

C LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION 
C DATA FROM AUTOMATIC DIGITIZATION 
C ZERNIKE POLYNOMIAL FITTING TO REMOVE TILT AND ALIGNMENT ERROR 

·DIMENSION XA(128),YA(128),AA(128,128),ZA(8),ZB(8,8000) 
INTEGER*2 IA(128) 
CHARACTER*20 CF1,CF2,CF3*lO 
PRINT *,"DIGITIZATION FILE" 
READ(.,l70) CFl 

170 FORMAT (A) 
PRINT .,~EDGE FILE" 
READ(.,l70) CF2 
OPEN(15,FILE=CF1,RECFM='DS') 
OPEN(l6,FILE=CF2,RECFM='DS') 
PRINT *,"NUMBER OF ROWS IN DATA FILE" 
READ(.,.) NR 
PRINT ., "CENTER OF X" 
READ(.,.) XC 
PRINT ., "CENTER OF yll 
READ(.,.) YC 
PRINT .,"RADIUS OF CENTRAL OBSCURATION" 
READ(.,*) RC 
RC2=RC+3. 
PRINT .,"RADIUS IN X DIRECTION" 
READ ( • , * ) RX 
PRINT .,"STARTING X" 

"READ(*,.) Xl 
PRINT .,"ENDING X" 
READ ( • , .) X2 
SCA=l. 
PRINT *,"ROW , OF OUTPUT FILE, 128 FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS" 
READ(.,.) N2 
Xl=(Xl-XC)*SCA+XC 
X2=(X2-XC).SCA+XC 
DX=(X2-Xl)/(NR-1.) 
rx=rx*sca 
PRINT *,"DX ",OX 
XMA=-l. 
XMI=1. 
SUM=O. 
L=O 
PRINT .,"FRINGE NUMBER " 
READ ( * , * ) NF 
TI=(X2-Xl)/NF/2. 
AD=DX.3. 

C PRINT .,"TILT/PIXEL ",TI 
C PRINT .,"INPUT TILT/PIXEl " 
C READ(*,.) TI 

PRINT .,"NUMBER OF ZERNIKE TERMS TO TAKE • 
.READ(.,.) NST 
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"TI=O: 
52=0. 
DO 30 I=1,NR 
REAO(16,*) A1,A2,NX 
A1=(A1-XC)*5CA+XC+1 
A2=(A2-XC)*5CA+XC-1 
52=NX+52 
X=X1 
KK=O 
DO 31 J=1,NX 
REAO(15,*) YO, XO ,Y 
RT=SQRT«Y-YC)**2+ (XO-XC)**2) 
IF (RT-RC) 31,31,75 

75 KK=KK+1 
XA(KK)=(XO -XC)*5CA+XC 
YA (KK) =YO /2. 

31 CONTINUE 
NX=KK 
PRINT *,Y,52 
DO 34 J=l,NR 
IF (X-A1) 33,105,105 

105 IF (X-A2) 32,32,33 
33 AA(I,J)=O. 

GO TO 34 
32 R=SQRT«X-XC) **2+ (Y-YC) **2) 

IF (R-RC2) 33,35,35 
35 L=L+1 

IF (X-XA(l» 40,40,41 
40 AA(I,J)=YA(1)+(1.*YA(2)-YA(1»* (X-XA(1»/(XA(2)-XA(1) *1.) 

GO TO 94 
41 IF(X-XA(NX» 43,43,42 
42 AA(I, J)=YA(NX) + (YA(NX)-YA(NX-1»* (X-XA(NX»/(XA(NX)-XA(NX-1) 

1 *1.) 
GO TO 94 

43 XM=AO 
NI=1 
DO 36 K=1,NX 
OO=ABS (X-XA (K) ) 
IF (OO-XM) 37,37,36 

37 NI=K 
XM=DD 

36 CONTINUE 
IF (NI-1) 100,40,100 

100 IF (NI-NX) 101,42,101 
101 IF (XM-TI/100.)81,81,82 
81 AA(I,J)=YA(NI) 

GO TO 94 
82 J1=NI-1 

J2=NI+1 
c IF (R-RC2) 200,201,201 
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201 AA(I,J)=(X-XA(J2».(X-XA(NI».YA(Jl)/(XA(Jl)-XA(NI»/(XA(JI)
lXA(J2»+(X-XA(Jl».(X-XA(J2».YA(NI)/(XA(NI)-XA(Jl»/(XA(N1)-
2XA{J2»+(X-XA(Jl)).(X-XA(NI)).YA(J2)/(XA(J2)-XA(Jl))/(XA(J2)-
3XA(NI» 

94 RS=R/RX 
T =ACOS ( (X-XC) /R) 
IF (Y-YC) 95,95,96 

96 T=2 .• 3.14159-T 
95 CALL ZFP(RS,T,ZA) 

DO 97 K=I,NST 
97 Z8(K,L)=ZA(K) 
34 X=X+DX 
30 CONTINUE 

PRINT .,"TOTAL NUMBER ",L 
IF (N2-NR) 70,70,71 

71 DO 72 I=I,NR 
DO 72 J=NR+l,N2 

72 AA(I,J)=O. 
DO 73 I=NR+l,N2 
DO 73 J=l,N2 

73 AA(I,J)=O. 
70 CALL ZFITP(AA,ZB,NST,L,NR,N2) 

STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ZFITP(AA,ZZ,NF ,LT,NFRI,N2) 
C SUBROUTINE TO REMOVE TILT DEFOCUS ASTIGMATISM AND COMA 

DIMENSION AA(128,128),ZZ( 8, 8000),GD( 8, 8000),ALP(16,15) 
DIMENSION AD(15),BD(15),Z(15),JAR(128) 
INTEGER*2 IAR(128) 
INTEGER*2 IBR(128) 
INTEGER TN 
CHARACTER*20 CF1,CF2,CF3,CF4*10 

170 FORMAT (A) 
TN=LT 
DO 68 I=l,NF 
VS=O. 
DO 69 L=l'TN 

69 VS=VS+ZZ(I,L) **2 
IF (1-1) 130,130,270 

130 ALP (1, 1) =SQRT (VS) 
GO TO 335 

270 DO 70 K=1,I-1 
SU2=O. 
DO 71 L=l'TN 

71 SU2=SU2+ZZ(I,L)*GD(K,L) 
70 ALP (I,K)=SU2 

SU3=O. 
SUM=O. 
DO 72 K=l,I-l 

72 SU3=SU3+ALP(I,K) **2 
IF (VS-SU3) 700,700,332 

700 PRINT .,"CHECK" 
IS=I 
CALL CHR(GD,SUM,IS,TN) 
GO TO 600 

332 ALP (I, I) =SQRT (VS-SU3) 
335 DO 75 LP=l, TN 

SUM=O. 
IF (1-1) 337,350,337 

337 DO 76 K=1,I-1 
76 SUM=SUM+GD(K,LP)*ALP(I,K) 
350 GD(I,LP)=(ZZ(I,LP)-SUM)/ALP(I,I) 
75 CONTINUE 
68 CONTINUE 

PRINT .," ALP" 
DO 91 I=1,NF 
AD(I)=O. 
L=O 
DO 92 IS=l,NFRI 
DO 92 JS=l,NFRI 
IF (AA(IS,JS» 370,92,370 

370 L=l+l 
AD (1) =AD (I) +AA (IS, JS) .GD (1, L) 

92 CONTINUE 
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IF (I-I) 91,371,91 
371 PRINT .,"CHECK ",L 
91 CONTINUE 

DO 93 I=I,NF 
N=NF-I+1 
IF (I-I) 470,470,490 

470 BD (N)=AD (N)/ALP (N,N) 
GO TO 93 

490 SUM=O. 
DO 94 L=1,I-l 

94 SUM=SUM+BD(NF-L+l).ALP(NF-L+l,N) 
BD(N)=(AD(N)-SUM)/ALP(N,N) 

93 CONTINUE 
PRINT .,"ZERNIK COEFFICIENTS" 
DO 550 I=1,NF 

550 PRINT .,BD(I),AD(I) 
PRINT .,"SURFACE FILE" 
READ ( • ,170) .CF4 
OPEN (13,FILE=CF4,FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECFM='DYNAMIC') 
L=O 
XMA=O. 
XMI=O. 
SSU=O. 
DF=O. 
S55=O. 
S52=O. 
DO 340 I=1,NFRI 
DO 342 J=1,NFRI 
IF (AA(I,J» 343,342,343 

343 L=l+1 
5F=O. 
DO 344 K=1,NF 

344 5F=5F+AD(K).CD(K,L) 
ZXX=AA(I,J)-5F 
DEF=ABS(ZXX-AA(I,J-1» 
IF (DEF-1.) 770,771,771 

771 ZXX=AA(I,J-1) 
770 DF=DF+ZXX •• 2 

IF (ZXX -XMA) 360,361,361 
361 XMA=ZXX 

IA=I 
JA=J 
GO TO 363 

360 IF (ZXX -XMI) 362,362,363 
362 XMI=ZXX 

IN=I 
IN=J 

363 AA(I,J) =ZXX 
342 CONTINUE 
340 CONTINUE 
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PRINT .,L 
SM=5QRT( DF/(L-l.» 
PRINT .,"RMS ",SM 
PRINT ., "MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM " . 
PRINT .,XMA,IA,JA 
PRINT .,XMI,IN,JN 

660 FORMAT(EI2.4) 
UNIT=(XMA-XMI)/looO. 
PRINT .,"POLARITY ADJUSTMENT 1 OR -1 " 
READ ( * , * ) POL 
DO 530 I=1,N2 
DO 531 J=1,N2 

531 IBR(J)= AA(I,J)/UNIT*POL 
530 WRITE (13) (IBR(J),J=1,N2) 

PRINT *,"NEED CROSS-SECTION PLOT? YES=1, NO=O " 
READ(*,*) ITT 
IF (ITT-1) 600,520,600 

520 PRINT *,"NUMBER OF ROWS" 
READ(*,*) N 
KS=25 
DO 521 I=1,N 
PRINT *,'" OF ROW" 
READ(*,.) K 
PRINT ., "FILE NAME TO STROE THE CUT " 
READ(*,170) CF2 
OPEN (KS, FILE=CF2, RECFM='DS') 
DO 522 J=1,NFRI 

522 WRITE(KS,*) J, AA(K,J)*POL 
KS=KS+1 

521 CONTINUE 
600 RETlJRN 

END 
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APPENDIX E 

FRAME GRABBER UTILITY PROGRAM 

The program MAIN shown in following pages is a utility program for 

accessing the display memory of the framegrabber. The programs's function is 

illustrated by a table displayed on the computer's monitor when the program is 

executed. The case commands fl to flO in that table refer to the function keys of 

an reM AT computer. 
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MAIN.C 

1* Main.c *1 
1* Modified version of GO.C to read A write standard binary file 

0.5. Wan 11/26/86 */ 
/*' Go.c This is based upon itkdemo.c from 
• 
• "The Imaging Tool Kitft (TM) 
• Rapid Imaging Systems - (505) 243-9454 
• P.O. Box 941 
• Tijeras, NM 87059 Mike Abernathy (505) 281-2385 
• (505) 243-9454 
* 
* • 
* • 

New functions: Box() Use Cursor to define window 
in video field. 

* 
* 

R_C_Sums() Forms Row- and Column-sums 
from data in window. 

• 
* 
* 

TrackO A centriod Tracking algorithm. 

* • 
Wtrack() Writes tracking record to disk. 

• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*/ 

R C Sums Validated: 
Track Validated: 
Wtrack Validated: 
Revised: Added Threshold 
Revised: Added Background switch 

Added LIST function 
Removed "Listingft from F5 

Va I idated: 

finclude'<stdio.h> 
,include <disp.h> 
finclude <fkey.h> 
finclude <image.h> 
fdefine TEXT 0 

E. K. Hege 
(602) 621-1049 
29AUG86 

03SEP86 EKH 
03SEP86 EKH 
09SEP86 EKH 
15SEP86 EKH 

16SEP86 EKH 
18SEP86 EKH 

fdefine MaxRun 2048 
fdefine MaxRun1 2049 

/* Maximum length of TRACKing 
/* MaxRun + 1 

int DIGIBD = 8i 

long HISTARAY[256],HBUF[256]i 
unsigned char LUT[2S6], LIN~BUF(5](640], LINEl(640]i 

_unsigned NX_DISP, NY_DISPi 
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int SUM BUF[3] [256]j 
float R1MaxRunl], C[MaxRun1]; 
long 1m [25] [50] ; 

extern unsigned moustatej 
extern int Okay(); 

/* O=Cols, l=Rows, 2=ColsBkgnd 
/* The tracking record 
/* Coadded Image buffer 

/* For MS-Mouse, if installed 
/* EKH Oef. 
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int XC, YC, Ny, Nx, field, thresh; /* Box: Corner, Size */ 
unsigned *Offset, *Pagej /* For Targa->memloc addressing */ 
char 1A[512]; /*For r/w standard binary file */ 
static char fname[80]j 
float XCEN,YCEN,RAOIUS,XDELTA,YOELTAj 

main(argc, argv) /* A Menu-based Fkey command interpreter */ 
int argCj 
char .. argv; 
{ 
extern char IA[]j 
FILE *fpj /*For r/w standard binary fi Ie */ 
unsigned mselect, gda type, mode, cburst, endflagj 
unsigned disprast, getselec()j 
unsigned nx, ny, gmode, *table, *menu(), y, Xj 
unsigned dis bits, img bits, segment=Ox3AOOj 
unsigned long Y, X, sx~ sy; 
char "p; 

extern int SUM BUF[] [256], Graphlnit(), wtrack(), threshj 
extern unsigned NY_OISP, N~OISP, SEG_OISP[]j 

int i, j, tki, b, nyt, nxtj 

union { 
unsigned big Cj 
char c,c hi;
} CCj -. 

dis bits = 8j 
img-bits = 8; /* 8 bit display and image memory */ 
tki-= OJ ,* Tracking use only */ 

/* Establish the environment. */ 
gmode = 1 j mode = 0; nx = 512; ny = 400j 
gda_type = 5; 

table = menu 0 ; 

init_targa() ; 

/* initialize the menu buffer. */ 

/* initialize Targa 8 */ 

Graphinit(8); 
SetPageMode(l)j /* 512x512 



SetGenLock(l)j 
SetL i vaMode () j 

/* Initialize image memory buffer 
init_imm(segment,nx,ny,img_bits,dis_bits)j 
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/* Set the control variables for menu selection and loop control. */ 
endflag = 0; 
cburst = OJ 

/* COMMAND Interpreter: Loop until the exit flag is set. 
while (endflag == 0) { 

/* if in display is in graphics mode, go back to text. */ 
if (mode != 0) { 

mode = OJ 
menupage()j /* display the menu */ 
} 

cc.big c = getselec(table)j 
switch-(cc.c) { 

/* NEW */ case f1: /* Display LIVE image. */ 
SetPageMode(1)i ,* 512x512 */ 
SetL i veMode 0 i 
prinwind("\n **** LIVE ***** ")j 
break; 

/* REV */ case f2: /* GRAB a frame from video camera. */ 
SetPageMode(1); /* 512x512 */ 
SetL i veMode 0 ; 
GrabFrame(); /* Overhead is about 2 Vwait() */ 
SetD i spMode 0 ; 
imagread(); /* Image to image buffer. */ 
prinwind("\n Frame Grabbed "); 
break; 

case f3: /* Display IMAGE buffer. */ 
prinwind("\n *** DISPLAY *** "); 
SetP3geMode(1); /* 512x512 */ 
SetD i spMode 0 ; 
i magd i sp () ; 
break; 

/* NEW */ case f4: ,* Define BOX 
SetPageMode(1); 
SetD i spMode 0 ; 
BoxO; 
break; 
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/* NEW */ case f5: /* Row- and Column-CENTROID */ 
SetPageMode{l); /* 512x512 */ 
SetD i spMode 0 j 

prinwind("\nBackground Subtract:ft); 
b = (Okay() == 0) ? -1 : OJ 
~C_Sums(b); /* Results in SUM BUF */ 
Centroid(b); /* These are EKH def'ns */ 
breakj 

case f6: /* READ image from disk file. */ 
prinwind(ft\nEnter image file name to be read:")j 
scanf(ft~s",fname)j prinwind("\nft)j 
fp=fopen(fname,"rbft)j 
for(Y=Ojy(400j++Y) { 
j=fread(IA,1,nx,fp)j 
if(j(nx) { 
prinwind("\unsufficient data to read")j 
breakj } 

poke«SEG IMAG[y]),O,IA,nx)j 
} -

. f close (f p) j 

prinwind("\nimage transfer complete ")j 
breakj 

case f7: /* WRITE image to disk fi Ie. */ 
prinwind(ft\nEnter image file name to WRITE :"); 
scanf(ft~s",fname)j prinwind(ft\nR)j 

fp=fopen(fname,Rwb"); 
for(Y=Ojy(400j++Y) { 
peek«SEG IMAG[y]),O,IA,nx); 
j=fwrite(rA,l,nx,fp)j 
if(j(nx) { 
prinwind(R\nunsufficient data to wri~e ft)j 
breakj} 
} 
f close (f p) ; 
prinwind(R\nimage transfer completeR)j 
break; 

case f8: /* Image intensity TRANSECT. */ 
prinwind(ft\nUse the cursor to locate a ")j 
prinwind(fthorizontal line to transect.ft)j 
prinwind(ft\nSpacebar to commence ... ft)j 
doneyetO j 
trsctdis(gda type, (mode=gmode),O,ly,O)j 
prinwind(ft\n- *** DISPLAY *** ft)j 
breakj 

case f9: /* Linear CONTRAST adjustment */ 
prinwind(ft\nSelect a horizontal line on the "); 
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prinwind(ftimage to transect. ft ); 
prinwind(ft\nWhen the transect is displayed W); 
prinwind(ftselect new minimum and maximumft ); 
prinwind(ft\nintensity levels on the transect ft)j 

prinwind(ftdisplay. After a few seconds,ft); 
prinwind(ft\nthe image will be redisplayed with ft)j 

prinwind(ftthe image contrast remapped. ft ); 
prinwind(ft\n(linearly scaled) to the selected ft); 
prinwind(ftrange limits. ft ); 
prinwind(ft\nSpacebar to commence ... ft); 
doneyet(); 
contrad(gda_type,(mode=gmode),cburst)i 
breakj 

case flO: /* Vamanos, Muchachos Y Muchachas. */ 
if (mode != 0) init gda(gda type, (mode=O),O); 
endflag = 1; CLEARj- -
GraphEnd(); 
break; 

case Alt(fl): /* Display HISTOGRAM. 
imagdisp(); 
histogram(0,255); 
break; 

/* NEW *, case Alt(f2): ,* Display TARGA Status *, 
CLEAR; 
PrintTARGA(ftTARGASETft)j 
prinwind(W\n\nSpaceBar to continue ... ft ); 
doneyet(); 
CLEAR; 
menu(); 
break; 

/* NEW *, case Alt(f3): /* Write Tracking Record *, 
prinwind(ft\nEnter tracking record Filename: ft); 
Scanf(ft~sft,fname); 
if (Wtrack(fname,tki) != -1) ,* EKH: Wtrack.c */ 

prinwind(ft\n Tracking record failed ft ); 
break; 

/* NEW *, case Alt(f4): /* LIST Tracking Record */ 
prinwind(ft\nCTRL/PrtSc for HardCopyft); 
prinwind(ft\nSpaceBar to commence ... ft ); 
doneyet()j printf(W\nft); prinwind(ft\nft)j 
printf(ft Field = ~d, ~3d x~3d Box\nft,field,Nx,NY)j 
prinwind(ft\nft)j 

\ 

printf(IThresh = ~dft,thresh); 
if (b == -1) printf(ft, Background Subtracted\nft); 
else printf(ft\nft); 
prinwind(ft\nft)~ 
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for (j=O; j<tki+l; ++j) { 
printf("~3d ~6.2f ~6.2f\n",j,R[j],C[j])i 
prinwind("\n"); 
} 

break; 

,* NEW */ case Alt(f5): ,* Image TRACKer */ 
SetPageMode(l); ,* 512x512 */ 
SetGenLock(1); 
for (y=O;y«Ny»l)i++Y) ,* Zero Coadded Image */ 

for (x=O;x<NXi++x) Im[y] [x] = OJ 
prinwind("\nHow long a run?"); 
scanf("~d",ltki); 
if(tki > MaxRun) { 

prinwind("\nMaximum: run set = "); 
printf("~5d\n",MaxRun); 
} 

tki = (tki > MaxRun) ? MaxRun : tki; 
prinwind("\nBackground Subtract:"); 
b = (Okay() == 0) ? -1 : 0; 
pr.i nw i nd ("\nSpaceBar to commence ... ") ; 
doneyetO; 
prinwind("\n *.* TRACKING .*. "); 
Track(tki,b); /* This is the Rapid-guider */ 
prinwind("\n *** FINISHED * •• "); 
break; 

case Alt(fS): ,* READ image file from disk. */ 
prinwind("\nEnter image file name to be READ:"); 

scanf("~s",fname); prinwind('\n")j 
rdiskimg(fname)j 
breakj 

case Alt(f7): /. WRITE image to disk file. */ 
prinwind("\nEnt~r image file name to WRITE :I)j 
scanf('~s',fname); prinwind('\n')j 
wdiskimg(fname); 
break; 

case Alt(f8): 
break; 

case Alt(f9): 
break; 

case Alt(flO): 
break; 

default: 
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break; 
} 

} 
} 

,include Wselect.hl 
,include Imenu.h. 

/* From original ITKDEMO 
/* From ITKDEMO (Modified) 
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APPENDIX F 

PHASE REDUCTION ALGORITHM 

There are five programs used by the new automatic phase reduction 

algorithm to reproduce phase. The following table shows the names and functions 

of these programs. 

Program name Function 

MAX 

MIN 

NORM 

WAVEA 

AVERAGE 

Finding local intensity maximum for each pixel 

Finding local intensity minimum for each pixel 

Normalizing fringe 

Reproducing phase 

Averaging n phase files 

The following picture shows the input parameters used by program WA YEA for 
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reproducing the phase of an interferogram with a central obscuration, 

(%S,YsJ 

where 

xo=left column, 

xs=right column, 

Xl =column for reference, 

x2=column for left reference, 

x3=column for right reference, 

Y2 =the first row of change reference, 

and 

Y4=the second row of change reference. 

If there is no central obscuration, Y2 and Y4 can be set as 400 while %2 and X3 can 

be any ai-bitary integers less than 32767. All coordinates are coordinates of the 

display memory, i.e. column number and row number; the origin is at the upper-
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left corner. The range of display coordinate is from 0 to 511 for the x axis and 0 to 

399 for the y axis. The input coordinates Xo,Xs and the number of fringes will be 

used to remove tilt in the x direction. The input parameters "approximate peak" 

and "approximate valley" are used to scale the reproduced phase to an integer 

between 50 and 250 according to the following formula: 

Zo - Zv 
ZIJ = x 200 + 50, 

zp - Zv 

where ZIJ is the scaled phase, Zo is the reproduced phase expressed in an unit of 420 

as one wave, and zp, Zu are the approximate peak and valley. The input parameter 

"intensity of the first row" is an integer between 0 to 255. The phase at point 

(Xl, Yl) will be scaled to this value and a proper display value of the first row can 

thereby avoid a wraparound problem when the phase is displayed. 



MAX.C 
/* create maximum file 11/20/86 */ 
/*access standard binary files */ 
iinclude <stdio.h> 
iinclude <disp.h> 
iinclude <tardev.h> 
iinclude <image.h> 
char i ar[512] i 
char 1[512] i 
mainO 
{ 
int XC,X2,YC,Y2,x,y,8UF LEN; 
int n,i,j,fd,xs,ys,rs,ad; 
char II; 
extern char iar[]; 
extern char I[]i 
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment=Ox3AOOi 
char fname[80],fname2L80]; 
unsigned gmode,mode,nx,ny; . 
FILE *fpi 
FILE *f2i 
nx=512iny=400i 
dis bits=8;img bits=8; 
i nit targaO i -
SetPagaMode(1)j 
SetGenLock(1); 
SetL i vaMode 0 i 
SetD i spMode 0 i 
init imm(segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits); 
printf(ft\nEnter the first Tmage fiTe ft); 
scanf(ftlsft,fname)iprintf(ft\nft); 

YC=O;Y2=400j 
XC=Oi X2=512; 
fp=fopen(fname,ftrbft)j 
for(y=YC;y<Y2;++y) { 
j=fread( I,1,nx,fp); 

if (j<nx) { 
printf(ftunsufficient data to readft ); 
break;} 

poke«SEG IMAG[y]) ,0,. I,nx) j 
} -

imagdisPOi 
printf(ftl of other files ft)i 
scanf (ftld ft ,1n); 
for (i=O;i<n;++i) { 
printf(ftimage file Id \nft,i+1)j 
scanf(ftlsft,fname2); 
pr i ntf (ft\nft) ; 

f2=fopen(fname2,ftrb ft ); 
for(y=YC;y<Y2;++y) { 
j=fread( iar,l,nx,f2); 
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if(j(nx)" { 
printf(ftunsufficient data to read a); 
break;} 

X=XCj 
peek ( (SEG_ IMAG (y]) ,0, I, nx) ; 

whi le(x(X2) { 

if«int)I[x](O) 
xs=(int)I[x]+256j 
else 
xs=(i nt) I [x] i 
if«int) iar[x]<O) 
ys=(int)iar[x]+2S6j 
else 
ys=(int) iar[x] j 

if (xs<ys) 
I [x]=YSj 
X++j 
} 

} 

} 

poke«SEG_IMAG[y]) ,0, 

imagdispO j 

printf (ft\nMaximum file ft)j 
scanf(ft~sa,fname)jprintf(ft\nft)j 

I, nx) j 

fp=fopen(fname,ftwb ft ); 
for(y=YCjy<Y2j++Y) { 

peek«SEG IMAG[y]),O, I,nx)j 
j=fwrite( I,l,nx,fp)j 
if(j<nx) { 
printfCaunsufficient data to write a)j 
breakj} 
} 

fclose(fp)j 
printf(ftmaximum file transfer complete ft)i 
} 
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MIN.C 

/* create minimum file 11/24/86 */ 
/*access standard binary files */ 
,include <stdio.h> 
,include <disp.h> 
,include <tardev.h> 
iinclude <image.h> 
char i ar [512] ; 
char 1[512]; 
mainO 
{ 
int XC,X2,YC,Y2,x,y,BUF LEN; 
int n,i,j,fd,xs,ys,rs,ad; 
char II; 
extern char iar[]; 
extern char I[]; 
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment--ox3AOO; 
char fname[80],fname2180]i 
unsigned gmode,mode,nx,nYi 
FILE *fpi 
FILE *f2i 
nx=512;ny=400i 
dis bits=8iimg bits=8i 
init targaO; -
SetPageMode(1)i 
SetGenLock(1)i 
Setli veModeO; 
SetD i spMode 0 i 
init imm(segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits); 
printf("\nEnter the first Tmage fiTe ")j 
scanf("~s",fname)jprintf("\n")j 

YC=Oi Y2=400j 
XC=OjX2=512j 
fp=fopen(fname,"rb")i 

for(y=YCjy<Y2j++Y) { 
j=fread( I,1,nx,fp)i 

if(j(nx) { 
printf("unsufficient data to read"); 
breakj} 

poke«SEG_IMAG[y]),O, I,nx)i 
} 

imagdispO j 
close(fp)j 

printf(", of other files B); 
scanf ("~d" ,1n) j 
for (i=Oji(nj++i) { 
printf("image file ~d \n",i+1)j 
scanf("ls",fname2); 
pr i ntf ("\n") ; 

. f2=fopen(fname2,Wrb")j 
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for(y=YC iy<Y2i++Y) { 
j=fread( iar,1,nx,f2)j 
if(j<nx) { 

printf(ftunsufficient data to read ft)i 
break;} 
peek«SEG IMAG[y]),O, I,nx); 

x=XC; 

while(x<X2) { 
if « i nt) I [x] (0) 
xs=(int)I[x]+256j 
else 
xs=(int)I[x] j 
if«int) iar[x]<O) 
ys=(int)iar[x]+256j 
else 
ys=(int) iar[x] j 

if (xs)ys) 
I[x]=ysj 
X++j 
} 

} 

} 

poke ( (SE<L IMAG (y]) ,0, 

imagdispO j 

close(f2); 

I, nx) j 

printf (ft\nMinimum file ft)i 
scanf(ft~sft,fname)jprintf(ft\nft)j 

fp=fopen(fname,ftwbft)i 
for(y=YCjy<Y2 i++Y) { 

peek ((SEG IMAG (y]) , (), I, nx) ; 
j=fwrite( I,l,nx,fp)j 
if O<nx) { 
printf(ftunsufficient data to write ft); 
breakj} 
} 
printf(ftminimum file transfer complete ft)j 

fclose(fp) j 
} 
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NORM.C 

/* Fringe normalization 11/22/86 */ 
,include "image.h" 
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,include "tardev.h" /* Defines the Targa device parameters */ 
,include "disp.h" /* From RIS/itk: Image display parameters */ 
finclude "stdio.h" 
,include "math.h" 
char L[512]jint I[512]jint M[512]j 
char 0[512]; 
char I2 [512] ; 
i nt X [512] ; i nt Y [512] ; 
mainO 
{ 

int ca,im,il,ir$yo,ra, value,hi,lo,df,xx,ia,ib,va,vb,iu,id; 
i nt y, x, i, j, YC, Y2, XC, X2, ad, dd, i 2, ns, I eve I, vo , xi; 
int xs,ys,fn,rs,a1,a2j 

~xtern char 0 [] ; 
FILE *f1;FILE *f2; FILE *f3; 
char II; 
extern int XC]; extern int Y[]; 

unsigned nx, ny, gmode, mode, gda type; 
extern char L[];extern int I[];extern int M[]; 

extern char I2[]j 
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment=Ox3AOO; 

char fname[80Tjchar fname2[80]jchar fname3[80]j 
gmode =1 j mode =0; nx = 512j ny = 400j 
dis bits = 8; 
img-bits = 8; /* 8 bit display and image memory */ 

init_targa0 j 
SetPageMode(1); 
SetGenLock(1); 
SetL i veMode 0 j 
SetD i spMode 0 ; 
init imm(segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits)j 

YC=O;Y2=400; --
XC=OjX2=512j 
printf("\nEnter interferogram (standard binary file)"); 
scanf("~s",fname);printf("\n"); 

f1=fopen(fname,"rb"); 
for(y=YC;y<Y2j++Y) { 
j=fread( L,1,nx,f1); 

if (j<nx) { 
printf("unsufficient data to read"); 
breakj} 

for(x=XCjx<X2;++x) { 
if ((i nt)L[xl>=O) 
I[x]=(int)L[x] j 
else 
I [x]=(i nt)L[x] +256j 
set-px(x,y,I[x])j 
} 



} 
hi=240; 
10=30j 

xx=h i -I 0 j • II 
printf(lIinput maximum file )j 
scanf(ft~sft,fname2)j 

printf("input minimum file ft); 
scanf(ft%sft,fname3); 

f2=fopen(fname2,ft rbft )j 
f3=fopen(fname3,lI rbll ); 

} 

XC::OjX2=512j 
YC::OjY2=400; 
printf(ftnormalizing fringe "); 
for(y=YCjy(Y2;++y) { 

j=fread( 12,l,nx,f2)i 
if(j<nx) { 
printf(ftmaximum file can't be readedll)j 

break;} 
j=fread( O,l,nx,f3)j 

ifO(nx) { 
printf(IIMinimum file can't be readed "); 
breakj} 

for(x=XCjx<X2;++x) { 
I[x]=in~px(x,Y)i 

for(x=XCjx<X2j++x) { 
if «i nt)I2[x] <0) 
al=(int)I2[x]+256j 

else 
al=(int)I2[x] j 
X[x]=al; 
} 
for(x=XC;x(X2j++x) { 
if «i nt)O [x] (0) 
al=(int)O[x]+256j 
else 
al=(int)O[x] ; 
Y [x] =a1i 
} 

for(x=XCix(X2i++x) { 
if(X[x] Y[x]) 
yo=1; 
else 

yo=X[x] -Vex] j 

I[x]=(I[x]-Y[x])*xx/yo+lo; 
set-px(x,y,I[X])j 
} 
} 

imagreadO; 
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printf(lfnormafization fi Ie If) i 
scanf(If%slf,fname)iprintf("\n")i 

fl=fopen(fname,"wb lf); 
for(Y=Oiy(400j++Y) { 
peek((SEG IMAG[y]) ,O,O,nx); 
j=fwriteC- O,l,nx,fl); 
if (j(nx) { 
printf("unsufficient data to write "); 
breakj 
} 
} 
printf(lfimage transfer completed If}; 

fclose(fl)j 

} 
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WAVEA.C 
/* Phase reproduction (algorithm 1) 1/26/1987 */ 
,include "image.h" 
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,include "tardev.h" /* Defines the Targa device parameters */ 
'include "disp.h" /* From RIS/itk: Image display parameters */ 
iinclude "stdio.h" 
,include "math.h" 
char L[512]iint I[512]jint M[512]j 
int ic[512]iint ea[512]; 
mainO 
{ 
int sgnO i 

int chO i 
int vm,im,il,ir,yo,vn, value,hi,lo,df,xx,ia,ib,va,vb,iu,idj 
int y, x, i, j, YC, Y2, XC, X2,ad,dd,i2,ns,level,vo,xij 
int xs,ys,fn,rs,a1,a2,ya,pm,pn,xt,ti,mk1,mk2,xd,xm,ps i 

int A,P,E,T,Q,R,S,ESi 
FILE *f1;FILE .f2i FILE .f3; 
char II; 
extern int X[]i extern int Y[]i 
extern int iC[]j extern ear]; 

unsigned nx, ny, gmode, mode, gda type; 
extern char L[]iextern int I[]jextern int M[]i 
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment=Ox3AOOi 

char fname[80Tichar fname2[80]i char fname3[80]j 
gmode =1 i mode =OJ nx = 512i ny = 400i 
dis bits = 8j 
img-bits = 8j /* 8 bit display and image memory */ 

ini t targa 0 i 
SetPagaMode(1)j 
SetGenLock(1)j 
SetLi vaMode () j 

SetD i spMode () j 

init imm{segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits)j 
YC=O j Y2=400 i --
XC=OjX2=512j 
printf("\nNormalization file ")j 
scanf{"~s",fname)jprintf{"\n")j 

f1=fopen{fname,"rb")i 
for(y=YCjy(Y2j++Y) { 
j=fread( L,l,nx,f1)i 

if(j(nx) { 
printf{"unsufficient data to read")j 
breakj} 

poke«SEG IMAG[y]),O,L,nx)i 
} -

imagdisp() j 
printf("phase production=1 otherwise to find fringe center ")i 
scanf("~d",lir)j 

printf{ftinterval to check slope, i=2.ns+1~)j 



scanf (If%d lf ,lns) j 
hi=240j 
10=30; 
xx=210j 

dd=(hi+lo)/2j 
. printf(lfleft column "); 
scanf (If%dll,lXC) j 

printf("right column=If)j 
scanf("%d",lX2); 

if (i r!=1) 
goto check; 
else 

printf(lfi of fringes ~); 
scanf ("%d lf ,lfn) j 

xd=xxj 
ti=2*xx*fn/(X2-XC)j 
printf("tilt/pixel= %d\nll,ti); 

printf(lfcolumn for reference "); 
scanf(If%dlf,lxs)j . 
printf("column for left reference If); 
scanf("%d lf ,lia) j 
printf(lIcolumn for right reference "); 
scanf("%d" ,lib); 
printf("first row of change referencell)j 
scanf ("%d" ,1 i u) j 

printf("second row of change reference If); 
scanf("%d",lid)j . 

printf("input approximate peak (420=1 wave)B)j 
scanf(lI%d",lpm); . 
printf(Binput approximate valley (-420=1 wave)")j 
scanf("%d",lpn)j 
vm=pm-pn; 
vn=vm/200j 
check: 

YC=OjY2=400j 
printf("first row "); 
scanf ("%dB ,1YC) j 

y=YCj 
printf(Blast ro~ '); 
scanf("%d",lY2)i 

printf("reference intensity of the first row I)j 
scanf("%d",lps)j 

whi le(y<Y2) { 
peek«SEG IMAQ[y]) ,0,L,nx) j 

for(x~XCjx<X2;++x) { 
i c[x]=Oj ea [x] =0; 

if «i nt)L[x] (0) 
I [xl=(i nt) L[x] +256; 
else 
I[x]=(int)L[x] ; 
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} 
A=Oj 
P=(1[ns+XC]-hi)*sgn(1[ns*2+XC]-1[XC]); 
ES=2; 
E=ES*hi/2i 

i=XC+ns+1; 
while(i<X2-ns-1) { 

xt=(i -XC) *ti j 
T=P; 
M[i]=T+A-xtj 
Q=I[i-ns+1]j 

} 

R=1 [i +1]; 
S=1[i+ns+1]; 
P=(R-E)*sgn(S-Q); 
if «T -P) )xx){ 
A=A+xxj 
ES=1 -sgn(ES-1)j 
E=xx*ES/2+loj 
P=(R-E)*sgn(S-Q)j 
} 

ea [i]=ES; 
x i =ea [i ] -ea [i -1] j 
if (abs(xi) !=O) 
ic [i]=2ooj 
i++j 

if(ir!=1) { 
for(i=XC;i<X2;++i) { 
set_px(i ,y, ic[i]) j} 
gate lasti } 

else 
if (y YC) { 

ps=ps-50; 
level=ps*'In+pni level=level-M[xs] j 

for(x=XCjx<X2;++x) { 
M[x]=M[x]+levelj } 

goto conj } 
else if(y<iu) 

goto cenj 
else if(y(id) 

goto c2j 
else 

goto ceni 
cen: 

x i=M[xs] -va I uei 
if (abs(xi»xd) 
df=ch (x i ,xx) j 
else 
df=Oj 
j=XCj 
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wh i Ie (j <X2) { 
M [j]=M[j] -df j 
j++j} 

go to conj 
c2: 
xi::M[i a] -vaj 
if(abs(xi)}xx) 
df=ch (x i , xx) j 
else 
df=Oj 
j=XCj 
whi le(j{xs) { 
M [j]::M [j] -df j 
j++j} 
xi::M[ib]-vb; 

if(abs(xi»xx) 
df=ch(xi,xx)j 
else 
df=Oj 
j=XSj 
wh i I e (j <X2) { 
M[j]=M [j] -df j 
j++j} 

con: 
va I ue=M [xs] j 

va=M[ia] i 
vb=M[ib] ; 
for(x=XCjx{X2j++x) { 
M[x]=(M[x]-pn)lvn+50j 

set _~r~.. "[x' .... '.-t'''V',:I,m J), 
} 

last: 
1* printf("~d ~d \n",value,M[xs])j *1 

Y++j 

} 

} 
printf("phase file")j 
scanf("~s",fname)jprintf("\n")j 

fl=fopen(fname,"wb")j 
for(Y=Ojy<400j++Y) { 

GetRow(M,O,511,399-y,_1)i 
j=fwri·te( M,l,nx,fl)j 
if (j <nx) { 
printf(ftunsufficient data to write .)i 
breakj 
} 
} 
printf("phase file transfer complete ft)i 
fclose(fl)j 

i nt ch (x, xx) 
int x,xx; 
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{ 

} 

int Y,z,wi 
if (x)O) 
X=X+XXi 

else 
X=X-XXj 
w=xx*2i 
Y=X/Wi 
z= y*2*xXi 
return z; 

i nt sgn(x) 
int Xi 
{ 

} 

int Yi 
if(x)=O) 
y=l; 
else 
y=-l; 
return Yi 
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AVE;R.AGE.C 
/* superimpose sveral frames to get rid of resduals 11/25/S6 */ 
/*access standard binary files */ 
,include <stdio.h> 
,include <disp.h> 
,include <tardev.h> 
,include (image.h> 
char iar[512]; 
char 1[512] i 
mainO 
{ 
int XC,X2,YC,Y2,x,y,BUF LEN; 
int n,i,j,fd,xs,ys,rs,ad; 
char IIi 
extern char iar[]j 
extern char I [] ; 
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment=Ox3AOO; 
char fname[SO],fname21S0]; 
unsigned gmode,mode,nx,ny; 
FILE *fp; 
FILE .f2; 
nx=512jny=400j 
dis bits=S;img bits=Sj 
init targaO; -
SetPageMode(l); 
SetGenLock (1) ; 
SetLi veModeO; 
SetO i spMode 0 ; 
init imm(segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits); 
printf("\nEnter the first phase fiTe "); 
scanf("~s",fname)jprintf("\n"); 

YC=OjY2=400j 
XC=OjX2=512; 
fp=fopen(fname,"rb"); 
for(y=YC;y(Y2j++Y) { 
j=fread( 1,l,nx,fp); 

if(j(nx) { 
printf("unsufficient data to read"); 
break;} 

poke((SEC lMAC[y]) ,0, I,nx); 
} -

imagdispO j 
printf(", of other files "); 
scanf("~dl,ln)i 
for (i=O;i<n;++i) { 
printf("phase file ~d \n",i+l); 
scanf("~sl,fname2)j 
pI' i ntf ("\n") ; 

f2=fopen(fname2,l rb"); 
_for(y=YC;y(Y2;++y) { 
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j=fread( iar,1,nx,f2)j 
if(j<nx) { 

printf(ftunsufficient data GO read I); 
break;} 

X=XCi 
peek«SEG_IMAG[y]),O, I,nx); 

while(x<X2) { 

if «i nt)I [x] <0) 
xs=(i nt) I [x] +256; 
else 
xs=(i nt) I [x] ; 
if«int) iar [x] <0) 
ys=(int) iar [x] +256; 
else 
ys=(int) iar[x]; 

if (i==O) 
xs=xs/(n+l); 
else 
xs=xs*li 

I[xJ=xs+ys/(n+l)i 
x++; 
} 

} 

} 

poke ( (SEG_ IMAG [y J) , ° , 
imagdispO j 

I, nx) ; 

printf ('\nResult file ")j 
scanf(l~sft,fname)jprintf(ft\n")j 

fp=fopen(fname,lwb ft ); 
for(y=YCjy<Y2j++Y) { 

peek«SEG IMAG[y]),O, I,nx)i 
j=fwrite( I,l,nx,fp); 
ifO<nx) { 
printf(lunsufficient data to write I); 
break;} 
} 
printf(ftimage file transfer complete I); 

fclose(fp); 
} 

'-
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APPENDIX G 

AUXILIARY PROGRAMS OF PHASE REDUCTION 

This appendix contains several auxiliary programs. These include pro

grams to display a profile of one row, to remove undesired Zernike terms and to 

digitize fringe centers. EV AL is a program used to plot profiles of rows assigned 

by the user to find wavefront rms and peak-tq-peak, and to display the inverse file. 

"Inverse" means the black and white of the original file is reversed. The boundary 

of the mirror used for finding wavefront rms and peak- to-peak is determined by 

a circle or an ellipse. The peak-to-peak asked by the program is the peak-to-peak 

used by program WAYEA when the phase was reduced. The parameter "number 

of waves to plot" asks the user for an intenger representing the number of waves 

for the vertical axis when the profile of one row is plotted. 

Program ZFITG records the phases of sampling points for Zernike poly

nomial fitting. The phase file is generated by WA YEA. The boundary of the mirror . 

is determined by a circle defined by the inputt~d center and radius (both in dis

play coordinates). The program records sampling points every- n rows, where n is 

assigned by the user. The value n controls the total number of sampling points. 

Program ZFITP removes undesired Zernike components from the original 
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file. The program reads Zernike coefficients from a file generated by ZFITG.BAS. 

It first asks for the peak-to-peak set by WAVEA then estimates the new peak-to-

peak after several Ze.?D.ike components are removed. The estimation is done by 

finding the phase maximum and minimum of one row. The row number and two 

end points which can be found by moving the cursor to the boundary, are chosen 

by the user. Moving the cursor and hitting spacebar will display the coordinates of 

cursor's position. The program also asks the user to define a rectangle withinwhich 

the Zernike components are removed from the phases of pixels, to saves computing 

time. 

Program DIGIT is used for recording the positions of fringe centers and 

assigning fringe orders to fringe centers. The following picture explains the param-

eters asked for by the program when an"interferogram with a central obscuration 

is digitized, ~-"~'~".--

.. /4\ (z1, !ll) 

/' I 
i X(Z2t!l2 . 

\. 

where 

Xl =x coordinate of reference, 



Yl =y coordinate of reference, 

X2=X of left reference, 

Y2=y of left reference, 

X3 =x of right reference, 

X4 =x of central reference, 

and 

Y4 =y of central reference. 
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All these coordinates can be found by moving the cursor, which is executed by a 

program called SCAN. If not every row is digitized, be sure that Y4 is a row which 

will be digitized. Yl is the first row to be digitized. Since both intensity maximum 

and minimum are digitized, the fringe order asked for by the program for fringe 

order of point (Xl, Yl) shown in the picture is 6 instead of 3. The output is an 

ASCII file, in which each row contains the fringe orders and x and Y coordinates 

of a fringe center. 

All source codes mentioned above are listed in the following pages. 



EVAL.C 
/* Display surface, crossection plot, change polarity, p-p rms */ 
/* for an elliptical boundary */ 
,include <stdio.h> 
,include <disp.h> 
,include <tardev.h> 
,include <image.h> 
'include <io.h> 
,include <fcntl.h> 
linclude <stdlib.h> 
iinclude <malloc.h> 
iinclude <math.h> 
int xy[1024],work_in[19],wor~out[66]; 

char 1[512] i 
i nt 0 [512]; 

mainO 
{ 
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int XC,X2,YC,Y2,x,y,bn,BUF LEN,pol,vb,vl,vr,rx,rYj 
int n,i,j,fd,xs,ys,rs,ad,wv,nd,dvy,dis,xc,yc,ck,cni 
double f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,f7,f8,f9,f10,ft,pis,fl1,f12,f13,f14,f15,f16j 
FILE *fpjFILE *fhi 
char IIj 
extern i nt 0 []; i nt ysa [10] ; 
extern char I [] ; 
extern i nt xy []; extern i nt work in 0 ; extern i nt work out 0 j 
int dey handle,serror,divj -
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment-"""Ox3AOOj 
char fname[SOl,fname21S0]j 
unsigned gmode,mode,nx,nYi 
nx=512jny=400i 
dis bits=S;img bits=Sj 
init targaO j -

init-imm(segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits)j 
SetPageMode(1)j - -
SetD i spMode 0 i 
printf{ftdata file ft)i 
scanf(ft%sft,fname)j 

fp=fopen(fname,ftrbft)i 
BUF LEN=nxj 

YC=O ; Y2-;400 j 
XC=O i X2=512 i 

y=YCj 
wh i I e(y<Y2) { 

j=fread( I,1,nx,fp); 
if(j<nx) { 
printf(fterror or insufficient data ft); 
break; . 
} 
for(x=XC;x<X2;++x) { 
ad=(int)I[x]j 
if (ad{O) 
ad=ad+256j 



o [x]=ad; 
set px(x,y ,ad); 
} -
y++; 

} 
fclose(fp); 

printf("number of rows to be ploted "); 
scanf("%d",.ln); 

printf("polariy 1 or -1 "); 
scanf("%d",.lpol); 

for(i=O;i<n;++i) { 
xs=256;ys=200; 
printf("Usin9 cursor to find row number"); 
II=pick pt(.lxs,.lys); 
printf("%d %d\n",xs,ys); 
} 
printf("input number for one wave;wv=420/(p-p/200)"); 
scanf ("%d" ,lwv); 
printf("nd, f of waves to plot, 1 div.=24000/nd "); 
scanf("%d",lnd); 
dvy=24000/ndj 

work in [0]=0; 
for(i=O;i<n;++i) { 

work in[1]=1; 
work -i n [2] =1 j 
work in[3]=2; 
work-j n [4] =1 j 
work-i n [5] =1 j 
work-in[6]=1j 
work-j n [7] =OJ 
work-jn[8]=14j 
work -j n [9] =1 j 
work-jn[10]=1; 
work-j n [11] =68 j 
work-in[12]=73j 
work-in[13]=83j 
work-in[14]=80j 
work-in[15]=76j 
work-in[16]=65j 
work-in[17]=89j 
work-j n [18]=Oj 
ad=(:28000-4000)/nx; 
bn=dvy/wvj 
serror=v opnwk(work in,!dev handle,work out); 
if(serror!=o) {- - -
serror=v~error(); 
printf("error= ~d \n",serror)j} 

printf(ftinput row I to plot"); 
scanf (ft~dft ,lys); 

xy[O]=4000j 
!-y[1]=4000j 
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xy[2]=28000j 
xy[3]=28000j 
v bar(dev handle,xy)j 
div=6000; 
for(Y=Oiy(nd+lj++Y) { 
xy[y*2]=4000; 
xy[y*2+1]=4000+dvY*Yj 
} 
serror=v pmarker(dev handle,nd+l,xy)j 
for(x~jx(5i++X) ~ 

xylx*2]=4000+div*xj 
xy[x*2+1]=4000j 
} 

serror=v pmarker(dev handle,5,xy)j 
v gtext(dev handle,2000,13500,"w"); 
v:gtext(dev:handle,2000,12500,"a")j 
v gtext(dev handle,2000,l1500,"v")j 
v-gtext(dev-handle,2000,10500,"e")j 
v-gtext(dev-handle,16000,2000,"x"); 

for(x=Ojx<512j++x) { 
O[x]=in~px(x,ys)j 

o [x] =" [x] *po I j 
xy[x*2]=4000+ad*xj 
if(pol=l) 
xy [x*2+1]=(O[x]-50) *bn+4000; 

else 
xy[x*2+1]=(O[x]+50)*bn+28000; 

} 
serror=v pline( dey handle,nx,xy)j 

if (serror !=O) { -
serror=v~error(); 
printf("error= ~d \n",serror)j 
} 
doneyetO j 
v elswk(dev handle)j 
J -

if(pol=l) 
goto endj 

else 
printf(ftdisplay the inverse file\n"); 

for(Y=Ojy(400j++Y) { 
for(x=Ojx<512;++x) { 
O[x]=in~px(x,y); 

o [x] =255-0 [x] ; 
set px(x,y,O[x]); 
}-

} 
end: 

printf(ftNeed to find p-p and rms ? y=l n=O "); 
seanf ("~dft ,ick) ; 

if (ek==O) 
goto ree; 
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· else 
printf("starting row"); 
scanf("~d",lYC); 
printf("ending row"); 
scanf ("~d" ,!Y2); 
f10=wv; f9=1./f10; 

printf("center x"); 
scanf("~d",ixc)j 

printf("center Y ")j 
scanf ("~d" ,!yc) j 

f13=xcj f14=yc; 
printf("central obscuration radius ")j 
scanf ("~d" ,irs); 

printf(ftradius x ft); 
scanf(ft~dft,irx)j 
printf(ftradius y ft)j 
scanf(ft~d",&ry); 

printf("interval to check rms "); 
scanf (ft~d" ,&ad) j 

f11=rxj f12=ry; f15=rs; 
f1=-10.; f2=10.; f3=O.; 

ft=O; y=YC; pis=O; 
whi le(y<Y2) { 

x=O; 
wh i Ie (x<512) { 

O[x]=in~px(x,y); 
f4=O[x]j 

f5=x; f6=y; f5=f5-f13;f6=f6-f14; f16=sqrt(f5*f5+f6*f6); 
f5=f5/f11; f6=f6/f12; f7=sqrt(f5*f5+f6*f6); 

cn=(int) (f16-f15); 
if (cn<O) 
goto II; 

cn=(int) (f7-1.); 
if (cn>O) 
goto II; 

if (pol=1) 
{ 

f5=f4-50.; f5=f5*f9; } 
else 

{ 
f5=205.-f4; f5=f5*f9; } 

f3=f3+f5*f5; pis=pis+f5; 
if(f1<f5) { 
f1=f5; go to last; } 

if(f2>f5) { 

ft=ft+1.; 
II: 
x++;} 

f2=f5; } 
last: 

printf(ft~d\n'/y); y=y+ad; 
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:} 
pis=pis/ft; f3=f3-pis*pis*ft; f3=f3/ftj f3=sqrt(f3)j 

fl=f1-f2; 
printf(R~f \nR,ft); 

} 

printf("peak-peak rms ~f ~f\nft,fl,f3)j 
ree: 
for(i=Oji<n;++i) { 

printf(Routput file ")j 
seanf(R~sft,fname2)j 
fh=fopen(fname2,"wR)j 
~rintf(Rrow number R); 
seanf (R~dR ,&y) j 

for(x=O;x<512;++x) { 
O[x]=in~px(x,y); 
fprintf(fh,R~d ~d\nR,x,O[x]); } 

felose(fh)j } 
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ZFITG.C 
/* Record phase data for Zernike polynomial fitting 5/17/87 *, 
,include <stdio.h> 
,include <disp.h> 
iinclude <tardev.h> 
iinclude <image.h> 
,include <math.h> 

int xy[1024],work in[19],work out[66]j 
char 1[512]j - -

i nt 0 [512]; 
mainO 
{ 
int XC,X2,YC,Y2,x,y,bn,BUF LEN,pol,vb,vl,vr,rout; 
int n,i,j,fd,xs,ys,rs,ad,wv,nd,dvy,dis,xc,yc,oby,obx1,obx2; 
double f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,f7,f8,f9,f10,ft,pis; 
FILE *fp;FILE *fh; 
char II; 
extern int Or]; int ysa[10]; 
extern char I [] ; 
extern int xy[]; extern int work in[]; extern int work_out[]; 
int dey handle,serror,div; -
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment=Ox3AOO; 
char fname[80],fname2180]; 
unsigned gmode,mode,nx,ny; 
nx=512;ny=400; 
dis bits=8;img bits=8; 
init targaOj -
init-imm(segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits)j 
SetPageMode(l) i - -
SetD i spMode 0 j 
printf(ftdata file ft)j 
scanf(ft~sft,fname)j 

fp=fopen(fname,ftrbft)j 
BUF LEN=nxj 

YC=OjY2;'400j 
XC=OjX2=512j 
y=YCj 

whi le(y<Y2) { 
j=fread( I,l,nx,fp); 
if (j<nx) { 
printf(fterror or insufficient data ft)i 
breakj 
} 
for(x=XCjx<X2j++x) { 
ad=(int)I[x] ; 
if (ad<O) 
ad=ad+2S6; 
o [x]=adj 
setyx(x,y,ad) j 
} 
y++j 
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} 
f close (f p) ; 

printf("fringe file ft); 
scanf(ft~sft,fname2); 
fh=fopen(fname2,ftwft); 
printf(ftstarting row ft); 
scanf(ft~d",lYC)i 
printf(ftending row ft)i 
scanf(ft~dft,lY2)i 

printf(ftinterval of the sampling file ft)j 
scanf(ft~dft,lad)i 

printf(ftstarting column ft); 
scanf (ft~dft ,lXC) i 
printf(ftending column ft); 
scanf("~dft,lX2); 

printf("center x"); 
scanf (ft~dl ,lxc) ; 

printf(ftcenter y "); 
scanf(ft~dft,lyc); 
printf(ftradius of short axis ft)i 
scanf(ft~dft,lrout)i 
printf(ftradius of central obscuration ft); 
scanf(ft~dR,loby); 
fl=-lO.i f2=10.i f3=O.; 

ft=O; y=YCj pis=Oi vl=Oi 
whi le(y<Y2) { 

x=XCi 
wh i I e(x<X2) { 

o [xl=i nCLpx (x,y) ; 
f5=Xi f6=y; f5=f5-xc; f6=f6-YCi f7=sqrt(f5*f5+f6*f6); 
if (f7> rout) 
goto II i 

else if (f7<oby) 
goto II; 

else 
go to next; 

next: 
fprintf(fh,ft~d ~d ~d\nft,O[x],X,Y)i 
vl=vl+l; 

II: 
x=x+adi } 
y=y+adi } 
printf(fttotal points ~d\nft,vl); 
} 
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ZFITP.C 
/* Remove tilt defocus astigmatism and coma 
Zernike coefficient fitted by phase data 4/28/87 */ 

,include "image.h" 

216 

,include "tardev.h" /* Defines the Targa device parameters */ 
,include "disp.h" /* From RIS/itk: Image display parameters */ 
iinclude ·stdio.h" 
,include "math.h" 
char L[512ljint I[512ljint"M[512lj 
int ic[512]jint ea[S12]jint ch[S121j 
long CD [9] j 
double DD[7l,ZD[7lj 
main 0 
{ 
int vm,im,il,ir,yo,vn,XC, hi,lo,df,xx,ia,ib,va,vb,iu,id,rx,rYj 
int y, x, i, j, yc, y2, xc, x2,ad,dd,i2,ns,level,vo,xi,xl,yl; 
int xs,ys,fn,rs,a1,a2,ya,pm,pn,xt,ti,mkl,mk2,xd,xm,rr,r2,r j 
long int vaiuej 

int A,P,E,T,Q,R,S,ES,yccj 
double fa,fb,fc,fd,fe,ff,fg,fh,fj,fi,fk,fr,ftt; 
extern long CD[l; extern double ZD[]; 

extern double DD[]j 
FILE *f1jFILE *f2j FILE *f3j FILE *f4j 
char IIj 
extern i nt i c [] ,ea [] ,ch [] j 

unsigned nx, ny, gmode, mode, gda type; 
extern char L[]jextern int I[]jextern int M[]j 
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment=Ox3Aooj 

char fname[80Tjchar fname2[80]jchar fname3[80]j 
gmode =1 j mode =OJ nx = 512j ny = 400j 
dis bits = 8j 
img-bits = 8j /* 8 bit display and image memory */ 

ini t_ targa 0 j 
SetPageMode(l)j 
SetGenLock(l)j 
SetLi veModeO j 
SetD i spMode 0 j 
init_imm(segment,nx,ny,img_bits,dis_bits)j 

y1=Ojy2=4oo; 
x1=Ojx2=512j 
printf(ft\nPhase file ")j " 
scanf("~s",fname)jprintf("\n")j 

f1=fopen(fname,ft rb")j 
for(y=y1jy(y2j++Y) { 
j=fread( L,l,nx,fl)i 

if(j(nx) { 
printf(ftunsufficient data to read")j 
breakj} 

poke((SEG IMAG(y]),O,L,nx)j 
} -

imagdispO j 



printf("Center x"); 
scanf(""d",lxc); 
printf("Center y"); 
scanf (""d" ,lye); 
printf("Radius ")j 
scanf (""d" ,1rx) ; 
printf("Zernike coefficient file "); 

scanf(""s",fname2)j 
printf("input approximate maximum 420=1 wave ")j 
scanf (""d" ,iva) ; 
printf('input approximate minimum -420= 1 wave I)j 

scanf (""d l ,lvb) ; 
vm=va-vb; 
ad=vm/200; 

fi=ad; 
pn=vm/200j 
f2=fopen(fname2,"r"); 

printf(" of Zernike terms to be taken, maximum 9 ")j 
scanf(""d',lns); 

for(i=Oji<ns;++i) { 
fscanf(f2,""ld\n",lCO[i])j 

ftt=CO[i] j 

OO[i]=ftt/10000.j 
printf(""f\n",OO[i])j } 
printf("star~ing y ")j 
scanf (""d" ,ly1) j 
y=y1j 
printf("Ending y5)j 
scanf(""d l ,ly2)j 
printf("starting column ")j 
scanf (""d" ,1xl) j 
printf("ending column")j 
scanf('''d",lx2); 

printf("Using cursor to find end points of one row ")j 
xS=Oj yS=Oj 
II=pick pt(lxs,lys)j 
al=xsj -
printf("a1 Id",al)j 

II=pick pt(lxs,lys); 
a2=xs; -

printf("a2 Id",a2); 
a1=al+4; a2=a2-4j 
xm=-5000j xd=5000ji=alj 
fa=rxj 
peek«SEG IMAG[ys]),O,L,nx)j 
while(i<=a2) { 
i f ( ( i nt) L [ i] <0) 
x=(i nt)L[i] +256; 

else 
x=(i nt)L[i] j 

x=(x-50).ad+vb i 
fg=O; 
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nn: 

xs=i-XCj im=ys-ycj fi=xs/faj fj=im/faj 
ZO[O]=OO[O]j 
ZO [1] =f i *00 [1] j 
ZO [2] =f j *00 [2] j 

ZO[3]=OO[3]*(2*(fi*fi+fj*fj)-1)j 
ZO[4]=00[4]*2*fi*fjj 
ZD[5]=OD[5]*(fi*fi-fj*fj)j 
ZD[S]=DD[S]*(3*fi*fi*fj+3.*fj*fj*fj-2.*fj)i 
ZO[7]=D0[7]*(3.*fj*fj*fi+3.*fi*fi*fi-2.*fi)j 

ZD[8]=DO[8]*(S*fi*fi*fi*fi+S*fj*fj*fj*fj+12*fi*fi*fj*fj )i 
ZO[8]=ZO[8]+00[8]*(-S*fi*fi-S*fj*fj+l)i 
for(j=Oij<ns;++j) { 
fg=fg+ZO[j] j } 

fg=fg*420i 
ia=(int)fgj 
x=x-iai 

if (x<xd) { 
xd=xj goto nnj } 

if (x>xm) 
xm=x; 

i++j} 
printf("maximum and minimum ~d ~d\n", xm,xd)j 
printf("input approximate max."); 
scanf ("~d" ,lxm) j 
printf("input approximate minimum ")i 
scanf ("~d" ,lxd) i 

ir=(xm-xd)/200i 
mk2=Oj 
dd=Oj 
whi le(y(y2) { 

peek«SEG lMAG[y]),O,L,nx)j 
for(x~xljx<x2i++x) { 
if «i nt)L[x] <0) 
I[x]=(int)L[x]+25Si 
else 
I [x]=(i nt)L[x] j 
} 

for(x=xljx<x2j++x) { 
im=(I[x]-50)*adj im=im+vbj 
ZO [0] =DO [0] j 

xS=X-XCi YS=Y-YCj 
fg=xS/fai fh=ys/faj fr=sqrtCfg*fg+fh*fh)i 

ZD[l]=fg*OO[l] i 
ZO[2]=fh*00[2]i 

ZO[3]=(2*Cfg*fg+fh*fh)-1.)*00[3]j 
ZO[4]=2*fg*fh*OD[4]; 

ZD[5]=(fg*fg-fh*fh)*oD[5]i 
ZO[S]=(3.*fg*fg*fh+3.*fh*fh*fh-2.*fh)*00[S]i 
ZD[7]=(3.*fh*fh*fg+3.*fg*fg*fg-2.*fg)*oD[7]i 

. ZO [8] =(S*fg*fg*fg*fg+S.fh*fh*fh*fh-12*fg*fg*fh*fh) *00 [8]i 
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ZD[8]=ZD[8]+DD[8].(-S.fg.fg-S.fh.fh+l.)i 
fb=Oi 
for(i=Oii(nsi++i) { 
fb=fb+ZD[i]; } 

fb=fb.420i 
va I ue=(i nt) fb i 

im=im-value; 
I[xl=(im-xd)/ir+50i 

" setyx(x,y,I[X])i 
} 

} 
y++i 

printf("output file ")i 
scanf("~s",fname3); 
f3=fopen(fname3,"wb")i 

for(Y=Oiy(400i++Y) { 
GetRow(I,O,511,399-y,-1)i 
j=fwrite(I,1,512,f3)i 

if(j<512) { 
printf("unsufficient data ")i 
break; } 

} 
printf("file transfer complete ")i 
fclose(f3) i 

} 
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DIGIT.C 

1* Find fringe center and assign fringe orders 2/24/87 *1. 
,include ftimage.h ft 
,include fttardev.h" 1* Defines the Targa device parameters *1 
,include Rdisp.h" /* From RIS/itk: Image display parameters *1 
'include "stdio.hft 
iinclude "math.h" 
char L[512];int I[512];int M[512]; 
int ic[512]jint ea[512];int ch[512]j 
mainO 
{ 
int sgnO; 
int vm,im,il,ir,yo,vn, value,hi,lo,df,xx,ia,ib,va,vb,iu,id,rx,ry; 
int y, x, i, j, yc, y2, xc, x2,ad,dd,i2,ns,level,vo,xi,xl,ylj 
int xs,ys,fn,rs,al,a2,ya,pm,pn,xt,ti,mkl,mk2,xd,xm,rr,r2,r; 

int A,P,E,T,Q,R,S,ES,yccj 
float fa,fb,fc,fd,fe,ff,fg,fh,fj,fi,fk; 

FILE *fl;FILE *f2j FILE *f3j 
char II; 
extern int icE]; extern ea[];extern ch[]j 

unsigned nx, ny, gmode, mode, gda type; 
extern char L[];extern int I[]jextern int M[]; 
unsigned dis bits,img bits,segment=Ox3AOO; 

char fname[80T;char fname2[80];char fname3[80]; 
gmode =1 ; mode =0; nx = 512; ny = 400; 
dis bits = 8; 
img-bits = 8; 1* 8 bit display and image memory *1 

ini t targa 0 ; 
SetPageMode(l); 
SetGenLock(l); 
SetLi veModeO; 
SetD i spMode 0 ; 
init imm(segment,nx,ny,img bits,dis bits); 

y1=O;y2=4oo; --
xl=O;x2=512; 
printf(ft\nNormalization file ft); 
scanf("~sft,fname);printf("\nft); 

printf("Fringe file "); 
scanfCft~s·,fname2); printfC"\nft); 
printf("edge file "); 
scanf(l~sR,fname3); 
f3=fopen(fname3,"w ft )i 

fl=fopen(fname,Rrb")i 
f2=fopen(fname2,"wR); 
for(y=yl;y(y2i++Y) { 
j=fread( L,l,nx,fl)i 

if(j<nx) { 
printf("unsufficient data to read")i 
breaki} 

poke«SE~IMAG[y]),O,L,nx)i 



r 
imagdispO i 
printf("interval to check slope, i=2*ns+1")i 
scanf("~d" ,Ins) i 

printf("center x"); 
scanf ("~d" ,!xc); 

printf("center y"); 
scanf ("~d" ,lye); 

printf("radi~s of x axis "); 
scanf ("~d" ,!rx) ; 
printf("radius in y direction ft); 
scanf ("~d",!ry) ; 

printf('" of fringes "); 
scanf ("~d" ,lfn) ; 

ad=rx*2/fn; 
printfCftinput interval for digitization "); 
scanfC"~d",lmk1); 

vn=fn+2; 
h i=240j 10=30; 
xx=hi-Io; 

~rintfCftfringe order for reference If); 
scanf Cft~d" ,lxs) ; 
printfC"x coordinate of reference ft); 
scanf(ft%d",!value)j 
printf("yof reference a)j 
scanf C":;d" ,Ay1) j 

printfCafringe order for left reference "); 
scanf ("%d",!ia); 
printfCax of left ref6rence a); 
scanfCft%d",lva); 

printfCayof left reference a); 
scanf ("%da ,li u); 

printf("fringe order for right reference ft); 
scanf ca~da ,!i b) ; 

printf(ax of right reference a); 
scanf C"~d" ,lvb) ; 

printfCax of central reference ft); 
scanfC"~da,lvo); 

printfCfty of centra I reference, y=y1+interval*n a); 
scanf(ft%d" ,lid); 

y=y1; 
printf(alast row to be digitized a); 
scanf Cft%da ,ly2) ; 
printf("starting column a)i 
scanf ca%da ,1d) ; 
printfCftending column"); 
scanf(ft%d",!x2); 

mk2=O; 
dd=O; 
wh i I e(y(y2) { 

peek~(SE~IMAG[y]),O,L,nx); 
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for(x=xljx(x2j++x) { 
if ((i nt)l[x] (0) 
I [xJ=(i nt)l[x] +256j 
else 
I[x]=(i nt)l[x] j 
} 
for(i=Oj i(512j++i) { 
ic[i]=Oj ea[i]=O; M[i]=O;} 

xd=Oi 
A=Oj 

P=(I[ns+xl]-hi)*sgn(I[ns*2+xl]_I[Xl]); 
ES=2; 
E=E5*hi/2j 

i=x1+ns+lj 
whi/e(i<x2-ns-l) { 

T=P; 
Q=1 [i -ns+1] j 
R=1[i+l] i 
5=1 [i+ns+l] ; 
P=(R-E)*sgn(5-Q)j 
if ((T -P»xx){ 
A=A+xxj 
E5=l -sgn(E5-1)i 
E=xx*E5/2+ lo i 
P= (R-E) *sgn (5-Q) j 
} 

ea [i]=ESi 
x i=ea [i] -ea [i -1] i 
if (xi!=O) { 
xd=xd+1i 
ic[i]=xdi } 
i++i 

} 
i=x1 i 

ff=Y-YCi fg=rYi fh=ff/fgi fi=fh*fhi 
whi le(i<x2+1) { 

fa=i-xcj fb=rxi fd=fa/fbi fe=fd*fdi 
fj=fi+fei 
f j=f j -1.00; 
if (f j)O) 
ch [i]=li 
else 
ch [i]=-li 

i++i} 
i=x1i 
whi le(i<x2+1) { 

rr=ch[i+1]-ch[i]i 
if (rr=-2) 
al=i+li 
if (rr=2) 
a2=i i 
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} 

i++i } 
Xm=adi 

} 

if (a2=x2) 
goto addi 

if(y<iu) 
goto nni 

else if(y<id) 
goto centeri 

else if(y=id) { 
value=vOi goto nni} 
else 

goto nni 
nn: 
i=a1i 

while(i<a2+1) { 
if(ic[i] !=O) { 

x i=abs (i -va I ue) i 
if(xi<xm) { 
xm=xi; 
pn=i i } 

i++j 
} 
value=pnj 

i=alj 
xi=xs-ic[pn]j 

whi le(i<a2+1) { 
if(ic[i] !=O) 
ic[i]=ic[i]+xi j 
i++j } 
goto lastj 

center: 
i=alj 
xm=adj 
while(i<value) { 
if (i c [i] ! =0) { 
xi=abs(i-va) i 
if(xi<xm) { 
xm=xi j 

pn=i; } 
} 
i++j} 
i=alj 
xi=ia-ic[pn] j 
while(i<value) { 
if(ic[i] !=O) 
ic[iJ=ic[i]+xi; 

i++; 

va=pni 
i=valuej 
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xm::adj 
while(i<a2+1) { 
if(ie[i] !=O) { 
xi=abs(i-vb) j 
if(xi<xm) { 
xm=xi; 
pn=i j} 
} 
i++j } 
xi=ib-ie[pn] ; 
i=valuej 
whi le(i<a2+1) { 

if (ie[i] !=O) 
ie[i]=ic[i]+xi j 
i++j} 
vb=pni 

last; 
ycc=Oj 

for(i=alji<a2+1j++i) { 
if(ic[i] !=O) { 
ycc=ycc+li 

mk2=mk2+1i 

M[i]= ic[i]*100/fn+50i 
fprintf(f2,"~d ~d ~d\n",ic[i],i,y)j} 

M[al]=250i M[a2]=250j 
set px (i ,y, M [ i]); } 
fprTntf(f3,"~d ~d ~d\n",a1Ia2,ycc); 
add: 

do=00+1; 
y=y+mkl; } 

printf("total number of points ~d\nft,mk2)i 
printf(fttotal rows ~d\nft,dd)i 

i nt S9n (x) 
int Xi 
{ 

} 

int Yi 
if (x>=O) 
y=1i 
else 
y=-1; 
return Yi 

} 
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APPENDIX H 

AXIAL SUPPORT AND TOLERANCE ANALYSIS 

The program MODEL.F77 is a program for finding optimum support 

forces when a support pattern is assigned. The support pattern is an ASCII file 

where each row contains the number of supports, radius, and off-set angle of a 

ring (in radians). The program also asks for shearing constant, structure factor of 

flexural rigidity, weight factor, and scaling factor. All paramete:rs are calculated 

according to formulas on sections of Shearing Effects and Sandwich Structure in 

Chapter 4. "Number of terms in summation" is a parameter set for the upper 

limit of the index m of Eq. 4.2. Usually it is set to less than 7. "Number of 

cylinders" is the number of cylinders used for the thickness variation model. The 

maximum number accepted by the program is 20. The output of this program is 

the optimized supporting force, deflection pattern and surface rms and peak-to

peak. The deflection pattern is a 2 byte signed binary file, which can be plotted by 

a gray-level plotting routine PRINTPIC and contour plotting routine PRINTCON. 

For the support forces tolerance analysis program TOLER2.F77, except 

the file containing support pattern, it needs a force file which contanis the force 

of a pair of support points on every ring. Table 4.9 is an example of the force file. 
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The standard deviation for the supporting force is determined by a parameter 

"F". For inst~cs, if F is set as 1, the standaard deviation is 5.5%, if F=lO, the 

standard deviation is 0.55%, etc. The other inputs are the same as for program 

MODEL. 
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MODEL.F77: program for axial supports 

C FIND OPTIMIZATION POINT SUPPORTS FOR THIN PLATES 
C WITH A HOLE AT CENTER,SOLID EDGE AND 
C THICKNESS VARIATION CONSIDERED 
C . SHEARING EFFECT INCLUDED 

IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(60,61),X(60),A2(60,61),AA(20),F(20),B(20),Q(20) 

1,Xl(60),AS(15,SO), RK(20),PR(20),BR(20),FR(20) 
1,RL(20),BAA(20),QAA(20),FAA(20),DN(20,16384) 

INTEGER*2 IAR(12S) 
CHARACTER*20 CF1,CF2,CF3.10 
PRINT .,"INPUT SUPPORT FILE" 
READ(.,170) CFl 

170 FORMAT (A) 
OPEN(17,FILE=CF1,RECFM='DS') 
PRINT .,", OF RINGS " 
READ(.,.) NR 
PRINT .,", OF CYLINDERS (1 FOR FLAT)" 
READ(.,.) NN 
PRINT .,"POISSON RATIO" 
READ(.,*) C 
PRINT *,"SCALING FACTOR" 
READ(.,.) SA 
PRINT .,"RADIUS OF HOLE (FRACTION) " 
READ(.,.) H 
SKD=1. 
SKR::O. 
PRINT .,"SHEARING EFFECT INCLUDED? YES=1 NO::O " 
READ(*,.) IS 
IF (IS -1) 955,956,955 

956 PRINT .,"INPUT SHEARING CONSTANT,1.5=50LID MIRROR" 
READ(.,.) SKR 
PRINT .,"INPUT STRUCTURE FACTOR OF D " 
READ(*,.) SKD 
PRINT *,"WEIGHT FACTOR • 
READ ( * , *) WF 
PRINT .,"WIDTH OF SOLID EDGE IN CM " 
READ(.,*) WS 

955 IF (NN-1) 370,371,370 
370 PRINT .,"INPUT RADIUS OF CURVATURE IN CM " 

READ ( • , * ) RC 
PRINT *,"INPUT CENTRAL THICKNESS IN CM " 
READ(*,.) HC 
PRINT .,"INPUT MIRROR RADIUS IN CM I 

READ ( * , .) RM 
SAG=RM**2*.5/RC 
SAO=(RM*H)**2*.5/RC 
DH=(SAG-SAO)/NN 
HO=HC+SAO 
HAR=HC/RM 
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371 PRINT .,"1 OF TERMS IN SUMMATION" 
READ ( * , * ) IT 
DO 68 I=l,NR 

68 READ(17,*) RK(I),Rl(I) PR(I) 
PRINT *,"NY I ' 
READ(*,*) NY 
DY=2./ (NY-l.) 

Nl=NN+2 
IF (NN-l) 704,372,704 

372 PRINT *,"INPUT (CENTRAL THICKNEE)/(MIRROR RADIUS) " 
READ(*,*) HAR 
Fl=l. 
B(2)=1. 
Q(l)~1. 
Q(2)=1. 
F(l)=1. 
F(2)=1. 
l=l 
GO TO 703 

704 DO 700 I=l,NN 
HH=hDH+SAO 
RA=SQRT(HH*2*RC) 
8 (I)=RA/RM 
Q(l)=(HH+HO- OH)/HC 

700 F(I)=Q(I)**3 
B (NN+ 1) =B (NN) 
B(NN)=(RM-WS)/RM 
Q(NN+1)=Q(NN)/WF 
F(NN+1)=F(NN)/SKO 
NN=NN+1 
DO 720 I=l,NN 
BAA (I) =B (1) 
QAA (I) =Q (1) 

720 FAA(l)=F(I) 
SQ=Q(1) *(B(1) **2-H**2) *3.14159 
DO 705 I=2,NN 

705 SQ=SQ+(B(I)**2-BeI-l)**2)*Q(I)*3.14159 
Fl=SQ/3.14159/(1-H**2) 

703 PRINT * ,IFlI, Fl 
DO 1000 II=1,NR 
PO=PR(II) 
RR=Rl(II) 
IF(NN-1) 373,374,373 

374 B(1)=RR 
GO TO 375 

373 DO 701 I=1,NN 
IF (RR-BAAeI» 702,701,701 

701 CONTINUE 
702 L=I 

DO 380 I=l,l-l 
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380 

707 

375 

706 
C 
C 

-8 (I) =8AA (I) 
Q (I) =:QAA (I) 
F(I) =FAA (I) 
DO 707 I=L,NN 
J=NN-I+L 
8(J+1)=BAA (J) 
Q(J+l)=QAA(J) 
F(J+l)=FAA(J) 
8 (L)::RR 
F(L) =FAA (L) 
Q(L)=QAA(L) 
PRINT *,II 
DO 706 I=l,NL 
PRINT *, 8 (I), Q (I), F (I) 
PRINT *,"CHECK, INPUT 0 " 
READ(*,*) CHECK 
DO 100 LS=l,IT 
N=RK(II)*LS 
M=8 
CALL DSAHl(A,C,H,N, B,F, L,NL,FL) 
CALL SOo(M,A,Xl) 
PRINT *,(Xl(I),I=l,2) 
PRINT *,(X1(I),I=3,4) 
PRINT *,(X1(I),I=5,6) 
PRINT *,(X1(I),I=7,8) 
DO 35 1=1,4 
AS (LS,I)=X1 (1+4) 

35 AS (LS, NL*4-4+I) =X1 (I) 

102 

104 
103 
101 
106 

110 
100 

IF (L-1) 101,101,102 
DO 103 I=l,L-1 
J=(I-1)*4 
DO 104 K=1,4 
AS(LS,J+K+4)=AS(LS,J+K)*F(I+1)/F(I) 
CONTINUE 
IF (Nl-l-1) 100,100,106 
I=(L-1) *4+1 
Y1=B(L)**N 
Y2=B (l) ** (N+2) 
Y3=B(L) ** (-N) 
Y4=B(L)**(-N+2) 
AS(LS,I+4)=AS(lS,I)-FL*Y4 
AS(lS,I+5)=AS(lS,I+1)+FL*Y3 
AS(lS,I+6)=AS(LS,I+2)-FL*Y2 
AS (lS,I+7)=AS (lS, 1+3) +FL*Y1 
DO 110 I=L+1,NL-1 
K=(I-1)*4 

/N/(N-1) 
IN/(N+1) 
/N/(N+1) 

/N/(N-1) 

DO 110 J=1,4 
AS(lS,K+J+4)=AS(lS,J+K)*F(I+1)/F(I) 
CONTINUE 
AC=1-H**2 

. CALL COEFD(A2,F,Q,B,C,FL,H,AC,Nl,L,AA) 
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M=3*NL 
CALL SOO(M,A2,X) 
Y=l. 
LC=1 
DO 37 I=I,NY 
P=-l. 
DO 99 LX=I,NY 
R=SQRT(P**2+Y**2) 
IF (R-l.) 98,98,99 

98 IF (R-H) 99,84,84 
84 DO 71 J=I,NL 

IF (R-B(J» 72,72,71 
71 CONTINUE 
72 K=J 

M=(K-l) *3+1 
AO=M(K) 
BO=X(M) 
CO=X(M+l) 

00=X(M+2) 
DF=(Q(K)*R**4/8/AC +R**2* (OLOG(R)-I) *AO/4 

1+BO*R**2/4+CO*OLOG(R)+00)/F(K)*(_I) 
IF (R-l+WS/RM) 970,970,971 

971 QH=Q(K)*WF 
GO TO 972 

970 QH=Q(K) 
972 SHl=(2*Q(K)*R**2/AC+AO*OLOG(R)+BO)/QH 

TA=OACOS(P/R) 
IF (Y) 95,95,94 

95 TA=2*3.14159-TA 
94 DO 96 M=I,IT 

MM=(K-l)*4 
AO=AS(M,MM+l) 
BO=AS(M,MM+2) 
CO=AS(M,MM+3) 
00=AS(M,MM+4) 
IP=M*RK(II) 
Zl=R**IP 
Z2=R**(IP+2) 
Z3=R**(-IP) 
Z4=R**(-IP+2) 
OA= (AO*ZI +BO*Z2" +CO*Z3 +00*Z4 

I*OCOS(IP*(TA-PO» 
OF=DF+OA 
SBA=(4*IP+4) *BO*R**IP-(4*IP-4) *OO*R**(-IP) 

96 sHl=SHl-SBA*OCOs(IP*(TA-PO»/QH 
IF (IS-I) 950,951,950 

951 IF (R+Ws/RM-l) 952,952,953 
953 OF=DF+SHl*1.5*HAR**2/(I.-C)/6. 

GO TO 950 
952 OF=DF+SHl*SKR*HAR**2*SKO/(1.-C)/6. 
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950 ON(II,lC)=DF 
lC=lC+1 

99 P::P+OY 
37 Y=Y-OY 
1000 CONTINUE 

. LN=lC/2 
DO 999 I=I,NR 

999 PRINT *,DN(I,lN) 
PRINT *, "WAIT " 
READ ( * , .) WA 
do 450 i=l,60 
do 450 j=l,61 

450 a (i , j ) =<> . 
nxl==nr-l 
do 45 i=l,nxl 
do 46 k=l,nr 
dul=<>. 
do 47 j=l,lc-l 

47 dul=du1+dn(k,j)*(dn(i,j)-dn(nr,j) 
46 a(i,k)=dul 
45 continue 

do 920 i=1,nxl 
do 920 k=1,nxl 

920 a(i ,k)=a(i ,k)-a(i ,nr) 

500 

800 

550 

600 

do 500. i =1, nxl 
a(i ,nr)=-a(i ,nr) 
PRI~ *,"MATRIX FILE" 
REAO(*,170) CF3 
OPEN (14, FIlE=CF3, RECFM='OS') 
DO 800 I=I,NXI 
WRITE(14,.) I 
WRITE(14,*) (A(I,J) ,J=l,NR) 
call sod(nx1,a,x) 
suI=<> 
do 550 i=1,nxl 
sul=sul+x (i) 
x(nr)=1-su1 
print *,"force" 
do 600 i=1,nr 
print *,x(i) 
PRINT *,"OUTPUT FILE" 
READ(*,170) CF2 
OPEN(18,FIlE=CF2,FORM=)UNFORMATTED',RECFM=)OYN~~IC') 
XMA=<>. 

200 

XMI= 1. 
SU2=<>. 
DO 300 l=1,lC-1 
SUM=<>. 
DO 200 K=I,NR 
SUM=SUM+DN(K,l)*X(K) 

, 
'. 
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SU2=5U2:t-SuM**2 
IF (XMA-SUM) 302,303,303 

302 XMA=5UM 
GO TO 300 

303 IF (XMI-SUM) 300,305,305 
305 XMI=5UM 
300 CONTINUE 

PRINT .,", OF SUPPORT POINTS" 
REAo(*,*). NT 
RMS=5QRT(SU2/(lC-l») 
GAM=RMS/8/3.14159**2*NT**2 
RS=RMS*SA 
XMA=XMA*SA 
XMI=XMI*SA 
PRINT *,"RMS MAX MIN GAM " 
PRINT *,RS,XMA,XMI,GAM 
UNI=(XMA-XMI)/SA/1000. 
PRINT *,"UNIT ",UNI 
Y=l. 
l=l 
DO 310 I=l,NY 
P=-l. 
DO 311 J=l,NY 
R=5QRT(Y**2+P**2) 
V= (R-l.) * (R-H) 
IF (V) 312,312,313 

313 IAR \ J) =0 
GO TO 311 

312 SUM=O. 
DO 314 K=l,NR 

314 SUM=5UM+X(K)*oN(K,L) 
l=l+l 
IAR(J)=5UM/UNI 

311 P=P+OY 
WRITE(18) (IAR(J),J=l,NY) 

310 y=y-oy 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DSAH1(A,C, H,N,BA,F, L,NL,FL) 
C DISCRETE SUPPORT 
C HOLE AT CENTER 
C FIND COEFFICIENTS OF THE FIRST AND THE LAYERS 

IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION(A-H:O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(60,61),BA(20),F(20) 
B=BA(L) 

. DO 1 I=1,S 
DO 1 J=1,9 

1 A(I,J)=O. 
Rl= 1./F(NL) 
R2= 1./F( 1) 
R3=FL/F(L) 
X1=B .. N 
X2=B .. (N+2) 
X3=B .. (-N) 
X4=B .. ( -N+2) 
A(1,1)=R1 
A(~,S)=-R2 
A(1,9)=- X4/N/(N-1.)*R3 
A(2,2)=R1 
A(2,6)=-R2 
A(2,9)= X3/N/(N+1.)*R3 
A(3,3)=R1 
A(3,7)=-R2 
A(3,9)=- X2/N/(N+1.)*R3 
A(4,4)::R1 
A(4,S)=-R2 
A(4,9)= X1/N/(N-1.)*R3 
A(S,1)=(1-C)*N*(N-1.) 
A(S,2)=(N+1)*(N+2-C*(N-2» 
A(S,3)=(1-C)*N*(N+1) 
A(S,4)=(N-1)* (N-2-C* (N+2» 
A(6,1)=(1-C) *N**2* (N-1) 
A(6,2)=N*(N+1.) * (N-4-C*N) 
A(6,3)=-(1-C)*N**2*(N+1) 
A(6,4)=-N* (N-l) * (N+4-C*N) 
Yl=H .. N 
Y2=H .. (N+2) 
Y3=H .. (-N) 
Y 4=H .. (-N+2) 
A(7,S)=(1-C)*N* (N-l) *Yl 
A(7,6)=(N+l)*(N+2-C*(N-2»*Y2 
A(7,7)=(1-C)*N*(N+1)*Y3 
A(7,S)=(N-l)*(N-2-C*(N+2»*Y4 
A(S,S)=(1-C)*N**2* (N-1) *Y1 
A(8,6)=N*(N+1)* (N-4-C*N)*Y2 
A(8,7)=-(1-C) *N**2* (N+l) *Y3 
A(8,S)=-N* (N-1) * (N+4-C*N) *Y4 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE COEFD(A,F,Q,B,C,W,H,AC,N,L,A1) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 

C SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE MATRIX TO SOLVE 3*N DEFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 
DIMENSION A(60,61)~f(20),Q(20),A1(20),B(20) 
DO 34 I=l,N*3 
DO 34 J=1,N*3+1 

34 A(I,J)=O. 
A1(1)=-H**2*4/AC*Q(1) 
IF (L-1) 90,91,90 

90 DO 35 I=l,L-l 
35 A1 (I+l)=A1(I) +4*B(I) **2* (Q(I)-Q(I+1»/AC 
91 A1(L+1)=Al(L)- W*4 

IF (N -2-L) 93,92,92 
92 DO 36 I=L+1,N-1 
36 A1(I+1)=A1(I)+B(I)**2*(Q(I)-Q(1+1»*4/AC 
93 DO 37 I=l,N-1 

J=3*(I-l)+2 
K=3*(I-l)+1 
A(J,K)=.2S*B(I)**2/F(I) 
A(J,K+3)=-A(J,K)*F(I)/F(I?1) 
A(J,K+l)=DLOG(B(I»/F(I) 
A(J,K+4)=-A(J,K+1)*F(I)/F(I+1) 
A(J,K+2)=1./F(I) 
A(J,K+S)=-1/F(I+1) 
A(J,N*3+1)=-(Q(I) *B(I) *.4/8/AC+Al(I).B(I).*2. (OLOG(B(I »-1)/4) 

1/F(I)+(Q(I+l).B(I) •• 4/8/AC+Al(I+l)*B(I) •• 2.(OLOG(B(I))-1)/4) 
2/F(I+1) 

J=J+1 
A(J,K)=.S.B(I)*.2/F(I) 
A(J,K+3)=-A(J,K)*F(I)/F(I+l) 
A(J,K+l)=l/F(I) 
A(J,K+4)=-1/F(I+1) 
A(J,N.3+1)=-(Q(I) *B(I) **4/2/AC+.2S*A1 (1).( 2*OLOG(B(I»-

11 )*B(1)**2 
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l)/F(I)+ (Q(I+1) *B(1) **4/2/AC+.25*A1 (1+1) *8(1) **2* (2*OL OG(B(1»-l) 
2)/F(I+1) 

J=J+1 
A(J,K)=.S*B(I)**2*(1+C) 
A(J,K+3)=-A(J,K) 
A(J ,K+l)=-(l-C) 
A(J,K+4)= 1-C 
A(J,N.3+1)=-( .2S*A1(I).«1+C).OLOG(B(I»*2 

1+1-C).B(I) **2+Q(I)*B(I) **4* (3+C)/2/AC) 
2+( A1(I+1) * (2* (l+C) *DLOG(B(I»+l-C) *B(I) **2 
3/4+Q(I+1) * (3+C) *B(I) **4/2/AC) 

37 CONTINUE 
A(N*3-1,N*3-2)= .5*(1+C) 
A(N*3-1,N*3-1)= -1+C 
A(N*3-1,N*3+1)=- (Q(N)/2/AC*(3+C)+Al(N)* (1-C)/4) 
A(N*3,N*3-2)=.2S/F(N )*B(N)**2 
A(N*3,N*3-1)=DLOG(B(N»/F(N ) 
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A(N*3,N*3 )=I/F(N ) 
A(N*3,N*3+I)= -( Al(N )*(DLOG(B(N»-I)* 

lB(N) **2/4+Q(N) * B(N)**4/8/AC )/F(N) 
A(l,l)= .S*(1+Cj*H**2 
A(l,2)= -(I-C) 

A(l,N*3+I)=-( Al(1)*(2*DLOG(H)*(1+C)+1-C)*H**2/4 
1+Q(1)*H.*4*(3+C)/2/AC) 

RETURN 
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SUBROUTINE SOO(N,A,XX) 
IMPLICIT O(1'.JBLEPRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
DIMENSION A( 60, 61),XX(60) 
NP1=N+1 
DO 20 I=2,N 
DO 20 J=I,N 
IF (A(I-1,I-1» 1,2,1 

2 IM1=I-1 
DO 21 M=I,N 
IF (A(M,IM1» 3,21,3 

3 DO 22 MM=IM1,NP1 
SAVE=A(M,MM) 
A(M,MM)=A(IM1,MM) 

22 A (IM1,MM) =SAVE 
21 CONTINUE 

PRINT .,"NO UNIQUE SOLUTION" 
GO TO 190 

1 R=A(J,I-1)/A(I-1,I-1) 
DO 20 K=1,NP1 

20 A(J,K)=A(J,K)-R*A(I-1,K) 
DO 30 I=2,N 
K=N-I+2 
R=A(K,NP1)/A(K,K) 
DO 30 J=I,N 
L=N-J+l 

30 A(L,NP1)=A(L,NP1)-R*A(L,K) 
DO 40 I=l,N 

40 XX(I)=A(I,NP1)/A(I,I) 
190 RETURN 

END 
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TOLER2.F77: tolerance analysis of support force 

C TOLERANCE ANALYSIS FOR TWO FOLD SYMMETRY SUPPORTS 
C FOR THE 84 POINT SUPPORTS 
C WITH A HOLE AT CENTER AND 
C· THICKNESS VARIATION CONSIDERED 
C SHEARING EFFECT INCLUDED 

IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(60,61),X(60),A2(60,61),AA(20),F(20),B(20),Q(20) 

1,X1(60),AS(15,SO),FF(20,3), RK(20),PR(20),BR(20),FR(20) 
1,RL(20),BAA(20),QAA(20),FAA(20),ARR(64,64) ,ST(300),FPA(60) 

REAL*8 RANDOM, RESULT 
INTEGER-4 ISEED 
INTEGER-2 IAR(128) 
CHARACTER.20 CF1,CF2,CF3*10 
PRINT _,"INPUT SUPPORT FILE" 
READ(*,170) CFl 

170 FORMAT (A) 
PRINT *,"OUTPUT FILE" 
READ(*,170) CF2 
PRINT .,"FORCE FILE" 
READ(*,170)CF3 
OPEN(18,FILE=CF3,RECFM='DS') 
PRINT *,", OF SUPPORT POINTS" 
READ (. , * ) NT 
OPEN (17, FILE=CFl,RECFM='DS') 
PRINT *,"' OF RINGS " 
READ(*,.) NR 
PRINT *,"' OF CYLINDERS (1 FOR FLAT)" 
READ(*,*) NN 
PRINT .,"POISSON RATIO" 
READ(.,.) C 
PRINT .,"SCALING FACTOR" 
READ{.,.) SA 
PRINT *,"RADIUS OF HOLE (FRACTION) " 
READ (. , • ) H . 
SKD=1. 
SKR=O. 
PRINT .,"SHEARING EFFECT INCLUDED? YES=1 NO=O • 
READ (. , • ) IS 
IF (IS -1) 955,956,955 

956 PRINT .;"INPUT SHEARING CONSTANT I 1.5=SOLID MIRROR
READ(.,.) SKR 
PRINT .,"INPUT STRUCTURE FACTOR OF D " 
READ (. , • ) SKD 

955 IF (NN-1) 370,371,370 
370 PRINT., "INPUT RADIUS OF CURVATURE IN CM " 

READ (. , .) RC 
PRINT .,"INPUT CENTRAL THICKNESS IN CM " 
READ (. , • ) HC 
PRINT .,"INPUT MIRROR RADIUS IN CM " 
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READ (. , • ) RM 
SAG=RM**2*.5/RC 
SAO=(RM*H)**2*.5/RC 
DH=(SAG-SAO)/NN 
HO=HC+SAO 
HAR=HC/RM . 

371 PRINT *,"' OF TERMS IN SUMMATION B 

READ(.,.) IT 
DO 68 I=1,NR 

68 READ(17,*) RK(I),RL(I),PR(I) 
DO 69 I=1,NR 
DO 69 J=1,3 

69 READ(18,*) FF(I,J) 
NC2=NR*3 
PRINT *,"NY " 
READ(.,.) NY 
DY=2./ (NY-1.) 
NL=NN+1 
IF (NN-l) 704,372,704 

372 PRINT *,"INPUT (CENTRAL THICKNEE)/(MIRROR RADIUS) " 
READ(*,*) HAR 
FL=l. 
B(2)=1. 
Q(l)=1. 
Q(2) =1. 
F(l)=1. 
F(2)=1. 
L=1 
GO TO 703 

704 DO 700 I=1,NN 
HH=I*OH+SAO 
RA=5QRT(HH*2*RC) 
B(I)=RA/RM 
Q(I)=(HH+HO- OH)/HC 
F(I)=Q(I) **3 
BM (I)=B (I) 
QM (I)=Q (I) 

700 FM(I)=F(I) 
DQ=DH/HC 
SQ=O. 
DO 705 I=l,NN 

705 SQ=5Q-B(I)**2*3.l4159*OQ 
FL=3.14l59*(Q(NN)-H**2*Q(l»+SQ 
FL=FL/3.14159/(1-H**2) 

703 PRINT *~"FLB, FL 
ISEED=O 
PRINT *,"ERROR=.055/F ,INPUT FB 
READ ( * , * ) CF 

'. SUMl=O. 
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DO 690 I=1,NR 
DO 691 J=1,3 
XF=O. 
DO 692 K=1,27 . 
RESULT=RANDOM(ISEED) 

692 XF=XF+RESULT 
XF=XF/27. 
FF(I,J)=FF(I,J) *«.5-XF)/CF+1.) 

691 SUM1=SUM1+FF(I,J) 
690 CONTINUE 

SR=1./SUM1 
DO 694 I=1,NR 
DO 693 J=1,3 

693 FF(I,J)=FF(I,J).SR 
694 PRINT *, (FF (I, J) , J=1, 3) 

DO 1000 II=1,NR 
PO=PR(II) 
RR=RL(II) 
IF(NN-1)' 373,374,373 

374 B(1)=RR 
GO'TO 375 

373 DO 701 I=1,NN 
IF (RR-BAA(I» 702,701,701 

701 CONTINUE 
702 L=I 

DO 380 I=1,L-1 
B (I) =BAA (I) 
Q (I) =QAA (I) 

380 F(I)=FAA(I) 
DO 707 I=l,NN 
J=NN-I+L 
B(J+1)=BAA(J) 
Q(J+1)=QAA(J) 

707 F(J+1)=FAA(J) 
B(L)=RR 
F(L) =FAA (L) 
Q (L) =QAA (L) 

375 PRINT *, II 
DO 706 I=1 ,NL 

706 PRINT *IB(I) ,Q(I) IF(I) 
C PRINT *,"CHECK, INPUT 0 • 
C READ(~,*) CHECK 

DO 100 LS=l , IT 
N=2*LS 
M=8 
CALL DSAH1(A I CI H,N, B,F, L,NL,FL) 
CALL SOD(M,A,X1) 
PRINT *, (Xl (I) 11=1,2) 
PRINT *,(X1(I)II=3 ,4) 
PRINT .,(X1(!),I=5,6) 
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'PRINT *~(X1(I),I=7,8) 
DO 35 1=1,4 
AS (LS, I)=X1 (1+4) 

35 AS (LS,NL*4-4+I)=X1 (I) 

102 
IF (L-l) 101,101,102 
DO 103 I=1,L-1 
J=(I-1)*4 
DO 11.)4 K=1,4 

104 
103 
101 
106 

AS (LS, J+K+4) =AS (LS, J+K) *F(I+1)/F(I) 
CONTINUE 
IF (NL-L-1) 100,100,106 
I=(L-1) *4+1 
Y1=B(L)uN 
Y2=B(L) ** (N+2) 
Y3=B(L) ** (-N) 
Y4=B(L) ** (-N+2) 
AS(LS,I+4)=AS(LS,I)-FL*Y4 
AS(LS,I+5)=AS(LS,I+l)+FL*Y3 
AS (LS, 1+6) =AS (LS,I+2)-FL*Y2 
AS (LS,I+7)=AS(LS,I+3)+FL*Y1 

DO 110 I=L+1,NL-1 
K=(I-1) *4 
DO 110 J=l,4 

/N/(N-1) 
/N/(N+l) 
/N/(N+1) 

INI (N-l) 

110 AS (LS,K+J+4)=AS(LS,J+K)*F(I+1)/F(I) 
100 CONTINUE 

AC=1-H**2 
CALL COEFD(A2,F,Q,B,C,FL,H,AC,NL,L,AA) 
M=3*NL 
CALL SOD(M,A2,X) 
DO 682 IPD=l,3 
PO=PR(II)+3.14159*(IPD-1)/3. 
XP=FF(II,IPD) 
Y=1. 
LC=l 
DO 37 I=l,NY 
P=-l. 
DO 99 LX=1,NY 
R=SQRT(P**2+Y**2) 
IF (R-1.) 98,98,99 

98 IF (R-H) 99,84,84 
84 DO n J=l,NL 

IF (R-B(J» 72,72,71 
71 CONTINUE 
72 K=J 

M=(K-l) *3+1 
AO=AA(K) 
BO=X(M) 
CO=X(M+l) 
DO=X(M+2) 

_ DF=(Q(K)*R**4/8/AC +R**2* (DLOG(R)-l) *AO/4 
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1+80*R**2/4+CO.oLOG(R)+OO)/F(K) * (-1) 
SH1=(2*Q(K) *R**2/AC+AO*OLOG(R) +80)/Q(K) 
TA=DACOS(P/R) 
IF (Y) 95,95,94 

95 TA=2*3.14159-TA 
94 DO 96 M=l,IT 

MM=(K-l)*4 
AO=AS(M,MM+l) 
80=AS(M,MM+2) 
CO=AS (M I MM+3) 
DO=AS(M,MM+4) 
IP=M*2 
Zl=R**IP 
Z2=R** (IP+2) 
Z3=R** (-IP) 
Z4=R** (-IP+2) 
DF=OF+(AO*Zl +80*Z2 +CO.Z3 +OO*Z4 

l*OCOS (IP* (TA-PO» 
S8A=(4*IP+4) *80*R.*IP-(4*IP-4) *OO*R** (-IP) 

96 SH1=SH1-S8A*DCOS(IP*(TA-PO»/Q(K) 
IF (15-1) 950,951,950 

951 DF=DF+SH1*SKR*HAR.*2*SKO/(1.-C)/6. 
950 ARR (I,LX)=DF-XP+ARR (I, LX) 

LC=LC+l 
99 P=P+OY 
37 Y=Y-DY 

682 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE 

XMA=O. 
XMI= 1. 
SU2=O. 
Y=l. 
DO 300 I=l,NY 
P=-l. 
DO 280 K=l,NY 
R=SQRT(P**2+Y**2) 
IF( R-1) 270,270,200 

270 IF (R-H) 200,271,271 
271 IF(ARR(I,K)-XMA) 272,273,273 
273 XMA=ARR(I,K) 

GO TO 200 
272 IF(ARR(I,K)-XMI) 274,274,200 
274 XMI=ARR(I,K) 
200 SU2=SU2+ARR(I,K)**2 
280 P=P+DY 
300 Y=Y-DY 

RMS=sgRT(SU2/(LC-1» 
GAM=RMS/8/3.14159**2*NT**2 
RS=RMS*SA 
XMA=XMA*SA 
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XMI=XMI*SA 
PRINT *,ftRMS MAX MIN GAM ft 
PRINT *, RS , XMA, XMI, GAM 
UNI=(XMA-XMI)/SA/1000. 
Y=l. 
L=l 
OPEN (14,FILE=CF2,FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECFM='DYNAMIC') 
DO 310 I=l,NY 
P=-l. 
DO 311 J=l, NY 
R=SQRT(Y**2+P**2) 
V=(R-l.) * (R-H) 
IF (V) 312,312,313 

313 IAR (J) =0 
GO TO 311 

312 IAR(J)=ARR(I,J)/UNI 
311 P=P+DY 

WRITE (14) (IAR(J),J=l,NY) 
310 Y=Y-DY 

STOP 
END 
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